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INSURANCE.
31 EXCHANGE STREET,
established in 1843.

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and Iligh
A

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowesi Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
jel7snly

Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mbs. Chas. Hathorn, 51 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Diseasesiic haj peen
confined to her bed for some ti'.ce. Had a constant and intense

WEATHER.

BACKACHE

Washington, Dec. 23.
Observer, Portland:
6 I1. M. Hoist cold wave signal. Temper-

a^, 0tilcr symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
k'ajbaud was called home as she was dangerously

Gospel.

East Stoughton, Mass., N or. 22,18 85
To the FLO WEE MEDICI ffE CO.

Dear Sirs:

pleasure I send yon
tcli.’jng you of the won-

With great
few lines
derful cure
a

LIVER AND
STOM ACII SANATIVE has done
for me. I have been trying about
everything on the market, BESIDES TWENTY DIFFERENT
DOCTORS, and found nothing to
help me permanently. I sometimes felt better for a short time,
but would then go down again. I
have had the DYSPEPSIA and
IN
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
THE WORST FORMS, hut today
I eall myself well, and all the result of taking your medicine. I
generally had a bilions attack
about once in two weeks, and now
I have not had one since I commenced taking your Sanative, and
that was months ago. I CALL IT
THE BEST MEDICINE ON THE
CONTINENT, and I ought to be a
good judge by this time. I am now
58 years old, am doing my own
work, and feel like a new being.
With best wishes for your success, for you are doing a great
work for suffering humanity,
I remain your sincere and

III; he bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Chaei.es Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over exertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Ilermon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a time. Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

your

eodtf
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Christmas

BACKACHE,

probably shift to southwest and northwest,
with increasing force with a cold wave on
Friday.
The indications for New England today
local rains or light snows, followed by colder, clearing weather, southwest to northwest

winds, higher barometer.
A cold wave is indicated for Friday. Caufrom Mat terns to

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Dec. 23, 1886.

accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
that

and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibuetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown’s Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.
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Sigu of the Gold Boot.

Union Mutual

special sale
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Boston, Mass
Eastport, Me

Mt. Wash’t’n
Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y 29.83
New York... 29.90
Norfolk. Va. 30.11

29.93
29.90
30.20
30.18
30.17

Cincinnati, O 30.13
Memphis.30.12
Pittsburg.... 29.07
Buffalo, N.Y. 29.87
30.03
Cleveland.
Detroit. 30.02
..

Osweg*. 29.70
Alpena,Mich 30.10
Chicago, Ills. 30.19
Duluth,Minn 30.28
Marquette... 30.22

1848.

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

Death losses paid,

3,140,251.

Surrendered policies,

5,592,112.84

Dividends,.

4,208,602.74
PAYMENT

TOTAI.

mWEiraT-ONE BILEIOm OF
Jl LARS, equal to
THOUSAND

DOIi.

DOLof

arms
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the
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York standard.

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its muJL tuality, is the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.
milE

A. Garside & Son’s French Kid Button, French Matt Kid Top.
300 pairs A. Garside & Son s French Kid Button.
300 pairs French Kid Foxed, A. Garside & Son.
200 pairs French Kid Common Sense, A. Garwide & Son.
200
A. Garside & Son's Oil Goat Foxed,

pairs

pairs

Songola Toil.
200 pairs A. Garside & Son’s Walking Boots.
100 pairs A. Garside & Son's French Kid Hand
Sewed Turns, very light weight Dancing Boots.
Widths, AA. A, B, C and 1).
Sizes. 2Vi to 8.

Misses’ and Chil-

dren’s Canadian Overshoes.

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance

ITS

misconception.

INCONTESTABLE
ITS POLICIES
fraud.
cause
for
After three
ABE

HTOHE OPEN EVENING*.

except

tiny

years

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are comand
without waiting 60, 90,
plete and satisfactory,
or any number of days.

IT

PAYS DEATH
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XTplans, and its

on

nil

approved

plan and
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT I’LAN
of
tills
are sseclal features
company and issued by
none other.

Adjusted

Gouts’. Ladies, Boys’, Misses’ and Children's
Rubber Bouts.
Gents' Felt and Wool Boots,
Gents’. Boys’ and Youtlis’ Kip Boots.
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premium

ntHE ADVANTAGES of ibis Company are
1a«e, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS,EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, amt conservative management.

Cap or send
of its plans.

to

any Agency Office for

a

circular

SINKINSON,

JAMES

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

Portland, NIaine.
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THE SHOE DEALER

The

RICHMOND

Death of

I

Joseph Spaulding-A
Wedding Anniversary.
to

Fis-n nnd Silnrinn

.4

Kb

the lumber business as a member
of the firm of Roster & Spaulding, which
business he followed until a few years ago,
when he retired from liis active business life
and has since lived with his children, most
of whom reside in this village, and who have
all united in making his declining years
peaceful and comfortable.
Dr. and Mrs. I). S. Richards celebrated the
twenty-fifth anniversary of theij marriage
at their home in this village, last evening. A large party of friends was present to
participate in the occasion, and a pleasant
evening was passed in social intercourse. A
number of tokens of esteem were left in the
shape of useful, ornamental and valuable

engaged in

—
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No. 37 Plum Street.

Union ins. Go.,
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
IN

INCORPORATED

1804.

in cash.
actual value. 800,429.80
LIABILITIES,
losses in process of adjustment.$ 74,148.38
Ke-Insurauce reserve— 273,079.99
All other demands against
Co .:. 138,930.49
to y
Surplus
1
policy holders. 379,670.94

Capital paid up

Total Assets at

-$860,429.80

Morse & Pinkham,
AGENTS,

9 Exchange Street. 1
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No more useful or
desirable
present
can be purchased for
Geutlcmen and Boys
than a Rubber Coat
'and Hat, or a pair of
(Hall’s latent RubIber Lined Boots. For
tlie Ladies—A Goss-

Waterproof
Circular is always
acceptable. We have
a large
variety of
ainer
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Sick—A Rubber Hotor an
| water Bottlewill
Air Cushion
give
than
comfort
more
I
anv other present.

HALL RUBBER St.
GO.,
No. 222 Middle
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THE

INDIANS.

Details of the Recent

Killing

of U. S.

Soldiers.
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 23.—Persons have
arrived from Silver City, X. M„ bringing
additional particulars of the surprise of
regular troops near Alma, X. M., on Saturday, by Apache guerillas. The detachment
comprised 35 men of Troop C, Eighth ICavhey
alry, under Lieutenant Fontaine.

Three Persons

O.

marching through a rocky defile, when
suddenly fire was opened upon them by
Apaches who had secreted themselves in the

were

rocks and laid in wait for them.
Lieutenant Fontaine, after
seeing the
wounded cared for, headed an advance upon
had
come, but
the rocks whence the attack
the Indians had fled to Mexico. In the defile the troops found six dead bodies, those
of Surgeon Lieutenant Thomas J. Haddocks and a sergeant and four troopers. The
wounded are Lieutenant D. C. Cabell and a
sergeant. Besides these Lieutenant Fontaine's detachment found in the vicinity and
buried the bodies of eight civilians who had
been murdered by the Indians.

remain in Washington dtuing the recess of Congress and devote
his time to the preparation of the committee
lists. The list will not be made public until
officially announced in the House,which will
be on the day of the reassembling of Con-

BOUNCED A DRUMMER.
How a Conductor Caused His Road
to Lose S2,700.
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 23.—The case of

John AV. Rice vs. the Philadelphia, AVilmington and Baltimore Railroad Company, which
has been on trial in the Circuit Court for
several days was concluded today by a ver1 he
dict in favor of the plaintiff for $2700.
case is important to travelling salesmen. The
suit was to recover damages for the ejecting
of the plaintiff from one of the defendants
Rice was
cars on the 31st of January, 1883.
a travelling salesman and on the 3utli oi
January he bought a coupon ticket m \V iimington, Del., to Philadelphia and return.
On his way from AVilmington to I hiladel-

his return couthen
pon, instead of the proper one. and
wrote on the back of the punched coupon
return
On
the
trip
"Punched by mistake.”
the conductor would not recognize the damaged ticket and put the plaintiff off at Glenolden, six miles out of Philadelphia, and
the suit was docketed for damages.

phia the conductor punched

The President will spend Christmas day
quietly at the White House. He will have
no company hut will eat his Christmas din-

witli Miss Cleveland.
It is said that the President will sign the
hill granting a pension to Mrs. Grant in time
for that measure t< become a law before
Christmas day,
Adjutant General Drum today received a
telegram from Gen. Crook confirming the
press account of the ambuscading of Lieut.
Fontaine’s force by Indians.
The Bell Telephone case will not be decided until early in January.
ner

FIRE^RECORD.

An Immense Rope Walk Burned.
St. Johns, X. F., Dec. 23.—The Colonial
Cordage Company’s rope walk, the largest in
the world, having a frontage of 1400 feet was
totally destroyed by fire last night. Loss
$140,000; not covered by insurance.
A Georgia Town Loses Heavily.
Atlanta. Dee. 23.—The town of Ilogansville in this State was badly damaged by tire
last night. A dozen buildings were destroyed. The loss is heavy and there is not a
cent of insurance on any of the burned build-

ings.

Other Fires.

Charleston, S. C., Dec. 23.—J. M. Waddell’s gin house and mill at Society Hill
John Malloy, colored,
were burned today.
perished in the press box, and two colored
boys were badly burned.

WATER FAMINE.
An

Illinois

Town

Many

<

Education.

Tlie friends of universal education are
very hopeful of passing the educational bill
through Congress this session. Mr. Blair in
the Senate, and Mr. Willis in the House, will
press the matter, and both are sanguine of

THE

North

Carolina.

Washington, Dec. 23.—It is said at the
White House that there is no truth in the report printed in New Yorkjhat Collector HedUniversal

prohibiting among other things the sending
of Catholic children to the schools where
Protestant teachers were employed. The
government, considering it an act of disrespect and insubordination, took the matter
up, and after an exchange of several notes
between the Minister of Education, the
Governor of Cordova and Dr. Cliara, referred it to the Attorney General for his
opinion. The Attorney General, in a long
report, giving a full review of the relations
of tjie state and church, gives it as his
opinion that the government which confirmed the church nominations could discipline and dismiss. President Itocco accepted this opinion as sound doctrine, and
issued a decree dismissing l)r. Cliara. Dr.
Chara refused to accept the dismissal and
continued to exercise the functions of his
priestly office. He even issued a second pastoral, in which he asserted it was his duty
to obey instructions from Rome rather than
the laws of the national government. The
people are now divided into two parties,
clerical and anti-clerical.
Congress passed a bill, which had been inthat in the schools of the national capital
there should be no sectarian test or teaching.
In the discussion of the budget of the
Minister of Education and Worship a hot
debate took place in the section relating to
the suppression of seminaries for the education of priests, and Minister De Wild, who
took part in the discussion, made it known
that the President by withholding supplies
was determined to press the question to the
point of separation of the church and state.
Dr. Maltera, apostolic delegate, anathematized the normal school at Cordova, of which
Miss Clara Armstrong, an American lady
and a Protestant, was directress; and having been requested by Miss Armstrong to
remove the anathema, consented on condition that she secure certain pledges from the
Minister of Worship.
This she attempted to do, but was sharply
reprimanded by the minister who told her
the government employed her to teach the
sciences and that Dr. Maltera had no authority to interfere. The minister then called
upon Dr. Maltera for an explanation of his
interference witli the law and authorities of
the country, and as this
explanation was
not made, the minister sent the apostolic
his
and
pass
ports
delegate
required him to
leave the country within six hours and the
requirement was complied with. The secular press charged Dr. Maltera with having
been the instigator of all the trouble.
“It is quite probable,” writes Osborne in
his last despatch “that the President sent in
a message asking Congress to approve the
call for a convention to amend the constitution in order to relieve the State from the

church.”
One of the

Suffering Badly

Effects.
Chicago, Dec. 23.—The town of Lake
View, adjoining Chicago on the north is in a
terrible plight for lack of drinking water.
For the past few weeks the people have
been suffering a veritable water famine so
severe as; to produce great sickness which
from Its

the
threatens to increase and result in
At
spread of some fatal epidemic disease.
much
tythe marine hospital there has been
it
to
attribute
officials
fever
and
the
phoid
nothing else but the filthy water pumped
All of the eases
through the sewer pumps.
have developed in the hospital in which there
The surgeon general
are now 92 patients.
who lias ordered a chemical analysis of the
water declares it is largely composed of sewage.

Instantly Killed and
Badly Wounded.

Others

Asheville, N. C., Dec. 23.—A terrible collisoccurred yesterday on the Western North
Carolina road, twenty miles east of here, at 2.30.
The engineer and two firemen were instantly
killed and many others were terribly wounded.
Two trains were completely wrecked. Marion, N.
C., is a schedule place of meeting for through
freight trains, and train No. 0, east bound, failing
to reach Marion on delayed time, as indicated by
the rules, gave No. 6, west bound, a right to the
track. Conductor Trott and Engineer Edwards
were in charge of No. 6, and Conductor Drake
The
and Engineer Perkins in charge of No. 0.
watch of Conductor Drake was an hour slow, according to the standard railway time, which led
him to believe he bad ample time to reach Marlon against the opposing train, but caused the
fatal accident. The watch of Engineer Perkins,
Perkins and the firewlien found, was correct.
men on botli trains were mangled to death.
ion

FULL OF

BLACK DAMP.

Hope of Saving the Imprisoned
Miners Given Up.
Wilkehbarre, Pa., Dec. 23.—A message was
sent here this morning to the effect that there is a
possibility of the imprisoned men being still alive
and that the company were going to drive a drill
in several places and put down pipes and thereby
All

furnish the victims with air. Tins is denied on
good authority this afternoon and every hope of
their being alive is given up as the mine is lull of
black damp, which is an agency of sure death.
They cannot be rescued alive and it is more than
probable many of the bodies will never be found.
STRUCK

BY A SNOW SLIDE.

Two Colorado Miners

Buried

at the

Bottom of a Shaft.
Silverton, Col., Dee. 23.—A snow slide came
down a mountain into Minnesota Guleli yesterday
The
afternoon, sweeping everything before it.
slide struck the mouth of the Prodigal Son mine
tilling an 85 foot shaft, and burying Burk Hovey
and J. M. Scales, who were working at the bottom
of the shaft at the time of the
have not been reached yet, but

slide.
are

dead.

early

incidents of the

struggle

procession of more than a thousand
ladies of the first families of Buenos Ayres,
which marched to the Senate and presented
a petition signed exclusively by women,
was a

praying for the rejection of the pending bill
already passed by the lower house which
prohibited the teaching of religious dogmas
A vote was immediatem common schools.
ly taken by “smart judgment” and the bill

rejected by

was

one

vote.

MURDER.

Bedford, Mass,, Excited Over
Recent Developments.
New Bedfobd, Mass., Dec. 23.—Just af-

New

ter sunrise

he

Terrible Railroad Accident in

Minor Matters.

BERRY,

up

A FATAL MISTAKE.

Report.

fchad been removed and Hubert
Thompson appointed his successor.

government, many Protestant teachers,
mostly ladies from the United States, arc
employed. On the 25tli of April, 1885, Dr.
Cliara, a Catholic ecclesiastic and acting
Bishop at Cordova, issued a pastoral letter,

this

morning, Obed E. Mosher

driving from Piainville to Acushnet.
When about three miles from his destination

WASHINGTON.

den

Washington, Dec. 23.—A series of despatches received by the Secretary of State
from Minister Thomas Osborne at Buenos
Ayres, the last of which is dated October
1G, 1885, describes an interesting episode in
the nature of a struggle between the church
and state in the Argentine republic for the
control of the normal schools—a struggle
which soon became the dominant issue in
national politics and absorbed much of the
attention of the government and people.
In the normal schools of that republic,
established and supported by the national

was

file existing law provides that the powers of
the clerk of the court shall be extended for a period not exceeding four months after the termination of the existence of the court foi*the purpose
of closing up the business of his office and depositing the records in the office of the Secretary of
State. Tlie bill introduced by Senator.Frye, and
now pending, iuereases this time to six months,
and the amount which it is proposed to retain out
of the fund for that purpose is $15,000, this to include the reut of the eourt room, clerical hire and
The records are so bulky
all other expenses.
that the estimates obtained from competent persons place tile cost of cartage alone at over $260,
and ail these records have to be indexed and a
printed list prepared of the judgments rendered.

presents._

niD mm mmmo momaimo.
STEPHEN

Foot

Washington, Dec. 23.—The additional force
of experts employed by the Court of Alabama
Claims are notv well advanced in their revision of
the second list of judgments, embracing all eases
in which judgments have been modified on rehearing, and when the court meets again in public session next Monday, these lists will be ready
for the eourt to certify to the Secretary of State
for payment. The awards in the second class, or
war premium cases, foot up a fraction over $10,500,000, and are divided among 11,300 claimants,
who will probably receive a little over 50 cents on
the dollar of the amount awarded, without inter-

Richmond, Dec. 23.
Mr. Joseph Spaulding, one of Richmond’s
oldest and respected citizens, died at the
home of his son-in-law. Mr. G. B. Randlette,
at
the
in
this
village this morning,
age of 87 years. He was born in Homestead,
Mass., and afterwards lived in Caritunk,
Me., where he kept a hotel for* number of
years. In 1854, he moved to Richmond, and

Speaker
Speaker Carlisle will

inn urn non

ANNUAL STATEMENT JAN. 1st, 1885,

Persons in the Second Class

$10,500,000.

Carlisle and the Committees

BOOT^

MORSE & PINKHAM,

1,300

Whose Claims

the Press.]

A False

Catholics Forbidden to Send Their
Children to a Protestant Teacher’s School.

MYSTERIOUS

Second List of Judgments.

Mr.
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Experts Revising the

of
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success.

SIGN GOLD
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Between the Church and

Which Soon Becomes the Dominant
^Struggle in National Politics.

ALABAMA CLAIMS.

severely.

very

[Special

SURPLUS
THEREFORE
Fine N. Y. Boots. IT 9400,000.00
Massachuaccording
standard, and
9725,200.00 by the New
HAS

asks for a complete pardon.
He is a man
about 05 years of age and since committed to the
prison has conducted himself in an orderly and
gentlemanly manner as Ids wardens testify, a
circumstance which has its due weight In the matter of pardons. Col. II. L. Mitchell of Bangor appeared before the Governor and C ouneil in behalf
of Lawrence and made a clear and able presentation of his case. He read a petition signed by 200
citizens of Bangor, asking for his pardon. A letter from Senator Frye, who was attorney general
at the time of Lawrence's conviction was also
read. Senator Frye recommends that mercy he
shown. Letters were also read from Ex-Warden
ltice, Warden Bean, the Penobscot county attorney at the time of the trial, Ex-Governor Davis
and several others, all asking for clemancy for
Lawrence at the hands of the Governor and Council. The ground taken by Col. Mitchell in speaking for the petitioners was that the verdict in
Lawrence’s trial should have been manslaughter
as at the time of the murder he was not in any
way responsible for his action. His counsel at the
trial strongly urged an aquittal on the ground of
insanity. Col. Mitchell claimed that he had already served five years more titan the sentence
for manslaughter, and that justice demanded his
complete pardon. By a vote of the Council the
matter was for the present tabled.
The next ease taken up was that of James A.
now

year

PRESENT ASSETS ABE 96,322,while its liabilities are only 95,922,576.50.

1st.

8
a

||

Injured by a Premature Blast.
Tiiomaston, Dec. 23.—Ernest Nichols
while at work with the “Little Giant” explosive tamping was injured by a premature
discharge, burning his face, eyes, hand and

to

ITS001.67,

setts

Lawrence was convicted in the first degree
of the murder of Elima Atwood, his mistress, in
Bangor, in 1870. He was sentenced to death and
committed to prison September 12th of the same
year to await his hanging. In J871 his death sentence was commuted to imprisonment for life. He

MeFadden came before.the Council and pleaded
for the pardon of Morse. They claimed that after
Morse’s trial it was found that it was not a case of
intentional perjury but rather the result of a misapprehension of terms. The alleged perjury was
committed when Morse was before the court for
a violation of the liquor law, and on account of
not fully understanding the terms he swore that
he paid no special liquor tax when it was subsequently proved that he did. He has already served
one year and the gentlemen appearing in his behalf claimed that it was more than adequate punThe matter
ishment for the crime committed.
was laid on the table.
Col. Mitchell also appeared for the pardon of
Bichard Price, who is serving a sentence of 300
days in Penobscot jail for liquor selling. His parThe
don was asked on the ground of sickness.
It is understood, however,
matter was tabled.
that the Council will refuse to grant the pardon.
The report of State Liquor Commissioner Clayton, which was handed in today shows that the
salos for the year ending Nov. 30,1885 amounted
to $04,089.12. The sales at the Portland agency
were of course the largest,
amounting to $23,353.85. The Lewiston agency comes next, the
sales there amounting to §8,115.31.
Bangor,
Biddeford, Waterville, Bath, Farmington and
Itockland follow in the order named. A list of 29
cities and towns is furnished by the commissioner.
The expenses for the year have been §2,219.80.
Gotternor Iiobie was called away on the afternoon train to attend the funeral of his brother.
The Councilmen present, Messrs. Hatch, Smith,
Feruald and Sands held a short session this afternoon.
They will adjourn tomorrow until Monday.
The session will then continue through next
week and probably till the close of the Legislative re-union. The Councilmen at this meeting
will be unusually busy, since it will be necessary
for them to finish up the business of the year.

MAINE.

$7,892,51

paid.

(Special to the Press.)
Augusta, Dec. 23—This morning’s meeting of
the Governor and Council was almost entirely occupied by hearings on pardon cases. The most
important of these was the John F. Lawrence

ill

Liebmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.
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Omaha, Neb. 30.30
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Milwaukee. 30.17
St. Louis, Mo 30.23
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Is guaranteed to do all claimed for It, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Itemember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; G bottles for $5.00. AKA WARREN, ProjelOeodly-lstor-AthpcF
prietor, Bangor, Me.
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Sued for $150,000.
New York, Dec. 23.—John S. Macaulay of this
city has obtained an attachment upon the property of James It. Palmer at New Brunswick, N. J.,
for $150,000. Macaulay claims that in 18G3 when
in business in Texas, he turned over to Palmer
to be sold, 150 bales of cotton, Palmer being authorized to retain 25 per cent, of the proceeds as
commission and the remainder to be paid over to
Macaulay. Palmer however, Macaulay alleges,
appropriated the entire amount exceeding $113,
000 to his own use and made no return whatever.
Macaulay has entered a suitfor$112,000 and Interest from April, 1804.
Lost Her Bonds.
New York, Dec. 23.—Miss Ellen King’s residence in Veazy street was burglarized August 3,
1878, when 10 U. S. SI,000 bonds and $20,000
in money was stolen. On April 18,1881, two ol
the bonds came into the possession of Drexel.
Morgan & Co., bankers, in the regular course oi
business after having been sold in open market
In London. Miss King brought suit against the
firm to recover the value of the bonds and to-day
Chief Justice Sedgwick gave a verdict 1n favor ol
the defendant.

saw

in the road

ahead a wagon and a

slight, dark-complexioned man, apparently
going towards the bushes on the side of the
When he
road, who appeared to be drunk.
saw Mosher, he turned back to the wagon
and threw something on it, and then got on
himself and drove away. As Mosher passed
him he saw part of the legs and feet of a
man sticking out from under some boxes of

Mosher
eggs, and saw blood on the wagon.
gave no alarm, although the incident excited
his curiosity, but he drove to Acushnet,
transacted his business, and then, in about
On getting
an hour, started back home.
nearly to the Piainville House, he saw the
wagon which he had noticed when going the
other way, standing in the middle of the
road, but the man whom he had seen driving
The man’s legs were
it had disappeared.
still protruding from the wagon, and Mr.
Mosher summoned help, and on going to the
wagon found the dead body of a man there.
Word was at once telephoned to the police,
and Lieut. Butler and I)r. W. H. Taylor, the
medical examiner, went to the spot and made
It was discovered that the
an examination.
body was that of Richard Nelson Lawton,
about 37 years old, residing near the head of
He had undoubtedly
Westport Village.
been murdered, as there were several marks
of what appeared to be shot wounds on the
left side of nis head, and the skull was fractured on the right side by a blow from some
heavy instrument. There was also much
blood on the front of the wagon anl shafts.
been
struck down
He had apparently
while driving, and then the body put in the
wagon and covered, all but the lower part of
the legs, by empty boxes. There was a rope
around his neck, as if the murderer had put
it there with the intention of dragging the
body to the woods and hanging it up. His
pocketbook was gone, but his memorandum
The murder had evidently
book was left.
been committed six or eight hours before the
body was discovered, as it was cold. The
horse was all broken down, and apparently
Mr. Lawton left
had been driven all night.
home last Monday morning, for Cape Cod, to
in the habit of
which
he
was
purchase eggs,
doing and taking them home and selling by
wholesale in this city and Fall River. He
was seen in Fair Haven on Monday. lie
was expected home last evening at s o’clock,
but as lie did not arrive at midnight he was
given up. As there were but three boxes of
eggs in the wagon, the murdered man must
have had considerable money with him. The
body was brought to this city and placed in
the morgue, and Dr Taylor will make an autopsy. The police are actively engaged in
searching for the man whom Mr. Mosher
saw on the wagon this morning, and have
arrested a man on suspicion, who answers
somewhat to the description. He was found
on the road not far from the place where the
body was found, but was afterward dis-

charged.
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President E. H. Coff.

New Yoke, Dec. 23.—The directors and
officers of the American Electric Manufacturing Co. are very indignant regarding tlie
charges made by Canadians against Mr.
Goff, and a large number of prominent business men, including nearly all tlie company’s directors have been calling all day at
the Western Union building to offer Mr.
Goff their confidence In his integrity and
their assurances of any support, financial or
Letters
otherwise, which he may require.
and telegrams from his friends in all parts
of the country are also coming to him hourly,
offering sympathy and support. The following testimonial from the directors of the
company was handed Mr. Goff today by Mr.
Hyde, president of tlie Agawam National
Bank and Mr. Frost, general manager of the
Southern New England Telephone Co.,
which reads as follows:
“We tlie undersigned directors of the American
Electric Manufacturing Co., after a full examination of tlie charges recently made against tlie
character of our president, Edward H. Go0, desire
to express in the fullest manner our entire confidence ill liis honesty and integrity and our belief
that these charges emanate entirely from a malignant desire to harm an innocent man.”

Henry

H*? Hycfc, Springfield, Mass., H.

new IIUVCU,

VjI.,

ILVUiy

P.

want,

r.

Frost,

DUIIUUII.

H. Chandler, New Yoik City, Silas
Eug.,
Gurney, Boston. Mass., Chas. B. Whitney, AVoreester, Mass., H. W. Burgett, New Y’ork City.
Tokonto, Dee. 23.—The necessary proceedings are being had before the Secretary
of the State for the extradition of E. H. Golf,
formerly managing director of the Canadian
Agriculture Insurance Company, who is
charged with fraud and embezzlement.
Albeit

FOREICN.

Prince

The

of

referred to a master to take testimony.
The first report of the master has just been
made to the United States Circuit Court here
and is that the Express company should pay
the railroad company 40 per cent of its gross
receipts from {transportation whether moneys, parcels or merchandise as a just and reasonable compensation.
was

NEWS.

While testing the boilers at the Lactriel
rolling mills in Harrisburg. Pa., yesterday
morning, one of them exploded and scattered the steam and debris in every direction.
Over one hundred persons were tn the viciniand six were

ty at the time
riously.

injured,

two se-

At Parkersburg, W. Va., Monday evening*
Mrs. Fred Kopt went to the store near by
leaving her girl, 4 years and babe 18 months
The house
old locked up in the house.
caught fire and the children were burned to

death.

4

The Dominion government have wired instructions to all inspectors and commissions
under the Dominion License Act to cease all
attempts to enforce the act as it is now a
dead letter. The
provincial government
alone will now issue liquor licenses.
Early yesterday morning burglars broke
into the jewelry store of Kamsay & Co., of
Milton, Ont., and carried off a cart load of
jewelry, silver ware, money, etc. The store
The goods were worth
was cleaned out.
thousands of dollars.
The frame warehouse and elevator of the
Wabash railroad at Huntington, Ind., was
burned Tuesday night with all its contents.
Two frame dwelling houses were also consumed. The loss is §50.000.
A aespatchjfrom Houston, Texas,says that
about a liundred of the creditors of tliu suspended city bank held a meeting Tuesday,
and adopted a resolution declaring the deeds
of trust executed by the bank in favor of the
.officers and directors, when they knew of the
bank’s insolvent condition, fraudulent and
void, and pledging their utmost endeavors to
have the same set aside and the depositors

paid.
iUiS.

IiU£lC

JJIUWIX,
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JUUllg

vim-iihu

widow, has for some time been annoyed by
tlie persistent attentions of John Oakley, a
barber. Saturday she had him arrested on
charge of disorderly conduct. In leaving

the court room he assaulted her with a razor,
wounding her severely, and then attempted
in vain to take his own life.
Chunk McLenden shot and killed his
father-in-law, Judge Rufus Johnson, at
Greenville, Ga., yesterday, while the latter
was endeavoring to collect rent.
General Alexander Shaler of New York,
appeared in the general sessions court yesterday and pleaded not guilty to the indictment recently laid against him charging bribery in connection with the selection of
armory sites.
Rev. Ilenry Ward Beecher was waited
upon yesterday morning at his residence by
Alderman George Curtis and Councilman
Win. Taylor of Boston, who presented him
with a beautiful gold watch, the gift of the
city government of Boston, as a memorial
for the service he rendered the city |of Boston, October 22, in delivering the eulogy on
Gen. Grant. Mr. Beecher made a feeling response to the address, in which Alderman
Curtis presented the time piece.
Rev. Daniel James Noyes, D. D., iwho for
nearly a half century was one of the most
valuable instructors in Dartmouth College,
died Tuesday night in Chester, N. H. He
was born in Springfield in 1812.
It is reported that a settlement of the suit
of the Erie Telephone Company against its
old officers has been made by which the Erie
will receive between $30,000 and $40,000, and
the receipt of this money will nearly cancel
all the indebtedness of the Erie.
While a lot of longshoremen engaged in
unloading a vessel at the sugar refinery on
South Second Pier, |N. Y., Tuesday, were
washing up for dinner one of their number
was pushed into the great “breaker” so called where the lumpy sugar is broken up and
converted into syrup—and instantly killed.
He was crushed and mangled in a fearful
manner.

Schaeffer "defeated Slosson yesterday at

Chicago

800 to 008.
Schaeffer’s
122 and Slosson’s 108.
Mr. Parnell says he cannot attend the land
league convention in Chicago in January and
the convention has been postponed to some
date to be named hereafter.
Insurance Company of
Houston
The
Houston, Texas, whose capital was badly
impaired by the recent failure of the Cityhank of Houston lias reinsured all its outstanding risks in the City of London company (Limited) and the Houston company
will immediately wind up its affairs and go
out of existence. Th» stockholders expect
to losellthe entire amount of the capital
$300,000, nearly all of which was invested in
the City bank stock.
billiards in

highest

run was

Blackmailer

Wales’

A

Specimen

of Reform.

Fifty

a

Welsh Mine.

ManylOthers
Terribly Injured.

Miners Killed and

In the list of new postmasters published in
last evening’s Advertiser appeared the name
of G. F. Kilburn, appointed at North Parsonsfield, in place of Gardner Smart. Thereby hangs a tale. The post office question has
been a burning issue with the people of that
little community of late, and the excitement

Proposed

Parliament

for Ireland.

London, Dee. 23.—An article on the Irish quessupposed to have been written by Cardinal
Manning, appears in this week’s issue of "The
Tablet,” in which the writer objects to the request
of the most reverend Thomas Nulty, Catholic
Bishop of Meath, that English Catholics continue
to support the party of Parnell, the ground of objection being that the Parnell party desires a separation, which might result in the banishment of
Catholics from tne English Parliament tortile
sake of England.
tion.

Blackmailing

the Prince of Wales.

London, Dee. 23.—The magistrate’s examination of the case of John and Sarah Magee, who
were arrested on the 18th instant at Kensington,
England, on charge of attempting to procure
money from the Prince of AVales by writing
threatening letters, was held here today. The
letters referred to stated that four men had been
appointed to murder the Prince of AVales for $500
each, and the Magees offered to inform of the
intended assassins provided they were given
£1,000 and a free pardon. The detectives who
were detailed to work up the ease met the Magees
by appointment, and gave them a package containing 500 farthings. This was done to lead the
prisoners into believing by the size of tire parcel
that their request was being fully complied with,
so that the detectives might get the whole story
from the Magees and see if there was any truth m
When Magee discovered that the package
it
contained farthings instead of ponnd pieces, he
upbraided tile Prince for his treachery, demanded
£1600 and threatened to shoot the police who
arrested him.
The crown prosecutor, believing that Mrs.

STRIKING MINERS
Non-Union

Men to Retire.
Pitssbubg, Pa., Bee. 23.-At. about four
o’clock this morning, seventy-five masked
in an appearance at the Old Eagle
men
mines of W. II. Brown & Co.,near Monongahela City and the miners as they approached
were halted and ceinpelled to return to their
Die strikers
homes under a heavy tire.
seemed more desperate than upon any prearmed and at
all
were
vious occasion. They
Supt.
least twenty-five shots were fired.
Jones of the Old Eagle mines says the strikwoods
in
the
wait
in
ers had evidently lain
near the mines for the greater part of the
night as they were not observed until they
rushed down the hillside firing revolvers and
guns. The workmen were frightened almost
>0 one
to death and ran for their lives.
was shot but a number were injured in then
names
whose
Two,
eagerness to escape.
were not learned jumped over a small precipice and were quite seriouslyiinjured. Aftei
Supt.
all the miners had been driven off
.Tones took charge but lie also was compelled
A1
to retire under threats of bodilv harm.
11 o’clock all was reported to be quiet, the
after
daystrikers having departed shortly
light. It is said that the working miners oi
the Old Eagle pits will be supplied witli
I
arms today for their protection in future.

....

.....

...,-

magee was iuuuvcu,
was entirely under the

influence of her husband,
withdrew the charge against her, and she was
discharged from custody. It was proved by a
draft of the letter found in his pocket book that
the letters were in his handwriting. He was committed for trial.
A Nline Horror.
London, Dec. 23.—A despatch from Pont y
Prlda, Wales, reports that a terrible colliery explosion has just occurred at the Ferndale pit near
there, and that 400 miners are entombed. No
details are given.
Tlie explosion occurred in the upper of two
There were 750 men in the mine at the
seams.
time, a majority of whom were in the lower seam,
otherwise the death list would have been much
larger. At least 60 men were killed in the upper
seam, and scores were terribly burned. The injured were carried to places of safety by their
more fortunate comrades,
The latest despatches from the Ferndale pit say
..

rescued, seven
fearfully burned they may die.

320
so

man

have been

..

of whom are

Affairs in Spain.
Madhid, Dec. 23.-The Queen today signed a
decree appointing Senor Martinez Campos presiSenor Conovas Del Costello
dent of the Senate.
will be elected president of the Congress.

[LATER.]
Twelve dead bodies have been taken out of the
Ferndale pit, and 30 miners have been rescued
The remainder of those
more or less injured.
who were in the mine at the time of the explosion
safe.
to
be
are believed

Concerning Gladstone’s Intentions.
London, Dec. 23—Sir T. D. Acland, M. P., who
has just returned from a visit to Gladstone at

Hawarden, addressed the electors of Somerset
today. In the course of his speech he referred to
various statements in the newspapers concerning
Gladstone’s intentions in regard to home rule for
Ireland and advised his hearers not to put any
faith in these published reports, which he affirmed
He further declared
were utterly unreliable.
that Gladstone does not desire to resume office
of which he had nan enough, but is ready to dc
his duty whatever that duty may be.
Mr. Michael Davitt, in an interview today re
speeting home rule for Ireland, said: "The
pub
alleged proposals of Mr. Gladstone recently
lislied are a good basis for a settlement of tilt
Irish question. 1 advocate Daniel. 0’Counell’i
plan for a minority representation in the Irisl
Parliament. 1 would give 76 seats to the Loyal
ists and 226 to the Paruellites. The police shook
be disarmed. Irish landlords would be impossibh
under an Irish Parliament.”
Notes.
The government of The Hague introduced a toil
in Parliament yesterday providing for imposltloi
of import duties on petroleum and sawed timber

Foreign

allayed by the action

of
The office serves about
sixty families, and the income is perhaps
$120 a year, Mr. Smart lias been postmaster
for a number of years, and is said to have
given general satisfaction. Ho has taken
but little part in politics. The applicant circulated a petition and got fifteen or twenty
names, whereupon a protest with 35 signatures, many of them Democratic, was sent to
the department, followed by one signed by
The part taken by
51 women of the place.
the ladies in the matter is what renders it
is not

More About the

the

likely

to be

department.

particularly

interesting.

Their

remon-

strance reads as follows:
The undersigned women, who receive and send
mall through the post office at North ParsBnsfield,
York county, Maiue, without claiming any political rights or privileges, respectfully protest
against the removal of Gardner Smart, postnmstter here.
Because Mr. Smart has performed the duties of
postmaster faithfully and to general acceptance;
the office Is convenient and neat; the mail is
promptly delivered, and quiet and good order are
enforced.
Because Mr. Smart has been a cripple many
years, obliged to use crutch and cane, unable to
earn a livelihood by other employment.
Because, as the stage arrives late In the day we
find it convenient to get our mail In the evening,
and it would be very unpleasant to enter a corner
grocery, full of smoking loafers, or send our children there.
These reasons are certainly well put, and
If the
deserved respectful consideration.
Second Postmaster General received the document before making the change, he may
fairly be called unreasonable as well as unIt appears that Mr. Smart was
gallant.
faithful, efficient and not offensively partisan.
Moreover, a majority of the people
served bv the office, regardless of politics.
desired Ins retention. It ts not creditable to
Mr. Stevenson that he chose to disregard the
wishes of the people most concerned.
Class of

’61,

Bowdoin

of Fish.

The steamer Penobscot of the Boston and
Bangor Steamship Company, landed at Boston Tuesday, witli her other freight, 1037

packages of fish, the largest cargo ever carThe cargo
ried on a single trip by this line.
comprised scallops, smelts and mackerel, and
of the entire number of packages 628 were
fresh and 400 dry. The Penobscot river is
now closed to navigation above Bucksport,
and the fish brought on this trip came largely
from points below. The average cargo is usually from 500 to 600 packages, and upon the
arrival of Tuesday’s unusually large one,
much of which was billed foi New York and
points West and South, the company’s facilities for their speedy transfer were taxed to
the utmost.
List of Patents.
The following patents have been issued to
Maine inventors for the week ending Dec. 22,
1885:
Edward B. Allen, Portland, Me., assignor to J.
W. Brooks, trustee, Boston, Mass., heel trimming
machine.
George 11. Blake, Portland, Me., ore separator.
Tlie Bath Reform Club held a meeting last eveto make arrangements for tlie annual convention of the Reform Clubs of Maine, which will
be held in that city Tuesday and Wednesday.
January 6tli and fith.

ning

As was briefly reported in our telegraphic
columns, Hon. T. B. Seed of this city was
present at the eightieth uiinual dinner of the
New England Society of the city of New
York, on Forefathers’ Day. During the delivery of the toasts, the president, Gen. S. L.
Woodford, said, “Permit me to give you, as
the next regular toast, “The Congress of the
United States,” and to present, in response.
Thomas B. Heed of Maine.”
[Applause.]
Mr. Reed responded as follows:
Mi
I

President and Gentlemen:
thank you for your cordial greeting; but I

am

cordial greeting will not enafasuccessfully to face this brilliant andhow
You must all of you realize
mous audience.
difficult It is for me now, after that superb tribute
to tile man whom we all loved and reverenced, to
The
things.
bring back your thoughts to
Congress of the United States fs a lofty body,
whose usefulness I would gladly celebrate; but it
seems to me little in comparison with the memory
1 confess to you that I feel
of the glorious dead.
that I have not been quite fairly treated by Judge
More
in
you tonight as I do.
Bussell,
appearing
I know that 1 ought not to be here; and after the
lias
whicli
Just been made by
eloquent speech
(Jen. Porter. I realize it more fully than ever before. He was kind enough (Judge Bussell was)
He said that I
to give me a choice of subjects.
could uddrees you upon the New England States
United States. I
or upon the Congress of tire
found myself, upon the receipt of his letter, in the
historical position which is described in many languages— that of the old gentleman between two
But I very speedily dismissed
bundles of hay.
I knew that I could
the New England States.
speak tenderly of Bhode Island, and
I
that
ly of Connecticut;
might possibly do a bit
sure that even
me

ble

that

earthly

appreciative-

(if picturesque landscape scenery, with allusions
to liberty, with regard to Vermont and New
Hampshire; that I eoukl disport my free limbsI
upon the prairies of the State of Maine; that
could say a few words of eulogy of her superb

climate—of eight months of winter and four
Indeed,
months of deliciously cool weather.
who are
everybody visits Maine, exceptingto those
accommodate
trying to practice beforehand
I might, perthemselves to a Puritan hereafter.
haps, have made a very fair effort at a description
of the outlying portions of Massachusetts, which
I love and admire; but I knew that it was impassible for me to do justice to the modest and -nial glories of Boston.
Only a Boston man can
rise to those heights of story and of song. A poet
like that must oe born; and he must be born in
Ho cannot be made out of
Boston, r Applause.]
pin© weed.
And so you see me here—with the Congress of
the United States upon my hands. Like the people
of the United States I don’t exactly know what to
do with it. I kuow a good deal about ifc( but most
of the things I know are strictly confidential. [Applause.] Now let me start with a little bit of description—for really you do not know anything
about it. Congress is composed of two houses:
I beloig to the large
a large one and a little one.
Now you would never know what that large
one.
And let me
one is until you get there yourself.
»
tell you mat 11 is pretty naru wurn. iu »,ci
ami it is a good deal harder work to stay.
been
has
least
that
my experi[Laughter.] At
ence.

And when you get there, during your first six
will fell like a fly In a bowl of molasses,—plenty of sweetness, but no light. If you go
there and sit in the gallery, the first impression
that will strike you is that you do not know what
is going on; and that impression will deepen with
In the
[Applause.]
you tlie longer you stay.
first place, they transact business in the most aivbusiness
in,
men
transacted
ever
that
surd place
since our ancestors transacted business on horseback in a ten acre lot. There you must roar like
heard; and
a hull of Bashan, or you cannot be
And every now and
that becomes monotonous.
then, of a sudden, you will see those men lashed
If
conflict.
into a state of fury over a political
you are there you had better not let your foot slip.
You might Just as well lose your seat in a cavalry
charge, or slip your stirniD at Balaklava. If your
enemies do not trample you down your friends
will. That is all I have got to say about the House.
The Senate I approach with less difficulty, because I do not know anything about it.
I must be understood as speaking respectfully
of the Senate. The Senate is the Paris of AmeriIt is the place where all good Amercan politics.
ican statesmen expect to go after—before they
die. [Laughter.] I would not dare to use the
first expression that tumbled to my tongue, beSenator Hawley too
cause 1 like and admire
much and I am too much afraid of Senator Evarts
and the rest of thenato tell such an awful story
Now the Senate of the United states--—
as that is.
has only seventy-six members, or thereabouts—I
can not be accurate on figures—and the result is
that it only takes them one quarter of the time to
do the business that it takes 325 men to do so. So
they have plenty of leisure, and after doine the
business most admirably and well, they have an
opportunity to become a school of oratory and a
depository of the wisdom of this world. [Laughter.] So great is the reverence whicli is entertained there for the utterances of a Senator that
when any one of them, by piling up books around
him or by clearing his throat, exhibits symptoms
of putting his face into a condition of continuous
motion, the business of the country stops, and he
goes on until muscular paralysis sets in. (Laughter.) And Senator Hawley reminds me that there
is another provision made in favor of life—that
whenever that scene starts in every other Senator
has permission to leave the chamber. [Laughter.]
I remember going in there once and seeing a distinguished man—I knew he was a distinguished man
because he was a Senator; I don’t know his name
—standing and deliberately turning his back upon
the only two other men that could, by any possibility, be his audience, and make a corner vocal with
his wisdom. I came back there an hour afterwards
and there he was in the same attitude, inviting his
own solitary soul.
[Laughter] Now you can perceive from my description how very sour the Senamonths you

torial irranes are forme. fLaucrhterl Now I suopose that X ought to do, as is the custom of orators
who care for their reputation as such—I suppose
I
that I ought to make a very serious turn.
suppose I ought to say to you “Gentlemen, ill that
so
much
noise
where
see
in
that
you
cave,
region
and confusion, in that Senate the people of the
United States are governed,” hut, my friends. I
should sacrifice truth to rhetoric if I should.
[Laughter] Those are all able men that you see
before you in the Senate.
They represent great
States and are the picked men of great States. In
the House, with a few exceptions (in whicli for
freedom of discourse I will include myself) they
run the gauntlet of at least
have
are men who
30,000 voters. They may not be the best men of
their region, hut tlsey are somebody. Now, so far
as all matters that the people of the United States

very little abeut, those men can do things;
if you take any i^ptter that concerns this
whole country, the governing of the country is
not done there. The recording of the votes and
wishes of the sovereign people Is done there. Now
You are all practical men.
where is the lesson?
You are interested in the government of the counIf
measures to be passed,
desire
great
you
try.
Make
in which you believe, what is your duty?
tlie people of the United States believe as you do,
and Congress will record your
States. [Apjudgment of the people of the United
plause] Don’t send us pamphlets on silver. WC_
We don’t have
never read them. We know it all.
Educate the people of the United
to look at it
I might as well take
States on that subject.
for
an illustration as any other.
that subject
I have no doubt I am addressing an audience, a
large portion of which will agree with me, that
sliver coinage ought to be stopped [great applause] ; but if any one differs he shall find no
fault with me, for I am using it only as an illustration. Now there is only one power that can
control that subject, and that power is the people
of the United States. That bill was passed not at
the dictates of demagogues, but because the people of the United States thought so—right or
wrong, they thought so. Make them think otherwise if you'want other results. [Applause.] Now
let me tell yon why. Congress is a representative
bodv. Your President has alluded in terms of
praise—from which I detract no word—to the
President of the United States in regard to the
silver question. But I must say that I witnessed,
although it was against my views, with some
slight admiration the attitude of the House of
Representatives upon that subject. It did not
move them at all.
It is because the people behind them had not received that light. Let me
tell you this thing, in homely language, perhaps a
little unfitting these splendid surroundings. Every
sensible man, like every sensible army, has an
eye to its baggage; not you and I. because we are
the martyrs, who are the seed of the Church.
but

Now. every man, every representative man, has
baggage lying around his district than he
Administrations between now and
ft Is precisely the
Washington.
[Laughter.]
If
same thing with regard to the Bankruptcy act.
your business men want it, make the people of the
United States see it as you do; and if any disaster
comes from the non-adoption of your views on the
silver question, or on the bankruptcy question, whenever that disaster becomes imminent,
on the silver question,
it will become
more

has in all the

especially

visible like an eclipse over a whole continent, and
the people of the United States will rouse themselves, ard the edict will he recorded by the Congress of the United States.
Now let me close with a single word of general
remark. If you want New England actions in
this country, spread New England ideas. [Appiaurse.j_
THE STATE.

College.

Edward Stanwood, Esq., of Boston, class
of ’61, Bowdoin College, in accordance with
the choice of the class, lias issued a call for a
meeting of the class to osberve the twentyfifth anniversary of its graduation, at Bowdoin College, commencement week, next
The class numbered 51 members
summer.
at graduation.
Among its members are
Judge I.. A. Emery of Ellsworth. Prof. A. S.
Packard of Brown University, C. G. Atkins
Esq., of Bucksport, Dr. J. B. Cochrane of
Dover, Kev. W. li. Cross of MiUtown, X. B.,
Mr. Frank L. Dingley of the Lewiston Journal, President M. C. Fernald of the Maine
State College, Orono, Gen. T. W. Hyde of
Bath, A. X. Lufkin, Esq., of Orrington, Col.
C. B. Bounds of Calais.

Large Shipment

Speech at the
Society.

Reed’s

care

[Portland Advertiser.]
A Terrible Disaster in

B.

T.

Dinner of the New York

by the circuit court except one, viz.: What
is a fair and reasonable compensation for the
service rendered by railroads, to express
companies? This question in all the cases

Committed for Trial.

was

put

Topeka, Dec. 23.—In the well known litigation between express land railroad companies which finally reached the supreme
court at Washington, where it was argued
last month all questions have been decided

Concerning

II.ATEl!.]

Upon and Compel

Newport, R. I.,JDec. 23.—A suit has just
been entered in the Circuit Court of the
United States, the title of which is “John N.
A. Griswold vs. Rowland G. Hazard et als.”
This case is a part of the Credit Mobilier
litigation and promises to become one of the
most celebrated in the history of the Rhode
Island jurisdiction. The bill which gives
the particulars of the complainant's suit
was prepared by the late Secretary of State
Frelinghuysen. who was a near relative of
Griswold. The case is to be called on Monday,%Ianuary 4th, and the particulars are
briefly as follows:
On August 22, 1868, Isaac P. Hazard and
others, on behalf of himself and other stock-

Tlie bill of tlie present complainant, and
which is now filedin the Circuit Court, “insists that this bond should be reformed because it was obtained from him in its present form by fraud.”
Bradford if dead and the principal, Durant, died a few weeks ago and this fact lias
somewhat precepitated Griswold’s action in
appealing to the United States Courts
which lie asks to restrain the Hazards from
proceeding to sue him for the amount.
Tlie fellow defendants with Durant in the
original suit were Oliver Ames, Benjamin E.
Bates, John Duff. Cornelius S. Bushnell,
Sidney Dillon, Henry S. McComb, of the
Credit Mobilier of America and the Union
Pacific Railroad Company. These briefly
are the facts and it is stated it is not imposCredit
Mobilier
entire
the
sible that
case may he reopened as tlie suit proceeds.
of the
to
he
relieved
Griswold’s suit now is
responsibility for payment of the debt
alleged to be due the Hazards by Durant.

spared

Fire

Hon.

Lltiga

tion in Kansas.

CENERAL

CENTS.

THREE

SONS OF NEW ENGLAND.

RAILROAD.

VS.

A Decision in the Well Known

CUUIOC mviuvcu JUU.gUlCUl.

tramp, giving the

nan,

EXPRESS

A Suit Which Promises to be a Celebrated One.

holders of the corporation known ns the
Credit Mobilier of America, filed a bill of
complaint in the Supreme Court of Rhode
Island againt Thomas C. Durant and others
claiming that Durant was indebted to them
in the amount of $33,733. Durant was a
native of New York but was in the habit of
visiting here. The Hazards sought to have
issued to them a writ of ne exeat against
Durant and alleged that he was “of the
State of Rhode Island” and “intended soon
to depart out of the State.”
The reason given for suing Durant in
Rhode Island is found in the statement of
Rowland G. Hazard, the Rhode Island millionaire, and made April 21,1875, which was
that Durant was not sued in New York, as
was originally designed, “because of the notorious corruption of the court! of New
York and the reported connection or relation of Durant wilh some of the judges then
presiding in the same.”
On August 22, 1868, Durant arrived hero
from New 1 ork on his yacht and was arrested upon a writ of ne exeat, which had
been issued under Hazard’s complaint. Durant was taken to jail'but communicated
with his friends, one of whom was Henry
Winthrop Gray, a prominent and wealthy
stock broker and a nephew of Mr. Griswold,
and Gray asked the latter to become surety
for Durant. It had become Sunday morning, when bail cannot be given, and Griswold gave his word that if Durant was released he would go his bail the next dav.
This was done, and on Monday Griswold
and Dexter Bradford, now deceased, jointly
became bail, as Griswold declares, for the
appearance only of Durant, the amount beThe conditions, however, of
ing $53,735.
the bonds were in these words: “That said
Thomas C. Durant, on his part, shall abide
and perform the orders and decrees of the
Supreme Court of Rhode Island,” which of

name of John Brenarrested tonight on suspicion.
Medical Examiner Taylor says Lawson was
shot from the side of the road with a shotgun loaded with buck and bird shot. The
charge struck the left side of his face, went
through and came out behind the right ear,
shattering the skull; that he was not hit after the shooting, and the rope was merely
used to assist in moving the body; that but
one person did the deed, and he was under
the influence of liquor, otherwise he would
not have driven through Acushnet village
with his victim’s feet sticking out in plain
view. Those who saw him supposed it was
a liuge joke, and that they both were drunk;
that the driver was the more sober, and was
will be
taking his friend home. No effort
to bring, the guilty person to justice.
A

Saii,s.mPRICE

SUPPLEMENT.

CREDIT MOBILIER LITICATION.

State In the Argentine Republic,

Asks for Clemency.
The

A

Pardon Cases.
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Buy Your Christinas Slippers
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Observations taken at the same moment of time

|

OBGAItliiES

on

Lawrence,

Morse

at

LIFE INSURANCE GOMPANY,

EVERYBODY !

12

12

Maximum ther....48.0
Minimum tlier....28.6
Max. veL wind. ..14 8
Total precip.01

daily bar...29.806
Mean dally ther..39.6
Mean daily d’\vpt.30.9
Menu daily bum. .70.8
Mean

(Dec. 23, 1885,

BROWN’S

Slippers

Tills

11

7

Cloudy|Cloudy Cloudy

JFair

Weather

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

OF

our

for Portland and vicinity—
Local rains and colder weather.
Off-shore signals are up for a storm central in the St. Lawrence valley. Winds will
Indications

New Orleans 30.15

MRS. THOMAS TRIPP.

attends

ature will fall from 20 to 30 degrees in the
vicinity of your station in the next fortyHazen.
eight hours.
Washington, Dec. 24.

tionary off-shore signals
Eastport.

grateful friend,

dec2
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AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Tho Pioneer says that the selectmen of Houlton
last week paid another .?!OOO bond numb**
the Houlton oaritiKn r>;inK, making the fourth
paid this year. Thus far during the municipal
year tlie town hasn’t hired a dollar.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Tlie Journal states that the directors ol the Barker mill In Lewiston, at their meeting Tuesday afternoon, voted to pass the semi-annual dividend.
Mr. Harry Andrews, for the past seven years
on the editorial staff of the Lewiston Journal, was
married in Lewiston Tuesday evening to Miss
Kate May, daughter of S. E. May, Esq., of that
city, Rev. Geo. M. Howe, pastor of rine street
The happy
Congregational church officiating.
couple will make a bridal tour, visiting Boston.
New York and Washington.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Ellsw orth American says that six vessels
fr«m Lamoille were engaged In Grand Banks fisheries tlie past season. Tlie number of men emThe

was 106 and total cost of outflts and wages
Quintals
*30,600. The result of their work is:
of flsli caught 14,440, gallons of oil 3,600; total
value of tlsli and oil *41,400.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

ployed

A Young Men's Christian Association has been
organized in Watcrville, with twenty young men
Rooms will soon he opened
as charter members.

there.
KNOX COUNTY.

The Courier-Gazette says that for several years
there lias lived at the bottom of the Rockland
Water Company’s gate-box on Rankin Hill, a
spotted green lizard. Whenever the workmen
have opened the box, down in the darkness oI the
bottom the lizard could be dimly seen, and though
manv efforts were made to kill him, the Insect
The oilier day the box was
evaded every blow.
He measured
taken up and the lizard captured.
eight inches in length which seems to be the largest ever seen in those parts.
While Ambrose Maddocks of West Appleton
was working in a blacksmith shop there a few
days ago gas from the tine wet coal lie was nsing
entered the bellows and taking Are an explosion
occurred A missile of some sort struck Maddocks
insensible and
on tlie under jaw knocking him
gutting ids face badly.
List of

YORK COUNTY.
from the town of LyNason, now of Dayton; Eastman

ex-Jtepresentatives

James
Tripp, uow ol Wells; Nathaniel LittleAeld.uow.
Chelsea, Mass.; Thomas Tebbctts, James *
Roberts, Richard Stanley, Samuel Waterhouse'
Sylvester Hill, Zophcr Eoisoin.

man:

II
of

IN GENERAL.

The close time on itccr.
mences January 1st.

moose

and caribou com-

—
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THURSDAY MORNING, DEC. 24.
We ilo not read anonymous letters and eomnmnoations. Tlie name and address of the writer are
n all eases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

Chairman Brown has gone to Washington
presumably to watch Mr. Bass.

□Editor Bass pronounces
“dead in Washington.”
not be too sanguine.

Chairman
Mr. Bass

Brown
should

The Ohio Democrats are promoting harmony by i anging “Coal-oil" Payne in effigy.
It’s all about a postoffice in the town of

Canton._
It will he anything but a merry Christmas
at the Nanticoke mines. In many respects
the calamity that has occurred there is the
saddest of the year.
The Wayne postmaster, who lost his post
office on account of an insolent letter, is the
victim of uncivil service. If he ever gets
another office he will know better how to behave himself._

According to the Argus, Mr. John Varney
Is to be appointed collector of Bangor. The
Argus’s information in regard to collectorship appointments has not however always
been trustworthy.
Ward no longer keeps the hooks of the
Sing Sing penitentiary, hut runs a small
printing press in the prison. Whether it
fear that
with his peculiar
was from
system of bookkeeping, liemight get away
with the institution that his occupation
waschanged is not stated.

The papers are full of compliments to the
receiver of the New York and New England
road for his brilliant management, which in
two years has rescued the road from bankruptcy and placed it upon a firm foundation. They are all deserved. It will be hard
to match the record lie has made.
If it turns out that the Portland postoffice
is within the civil service law there will be
another outburst of grief anddispair such as
followed tlie discovery by the old Jacksonian
IV

AvA

f.

of age could not he
the custom house.

to

appointed

IfAAMl,

places In

THE USE

OF THE

__

BONDS !

HYPHEN.

Omaha Republican,
The Omaha Herald delights in the utilization of the hyphen, alluding to tlie Republican as “Tlie R-p-b-l-e-n,” and characterizing
the Mormon sensation as something that has
fallen with “a d-U, sick-ning thud.” The

Rockland.Os & 4s Bath.Cs & 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 6s
No. Pacific Oo)d..Gs
P. & O. R. R—Gs
Anson.4s

ARETAS

104 M1DULE STREET, Portlnnd.
January 1.1884.janldtf

J. B. BROWN &

UNCIVIL SERVICE.
Kennebec Journal.
The Democratic postmaster at Wayne,
Kennebec county, whose insolent letter to
tlie retiring postmaster, Mr. Bern', was published in the Journal some weeks ago, has
been removed and another
appointment
made. This is a genuine case of merited correction for uncivil service. Newly appointed postmasters must remember that they are
servants aud not masters of tlie public, and
wear their honors meekly and sensibly, and
not return insult and abuse for courteous
and kind treatment by tlieir predecessors.

History

of

BANK

It would be interesting to know whose influence it was that secured the removal of
the postmaster at North Parsonsfield against
the almost unanimous protest of the patrons
of the office, botli male and female. Chairman Brown having lost his standing at the
capital, is presumably not responsible in this

a

weak surrender.

From the German of

some sections of the

is

country

still

very

strong.__
The Newark boys who were sent to Paris
to be treated by Pasteur have been inoculated and are reported as doing well. A good
deal more time must elapse, however, before
__

their fate can lie certainly determined. And
even if they do not have hydrophobia it will
by no means follows that their escape is due
to Pasteur’s treatment. A large part of the

people bitten by mad dogs never develop
any symptoms of hydrophobia. The efficacy
of Pasteur’s treatment can only he established by a long series of cases.
The administration is reported to he much

depressed by Senator Beck’s speech on its
financial policy and by the fact that there is
no Democrat in the Senate able and willing
to effectively reply to it.
The President impoverished his party in the Senate in making
up his Cabinet. He took Lamar, Bayard and
Garland, the three aidest Democratic Senators, and it unfortunately happens in this
crisis that the ablest of the men he left are
opponents of his policy with regard to the
silver coinage. If he is defended at all, his
defence must come from the Kepublieans.
McPherson is the only Democratic Senator
that supports the administration’s financial
policy who stands any show whatever
against Beck, and he is by no means Beck’s

equal.

_

It is stated on what is represented as good
authority that Secretary Lamar will authorizes suit to be brought in the name of the
United States to test the validity of the
Bell telephone patents. Among other things
the decision will set forth that the specificaion of Bell’s patent contains nothing about
the capability of Bell’s instrument to transmit articulate speech, but only claims for it
the power to produce “vocal sounds”; that
may transmit “vocal sounds”
a speaking telephone; and
that, in point of fact, Bell did not invent a
speaking telephone until after the issue of
his patent, as appears from the Irecord. For
these reasons, it will be urged, the validity
of the Bell patent is fairly qestionable. The

-«ti-instrument

nt

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
Bearing

Seven Per Cent Interest.
FOR SALE

—

Below

are

the

of a few Ravings Banks In New
who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Hospital Trust Co., Providence, K. I.
names

England

Rhode Island
Mechanics’ Ravings Bank. Providence!!.. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H. Keene Savings Bank. Keene. N. H. Nashua Savings Bank,
Nashua. N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton,
Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. II.
N. H.

H. 1. PAYSON & GO.,

Bankers and Brnkers
No. 32

improved farms.
payable
yearly. For further information address

original and conscientious study of the
great painters of the most glorious ages and
schools. In comparing the opinions of the
writers with the criticisms of other connoisseurs, absolute agreement cannot be expected. One must be prepared to encounter di-

addressing itself
higher faculties of the human soul and
ministering to the gratification of tastes

nature and value of Art as

years ago by the Senate, but failed in the House. It is likely to
fail there again._
Assistant Secretary Fairchild has decided
to extend to the whale fisheries and oyster
fisheries his inquiries recently addressed to
customs officials, calling for statistics concerning the fishing interests of this country.
mirncqu

of

tlm

innnirv

l'q
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Art is of

PEARSONS

to all genuine productions of it in
whatever departments
they are classed.
“They are the blossoms and fragrance of all

plicable

LATEST

human knowledge, human thoughts, pasAll these
sions, emotions«and language.”
they set forth and illustrate in aspects most
truthful, sublime and beautiful, submitting,
as Lord Bacon says, “the shows of things to
the desires of the mind.”
We take great
pleasure in commending this work as the

We ought to add, that though called a
volume, it is really independent of
the first, and may well be owned and read
separately if one does not care to buy the
second

They

CATARRH

the Entire Wheat.

Balsamic DisWitch-Ha-

soms. etc., called Hanford’s
Radical Cure, for the immediate relief and permanent cure of every form of

Original and New in
Every Respect!

Catarrh, from a simple Cold
In the Head to Lossof Smell,

ical Cure,

Taste and Hearing, Cough
and Catarrhal Consumption.
consisting of one bottle Rad-

box Catarrhal Solvent and one Improved Inhaler, in one package, may now be had of
all Druggists for $1.00. Ask for Sanfohd's Radical Cube.
one

only

Nutritious and

absolute
we know
“The best we nave found in a life-time of
“After a
suffering.”—Rev. Dr. Wigglxi. Boston.
long struggle with Catarrh, the Radical Cure
has conquered.”—Rev. S. \V. Munroe, Lewisburg,
Pa. “I nave not found a case that it did not relieve at once.”—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.

specific

Healthy!

Potter Drug and Chcmiral Co., Boston.

DELICIOUS
with Blitter

John Pearson

at

Lot No.

I,

Lot No.
Lot No.
Lot No.

2,
3,
4,

We Invite

Vewburyport, Mass.
det'22

The above

goods

An

Jnst

received by S. S. Sardinian.

HE ACHROMATIC LEASES!
BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Boat in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Inetantuneous! No dis-

Suitable for Public
*

he ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
fwft and beau tiful
B1 k o k or Brown. Expin natory circulars
postpaid in Bealed

eodnnnly

may 16

I

‘owerful 4-wick Lamp, but Adapted for
Lime Light also.

C. H.

FEMALE COLLECE.
Winter Term will begin Jan. 5, 1886.
—

ADDRESS

—

JAS. P. WESTON, President,
(12w
DEEBINO, ME.
(iec2)

FARLEY,
eodtf

|
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Rubber Bottles when filled
with hot water are sure relief

Rheumatism,

for

Neuralgia.

Head, Ear, Teeth and Back
j ITTURUD
HJJjBJriXt Ache. Kidney Complaints, and
to the
all
pains yield

■
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WESTBROOK SEMINARY
and

$60.00.
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Private Entertainments.

NO. 4 EXCHANGE ST.

applica-

tion, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all drugIgists. Applied byexperta at BATCHELOR’S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th St.,N.Y city.

or

Price

appointment, no ridjcuious tints; remedies

envelopes,

A.t City Hall,
Saturday Afternoon A Eve’g, Dec. 46.

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CARDS ANO SOUVENIRS
Oivfn with Each Ticket.
Two Grand Concerts by the following Artists:

THE ROCK PLAYERS,
(TILL FAMILY,)
Vocalists and Instrumentalists, from Crystal Palace, lamdon, Introducing their famous Rock
llnrniouicon and other novelties.

LELAND T.

POWERS,

Delineator, in his Impersonations of the play
Laniernldu, where he assumes 9 characters.

Ardameiia Ladies’

Quartette

UUJIlUU.

Evening tickets 35. 50 and 75 cts. Matinee
tickets, 25, 35 and 50 cts.; Children 15 and 25
Christmas Cards and Souvenirs given away
with each ticket, as follows:
10 cent Cards given away witli 15 cent ticket.
25
15..
cts.

35
50
75

'■
«

Federal Street.

Evening Admission:
Gents.15 cents) bkdte3. 10
in cents.
rents
Ladies.10 cents i
Afternoon A<1 mi**ion:

P. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the adir..
sion will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.

C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager.

declOdtf

EIGHTH Y. M.C. A.
At

City Hall, Wednesday Eve'ng, Her. JO*
Lecture by the eloquent

Rev. J. Powell, D. D.

m

Pineapple..i®

White Rock Candy.18
*
1®
Red

Special

Attention to the Following Variety of Extra Fine Candies:

GO
French Crystalized assorted Fruits
Cherries.bo

Marshmallows in one pound decorated
tin boxes.35 cts box.
Marshmallows in V2 lh. tin boxes.20
Chocolate Cream in Fancy Bo xes.20

—

Apricots.<>0
.45
Pineapples

44

TheSlave Music of the South
Singing

Mixed Nuts.10
Shell Bark Walnuts.. 8

I

Miss Etta D.
Mrs. Helen M. Young, Soprano:
Rice. Alto; Samuel Thurston, Tenor; John L.
Shaw, Basso.
jar-Admission 25 cts. Reserved Seats 35 cts.
Reserved Seats to members 25 cts. Reserved Seats
dec24dlw
now on sale at Stockbridge’s.

and Lemons.
Oranges station
within 60 miles

Semi for

our new

price

list.

Retail orders of $10 delivered.free
Portland.

to

o1

any

585 and 587 Congress Street,
d3t

■

dec22

Return for One Night,

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 3&
—OF

20 and 30 cents lb.
Fancy Table Raisins.20, 25,30 and 35 cents. | New Figs.10,15,
New Fard Dates.10 cts lb. |

Fresh Malaga Crapes, Florida

Jubilee Hong** by the

PORTLANDTHEATRE.

NewCastauas..'.10c lb [ TaragonaAlmonds......22c lb
Filberts.15
English Walnuts.18

of

FIRST PARISH CHOIR.

NUTS.

THE—

D’OYLEY CARTE OPERA COMPANY.
50—ARTISTS—50
under the management of Mr. John Stetson,of Mr.
W. S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur Sullivan's latest work,
the new Japanese Opera in two acts, entitled the

MIKADO;
or

the To%vn of

Seats $1.00, 75 and 50 cts.
of seats commences Monday,

Titipu.

Sale
Gallery 35 ets.
Dec. 28.
de24dtd

INSURANCE!

BROS.

AGENCY OF

HALL L.

very

a

great

sacrifice from cost of

GOODS,

cents, worth $1.25.
cents, worth $1.00.
50 cents, worth 75 cents to $1.00.
37.1-2 cents, worth 75 cents.
most

desirable

styles

offered

1

soothing

easily applied In these
little comforters.
They make
very desirable Holiday Presents.
heat

so

ALL RUBBER CO., No. 222 Middle St.
declO_dtf

FREE!
FREE!
7 o all buying tickets to Souvenir Concerts. Beautiful Souvenir Christmas Cards.
STORE.
HVSIf
" TOCKBRIDOE'R
dlw
declO

PRENTISS LORING.

GOODS!

HOLIDAY

importation.

75
62 1-2

embrace the

DAVIS,

SPRINGFIELD
A full and elegant assortment which you
are invited to examine.
All articles at lowest prices.

this

& 490

NO. 49 EXCHANGE STREET.
Bath
from

^

On and after November

dtf

PANELS

held by us, and shall offer special inducements during the Holiday Trade.

Brass Candlesticks, Thermometers, Placques, Crumb Sets, Match and Ash Receivers, Dressing, Jewel and Odor Cases, Work Boxes, Broom Holders, Plush
Handkerchief and Glove, Collar and Cnff Boxes, New Style Card
Cases, Plush Hand Mirrors, Paper Knives, Perfumery,
Sachet Bags, Portfolios, Portemonnaies, Leather
Bags, Real Shell Combs in great variety.
In Handkerchiefs we have everything that is desirable in Embroidered, Hemstitched, Colored Borders and Plain, fully 25 per cent below the market rates.
Real Duchess Laces, Lace Handkerchiefs and Collarettes. New Van Dyke Collars
for Children. Embroidered and Fancy Aprons.
Plushes, Surahs, and Satins for Fancy Work. Colored Satins for 37 1-2 cents.

1st, 1885,

will be for

$5.50 PER DOZ. i
m PER DOZ,

An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
every month in the year), In the fertile and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.
Five Acres of good l.nud set to choicest
Fruit and fenced fot 94041!
Five Acres of land so rich as not to require ferset
to fruit and fenced for $600 to $800.
tilizer's,
Similar groves, In five years from the setting, now
from
$2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of
yield
such groves, with fertilizers, $175per year! Business can never be “overdone," as Florida has no
competitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to this culture.
Houses Built for 9404) lo 91200.
can be rented at a good per cent, on cost! Designs
and specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the worldfor winter or permanent homes
and lor invalids!
Board from $4.50 to 97 per week and upwards.
-Vote or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLauds may be bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
on the Instalment plan.
Lands from $15 to $100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the first year are Exceedingly
Scarce In Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
value.
N. E.

i&OC\AV
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long business experience have we been able to show
such an assortment as we now display.

Congress

W. D. LITTLE &

Street.

IN-

CO., Agents,

31 Exchange St,

dtf

(Iec22_

dtf
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REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.

Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick. Me.
S. H. Mayo, 121 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bush, 90 Pleasant St.. Dorchester,
Mass.
Kev. L. H. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps.aud full particulars, apply to

PHOTOGRAPHER

onr

Haskell &

Jones,

HOLIDAYS ! MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

5Ti Congress Street.
w

Profitable and Safe Investments.

All persons wishingworkmade at present rates,
should call In now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our CLUB RATES, by which famines with
their friends, by a little exertion In getting a number to set, can then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SFEOIAI. PRICES! for their
portraits. We assert that we make no difference
whatever between the QUALITY of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly FIRST-CLASS in every sense, and SATISFACTION CSUARANTteJED. For further particulars about the club
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR’S PRESENTS

decl

prices

our

shall inaugurate the greatest sale of Choice and
Inexpensive Novelties for

j. M. DYER & GO.,

Organized

IS

10.

eodtf

Statement

—-A/r—

.Inn’, 1,1883.

Total Assets.$2,502,510.00
Liabilities. 1,326.130.00

Surplus

FLORIDA.

NOTICE!

HOLIDAY GOODS!
we

dtf

decl8

Street. CABINETS

Congress

INSURANCE CO.,

CAPITAL $1,000,000.00.

TURNERBROTHERS,
488

FIRE MD MARIE
of Springfield, Maiw.

GRAND EXCURSION ON WEDNESDAY,
the opening day of the sale, from Lewiston, Auburn, Augusta,
and intermediate stations. Half fare on railroads. Horse cars
Congress St. station to and from our store.

No Fire Company represented at
this Agency has Assets of less
than One million Dollars.

•

This sale has never been equalled and no one can afford to let the
opportunity pass without securing all they can use of these beautiful

as

to Policy Holders.$1,236,374.00

PRENTISS LORING,
AGENT,

No. 31 1-2

Exchange St.,

STANTON BLOCK, PORTLAND.
dec15
d3w

Christmas Gifts!

I.OW PRICES !

LOW PBICEN I

We respectfully announce the arrival of Santa
Claus from all quarters of the globe, laden with
the choicest assortment of Holiday Goods we have
ever placed before the public at such low prices,
consisting of Brush and Comb Cases, Broom Holders, Collar, Cuff, Glove and Handkerchief Boxes,
Scrap Baskets, Work and Standing Baskets,
Work Boxes, Writing Desks, Music Holls, Albums,
Scrap Books, Photograph Frames, Towel Hacks,
Book Shelves, Odor Cases, Infant Sets. Hair
Brushes, Hand Mirrors, Fans, Bags, Wallets,
Boys’ and Girls’ Sleds, Rooking Horses, Musical
Boxes, new Game of Halma, Roller and Ice
Skates, Tool Chests, Toilet Sets. Mugs, Mustache
Cups, Vases, Boys’ Theatres, Plays for Theatres,
Christmas l ards. Doll Trunks, Doll Chairs, Doll
Carriages, Blackboards, Furniture. Tea sets In
China and Britannia. Games, Puzzles, Picture
Books, Checker Boards, Chess, Playing Cards,
Cribbage Boards, luk Stands, Ladies' and Gents’
Dressing Cases. Plush Key Holders, Dominoes,
Paints, Toy Watches, Bedsteads, Bureaus, Desks
for Girls and Boys.
New French Dolls just opened at reduced
prices.
Our stock of Dolls is extensive and we make
Special Low Prices, as we are determined not
to be undersold, and in fact yon will find prices on
all other goods in our stock as low as any other
house In the country. Our stock of Toys Is too
<
large to enumerate.
We respectfully invite our friends and the public in general to an early inspection before pur-

chasing.

Wholesale trade furnished at bottom prices In
the commodious rooms over our store.

CHARLES
tlec8

£41 A

DAY,
eodt24

£43 Middle Mi.

—AND—

_d3t

MagicLantern!

_

on

^

••

season.

Never during

& SON,

ble.

naris water.

purchased

Milk.

—BY—

to Fish Commissioner Baird, and will show
the number of vessels engaged in tiie fisheries, with their names, tonnage, value, hailing
port and fishing port, number of persons
employed, kind of apparatus used, time consumed in trips during given periods, pounds
of fish sold, fresh, dry salted or brine salted,
total value of fish taken and net profit from
the enterprise.
The information will be
gathered by Collectors of Customs and forwarded to Washington as rapidly as possi-

The absence of any
barrels of soft soap.
charge for “cold tea” is noticeable. Still it
would be unsafe to conclude that “cold tea”
has become extinct in the Senate, especially
in face of the large expenditure for apolli-

or

ORIGINATED & MANUFACTURED

fort is to be made to secure accurate information regarding American fisheries, so far at
-least as it c<m be obtained from tiie officers
of tiie vessels licensed lor The "lushing trade.
The information gathered will be furnished

magic pencils, assorted; half a dozen silver
alligator magic pencils; three paper weights
(pigs); three paper weights (geese); one paper weight (elephant); one paper weight
(swineherd); 24 corkscrews; one eighteen
gallon water cooler and one-quarter of a dozen of sugar spoons; 233 pounds of granulated sugar; four dozen ginger ale; one box of
lemons; one punch bowl for lemonade; two
gallons castor oil; two ounces spirits ammonia; two gallons of cologne water; and six

*•

Cream Bon Bons.25 cts lb. | Peerless Wafers.25 cts lb.
Smooth Almonds.«25
Vanilla Chocolate Creams.25
25
: Pineapple Bon Bons.-5
Chocolate Caramels.
I1 Fine Cream Almonds.2o
Vanilla Caramels.25
White Cream Walnuts.25
Druggist Gum Drops.2o

shall continue to offer

TEN THOUSAND YARDS OF FINE FRENCH DRESS

ever

nncwor

Such entries as these are to be
found on its pages: 500 antique envelopes;
500 R. I. L. envelopes, baronial; II dozen

Chocolate Butter Creams.18
Vanilla
Cream Quince...18

d8t

Thursday, Dec. 3,

“IMUST GIVE UP,l cannot bear
this pain, I ache all over and nothing I
try does me any good.” Back-acne
weakness,? Uterine pains, Soreness,
Lameness, Hacking Cough, Pleurisy
and Chest pains cured by that new, original and elegant antidote to pain and inflammation
the Cuticura Anti-Pain Plaster. Especially
adapted to ladies by reason of its delicate odor and
gentle medicinal action. At druggists, 25c.; five
for $1.00. Mailed free by Potter Drug and
decl7TliM&w2w
Chemical Co., Boston.

expense.

Gum Drops.18
Cream Peppermints.18

Will offer Wednesday, Dec. 16tb, and continue until sold

dec!2

$1.
Complete Treatment with Inhaler,
of.” Med.
“The
Times.

Vanilla Chocolate Creams.18 cts 11).
Cream Almonds.18
Cream Dates.18
French Mixture.18

Checkermlnt Wafers.18 cts lb.
Coeoanut Balls...IS
Fine Cream Mixture.18
_
1< lax Seed Drops.18

THE MOST IMPORTANT EVER ATTEMPTED IN MAINE.

Made from

are

zel, American Pine, Canada
Plr, Marigold. Clover Blos-

Complete treatment,

SOUVENIR ENTERTAINMENTS

—SUBJECT:—

goods.

first.

of

BROKEN

Wholesale and Retail Grocers,

SPECIALTY,

GRAHAM
CREAMS.

book of tlie year for all who wish to make a
Christmas present of great and permanent
value.

THKtillation

GILBERT.

atess:::::::.:::.ipreceenta}.« ««*•

CANDY I2J-2_C ENTS PER POUND.

Assorted Fruit Jellies.18

at 25 cents per ounce.

TURNER

—FOR—

the cultivated classes for whom it has special attractions, while its influence on all, is
as beyond doubt as it is above
estimate.
What Coleridge has eloquently said of a particular branch of art we may repeat as ap-

Great

51. B.

to

questions arising in tiie negotiation of a new
fishing treaty with Great Britain, and an ef-

entertaining and instructive little book
is the “Annual Report of the lion. Anson G.
McCook, Secretary of the United States Senate,” containing a record of the receipts and
expenditures of that body. It is evident our
honorable senators are gentlemen of varied
tastes, and not indisposed to gratify them,
at least when it can be done at the public

we

than we have
Our selection of candies this year comprises a larger variety and liner
guarantee from
ever handled.
They are made expressly for us, and are by written SUGARS.
REFINED
PURE
the manufacturers, made from STRICTLY

Checkermints.18
Wintergreen Lozenges.18
Acid Drops.18

THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC

ASK YOUR GROCER

to the

Senator Edmunds’s

some

j

!

AND_R.AISIKrS
goods

ISTUTS

GREAT DRESS GOODS SALE. GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

—TO—

dec23dtf

Bijou Skating Parlor,

CANDIES,

REICHARDT’S SACHET POWDER
Lasting,

Former Lady Pupils Free.
Respectfully,

Gentlemen 50 cents.

Now on sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
dt26
decl5

Lily
Valley,
Frangipanni,
Breonia Bouquet,

and

MATINEE !

DANCING

20
30
40

of

dec22

there is essential agreement as to the relative rank of the great painters, and the general merits, as well as characteristic features
of the leading Schools.
Above all, there is harmony respecting the

tln

decs

FrCYE,
€OBm:R CO-iCTHESS MDFRAMLO STS.

and even opposite sentiments, since
judgments in these as in other things,
Let it suffice that
partly subjective.

appeals

FRANK 8, CLARK, 515 Congress St.

GEO. G.

verse

nlcou.
Bender
51. BROWN,
Matinee tickets 25 cts.; Evening 50 cts.; Course
tickets exchanged for Souvenir tickets for 25 cts.,
Tickets on sale
Evening; 15 cents. Matinee.
at Stock bridge’s. Tickets not exchanged after
deelOdlw
Thursday night.
511 MM IDA

\VJL

is invited to our fine line of Cologne Waters which for their
fragrance and fine quality have never heretofore been offered for sale in this market.
Lubin’s, Atkinson’s and large
variety of American Perfumes at wholesale prices.

of

which do honor to human nature.
It
no particular country or sect.

Bl.

Put Up in Handsome Class Stoppered Bottle, full 1-2 pint, at
the extreme low price of $1.50; or sold by the 02. for 20 cts.

Fragrant

and

Pens
Children’s Books in a great variety, Scrap Books, Oold
Purses, Pocket
Cuff
and
Boxes,
Collar
Flush
Boxes,
Bibles,
Pencils,
Cards and Novelties,
Books, Card Cases, Cologne Stands, Calendars,
all suitable for Christmas Clifts. Call and examine.

acknowledged to be the best aud they enjoy their increasing popularity by reason ot their superior quality and distinctive character.

For transactions on New York and Chicago Exchanges. Connected by private
wire. Quotations constantly displayed.

German and Flemish. In other words, this
is not a second-hand production, made up of
other men’s studies and reflections. That is
borrowed
a cheap method of displaying
plumes, and is easily detected. This is an
original work, bearing the indubitable marks

prices.

are

the most

YORK,

have an unlimited number, embracing the new
Outside of these
at lowest
dark inside, and Albums bound in Seal, Calf and Morocco

REICHARDT’S FINE FLOWER EXTRACTS

AGENTS FOR GREEN&8ATEMAN
ffEW

offering and shall sell through the Holidays a great varibe beaten for the
ety of Photograph Albums at prices that cannot
of
same quality
goods.
suid padded
Large Albums bound in Morocco, with extension clasp
each.
that will stand as much wear as any Album made. Only $2.00
Fine Silk Plush Albums with patent bindings and extension clasp,
$2.00, $2.25 and $3.00.
I mu now

Jockey Club,
Ylang Ylang,
White Rose,

Opoponax,

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

Investment Securities
for Sale.

(MS SALE OF PHOTOGRAPH AUK.

Heliotrope,

Musk,

References: The National Banks of Chicago.
eotllm
declB

Bankers and Brokers,

Vocalists and Instrumentalists from London.

Introducing the great novelty, the Koelt Harmo-

_

_

Cereus,
Rose Geranium,

Rose,
Cashmere Lily,
Moss Rose,
West End,
Patchouli,
Pond Lily,
Violet,

eodtf

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.,

lltf

decl4

Players,

FAMILY,)^

Afternoon from 3 to 6 o’clock

No. 565 Congress St., Under Grand Army Hall, Portland, Me.

eodtt

Niglit

Wild

Investment Bankers,
96 WASHINGTON ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

ing it none the less embodies the results of
careful, critical, and minute study of individual examples in all the schools, Italian,

as

9.

HAMILTON & STANLEY,

to the

Rock

CHRISTMAS

MORRISON & CO.,

FALMOETH HOTEL.

STREET,.OPP.

20? MIDDLE

7 PER GENT FIRST MORTGAGES
half
Investment

oil

fundamental difference either in their
views of art or historical methods.
Though called a general history of paint-

are

SOS CONGRESS ST.
Service and other Elegant PreHaving decided to give away a beautiful Hold Witch, also a Silver Tea
who visits the stoic besents to some of our customers Jan. 1,1886, we offer every lady and gentleman
We do not require you to
of
charge.
the
of
the
free
become
same
to
chance
posessor
a
fore that time
name.
buy anything, only call and see our newr store and register your

CASCO CLOTHING CO.,

have constantly on hand a good
assortment of bonds for Savings
Banks, Trust Funds, and private
investors yielding 4 to 0 per cent
novio

First appearance of the Famous

we

Exchange St.,

interest.

CITY HALL, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25th.

10th Stodbridgc, Christmas Afternoon.
11th Stodbridgc, Christmas Evening.

(TILL

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry Store,

A fine imported Kersey Overcoat for $15, well worth $25.
Made up in a first-class manner.
For $18 and $20 we will sell you an overcoat that has sold
or $25 to $28 heretofore.
These are prices that you cannot match, and are worthy
your consideration. We have a few of an EXTRA FINE
quality Elysian Beaver, full Satin Lined in medium sizes that
we are offering low to close.
Full lines of Boys’ Overcoats at equally low prices.
Men’s Reefers and Vests, Cardigan Jackets, Heavy Cloves
and Mittens, outside Flannel Shirts, Undershirts and Draw
ers in great variety.
A first-class Leather Coat which is very desirable for cold
weather. Warranted to give satisfaction.

dec-8__dim*

l)vck. Her Weyden, Boots, Gherard David,
besides inferior artists. Admirable illustrations of each of the above
artists is a notable feature of the work.
The history of each School is given at
length, and the lives of the masters are
written con amove. Throughout the volume
there is a happy blending of the narrative
style with genial criticisms, which will be of

will not shed many tears if the suit
is decided against the Bell company.

passed

—

EMERY,
INN middle (Street, Portlnnd.

rank; also a full description of the
Schools of Siena, Ferrera, Bologna, Padua,
Perugia, Rome, Florence and other cities.
From Germany we have the Schools of Cologne, the Westphalian, Franconian, Suabian, Bavarian and Rhenish, witli interesting sketches of Holbein, Albert Durer, Cranach and many lesser lights of painting. Of tlie Flemish School we have Veil

public

one was

BY

H.

WILLIAM

second

our

-AT-

NOTE THESE PRICES AND COME AND SEE THEM.

rates.

—NEGOTIATED BY—•

without being

polygamy bill is an exceedingly severe measure and if it becomes
a law
will tear up the Mormon church by
the roots. The President is authorized to
appoint fourteen trustees of the corporation
known as the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, who are to hold office for
two years, and shall annually or oftener
make a report to the Secretary of the Interior
in regard to the affairs of the corporation.
Female suffrage is abolished; a husband or
wife made a competent witness in any prosecution for unlawful cohabitation, uuder certain conditions property is to be confiscated,
and imprisonment is provided for gentile
adulterers. A bill almost identical with this

moftt favorable

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

no

Tlie friends of the silver coinage are greatly elated by Senator Beck’s attack on the financial policy of the President and Secretary
of the Treasury, and express great confidence
that the coinage law will not he repealed by
this Congress. The demand for the speech has
been immense, which goes to show what has
all along been suspected that the affection
for the silver dollars among the people in

We have made some sweeping reductions in the prices of
our Heavy Overcoats, and urge anyone contemplating a purchase to examine them. it will pay you at these prices, to
buy for another year.
A heavy and serviceable dark overcoat for $5, sizes 33 to
40. Better ones for $6, $7 and $8. At $10 we will sell yoi
We have
an all wool Cassimere coat that is well worth $15.
a
that
considered
for
$10,
was
an Oxford
great bargain at

Exchange

Travelling and Commercial Tetters of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
jan31

tlie late Dr. Alfred Woltmann, professor at
the Imperial University, Strasburg, and Dr.
Karl Woermann, professor Royal Academy
of Arts, Dusseidorf. Vol. II. The Fainting
of the Renaissance. Translated by Clara
Bell. (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co; Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon.) The two
volumes of this work on tlie History of
Painting Include its earlier and middle periods, delineating tlie early growth and subsequent maturity of tlie Art as developed in
medieval and modern Europe. The second
volume, therefore, relates to the more interesting of tlie two periods, inasmuch as in its
profuse and finely executed illustrations it
presents us with copies of tlie greatest works
of the golden age of painting in Italy-, Germany and the Netherlands. Here are ample
accounts of the lives and masterpieces of
Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo, Raphael
(and Marc Antonio, his engraver, Correggio, Filippo Lipjii, Perugino, Titian and
Giorgione, besides numerous artists of the

essential assistance

A LADY’S GOLD WATCH FREE! A SILVER TEA SERVICE FREE!

$15.

appreciative reader.
There are apparent, however, certain
The Senate committee has decided to re- inequalities arising, in part, from the differport favorably on the nomination of Dorman ent degrees of thoroughness with which the
B. Eaton to be civil service commissioner.
originals were studied, and in part from the
There is likely to he considerable opposi- 'decease of Dr. Woltmaun, the projector of
tion to his confirmation nevertheless. Ilis
the work. Ifis plan was taken up by his
action in the Sterling case is going to prove friend, Dr. Karl Woermann, by whom it was
troublesome to him, and it ought to. It was
successfully carried out. Happily, there was

instance._'_

RS,

Continental

Sterling anti
bought and wold

Massys, Bosch,

__

SONS,

No. 218 Middle Street.

PUBLICATIONS.

Fainting.

SHURTLEFF,

OVERCOAT TATE] Christmas Presents Biven Away.

No.

lias its uses; it enables us elegantly,
and with a “breezy freedom” to assure the
Herald man that he is a d-n-f-1.

hyphen

NEW

AMT*EME.Vr«.

imCEliLASEOt'S.

FINANCIAL.

CURRENT COMMENT.

PRESS.

THE

CONFECTIONERY.
For Candies, buy of the

P

L. J.

Manufacturers,

Witt. M.

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,

middle
near corner

—

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.

eodtf

jel9

Job

CHOICE CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
CYRUS
«l»
Uel7

97 1-2

etc.

W. DAVIS,

CONORESS

{

tended to.

LANCASTER BUILDING,

novs__

it new

Printer,

(Iee21d4t

Me.

novlleodtt

in

j

lerson

detection and arrest of any
persons guilty of maliciously Interering In any way with the lights, poles or wires or
aid company
declZdtl

decl2

•

BOOTS,

CONCRESS STREET.
oed3w

ttCSlt! B0XES...VK 8SMSS

secure

or

PROOF

Congress and Lace.

M. G. PALMER.

too Hundred Dollars Reward.
Consolidated Electric Light Company ofrHE
fers one hundred dollars reward to anyone
the
fho shall

SLIPPERS,

—at—

541

Opi». Preble Street.

,

HO, FOR THE PEARL RUG MAKER!
On account of being obliged to leave
the State, the price of the PEARL RIG
MAKER will be reduced from one dollar to 50 cents. Will be at G. A. R.
Fair, City Hall, from Friday (be 18th
to Thursday the 24th.

and best assortment.

721 kinds and sizes of rubbers from the best
makers, and cheap as the cheapest,

SQUARE,

,

largest

WATER

Eureka Dollar Store,
28 MARKET

importation just receivc4l.

CHRISTMAS
the

Opposition to
Imposition!

dRm
_

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,

—AT—

—

470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PREBLE HO FOE.

Toys, Games, Vases, Plush Goods of all kinds, Albums, Silver Ware, Doll Carriages, Jewelry, Rocking
fforses and Chairs, Glass Ware, Dolls, Hats, Caps,
Pocket Books, Ink Stands, Birds, Baskets, and Thousands of Articles too numerous to mention, can be found

d3t

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

STREET.
eodtf

cents.
cents.
cents.
cents.

Exchange St., Portland,

HASKELL & JONES,

City,

-INCLUDING

PRINTER*’ EXCHANGE,

Lrt Pottery, Fine Etchings, Engravings,

be

MARKS,

AND

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

found the Largest Stock of Holiday
Goods and Useful Articles at the

can

Lowest Prices in the

Book, Card

Street,

of Exchange St.

Paintings,

where

RKINS & SON,

dee23

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

28 MARKET SQUARE,

489 CONGRESS ST.
3 pounds for 25
Assorted Candy
2 pounds for 25
Fine Mixed Candy
2 pounds for 25
Broken Cafidy
2 pounds for 25
Fancy Cream Mixed

180

Eureka Dollar Store,

vith Bell*. Bones. Drums, and Piccolo attachnents. Plays eight tunes. Also small Music Box's, ail prices.
leclfktlw STOCKBKIDGE'S MUSIC STOKE.

BY THE

DOZ^AT $4,25,
PEARL RUG MAKER.
dec!9_
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_____

LAW NOTICE.
CHARLES W. GODDARD
has removed

his law office to

Davis’ New Block, Corner of Congress
and Exchange Streets.
declB

dlwteoUSw

THE

Chicago Cattle Market.
By TelegraphJ

PRESS.

THURSDAY HORNING, DEC. 24.
WIT AND WISDOM.
taken the place of the banjo ii
A guitar, decorated wit)
storks and eat tails and flowers aud tilings, am
liuug on the wall, is as harmless an instrument a
the banjo. It is when “society” undertakes t ;
play on the guitar or banjo thatthe trouble begins

guitar
f“TlicYork
society.”
lias

ew

My wife has been a great sufferer from neural
gia and rheumatic difficulties for fourteen years
Since taking Athloplioi-os she has been compara
lively free from pain and can walk better than he
fore for several years. Rev. S. Donaldson, Lyii
don, Vt.

50@$11
Lard 6%@7c $> lb in tierces; 7Vi®7V2c in- 10lb pails; 7V2@7:!4c ill 5-lb pails; 7%@8e in 3-lb

Be sure that yon ask for Colgan’s Taffy Tolu, a:
number of imitations have sprung up since i
Jias become so popular.
It relieves indigestion.

pails.

Hams 9V2@ 1 Or
lb,
cure; small 10@101/2e.
Dressed hogs, city, 5 Vi

Herr Professor, how do yon like my new trage

dy?” “Very much, indeed. Especially the rob
bers—they are first-rate. In fact, they are tin

Bad Dk.unage causes much sickness. Ba<
blood and Improper action of the liver aud kic
neys is had drainage to the human system, wliicl
Burdock Blood Bitters will remedy.
It was Christmas eve, and they had been pro
pounding conundrums. “Wily are you like tin
Christmas tree?” queried she. “Because 'tis evei
green. 1 suppose.”
“Oh, no; it’s because yoi
look so spruce!”

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Livei
Oil with Hypophosphites possesses heal

ing, strehgtli gicing and,flesh producing qualitie!
—that are especially valuable in Consumption
Scrofula, General Debility aud wasting disease!
of

Children.

“Tell me something I don’t know,” squeaked £
silly youth, who had been chattering like an apt
to his companion greatly to tli» annoyance ol
others present. “Well sir,” said a dignified ol<
man, “X will tell you something you don’t know
You are a Jackass, sir!”
If you are nervous or dyspeptic try Carter’s Lit
Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes you nervous
and nervousness makes you dyspeptic; either orif
renders you miserable and these little pills cure
both.
tie

Win n a girl in Iowa “playfully” pointed an “unloaded” revolver at her friend It failed to go off,
but when she pointed it at her own head It went otl
and killed her. There seems to have been a deal
of common sense about that revolver.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Dec. 23, 1885.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 12 00®12 50; short cuts 12 50
@12 75; hacks 12 50(413 00; light hacks 12 00®
12 50; lean ends 12 25®12 50; pork tongues 813
@13 25; prime mess $i2@12 50;extra prime 9 50
@810; mess 10 50; Western prime mess pork at
10

a

very best thieves I ever heard of: even the word:
they speak are stolen from other books.”

CHICAGO, Dec. 23, 1885.—Cattle—Receipts 5,000; shipments 1800; shipping steers at 3 40®
5 40; stoekers and feeders dull 2 25 h 4 00; cows,
hulls and mixed at 1 S0@4 00; through Texans—
cows 2 40®4 00; steers at 2 70@4 00.
Hogs—Receipts 22,000 ;sliipmeuts 4000; opened
strong ami closed weak; rough and mixed at 3 40
®3 05; packing and shipping at 8 65@3 90; light
3 10®3 70 ;skips 2 50@8 10.
Sheep—Receipts 3.000 ;ildpments 1000; steady;
natives at 1 75 « 4 00; Western 2 75@3 30;Tcxans
1 75@2 90.
Lambs I? head 4 50®4 75.

1

according

to

@5 V2 c t> lb; country at

4%c; live 4i/2c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27.®
28 jcoiiinion to goo<120@26c; New York late made
dairy 21@22c; Vermont do 22@23c; selections at
24c; common to good at 15@20c; extra Western
fresh made creamery 30@32c; common to good
22u 27c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c.
Jobbing prices range l@2c liigher than these quotations.
C’lieese—Choice North 9i4@9V2e: lower grades
according to quality; Western at 9Vi@9y2c. Job
lots V2c higher.
Eggs—Neal by '30®—c; Eastern extras 27@28;
fancy higher; ‘Eastfirsts at20c: New Y'ork and
Vermont 26®20c; North 25@26c; Western fresli
at 23K24c; Island at 25@26c, and N. S. at 25
@26c;held stock 20®22c: Western pickled 18V2
eel 9c. Eastern limed at 19@20c.
Beans—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 80®
1 851? bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 70@1 75; small Vermont baud picked pea at
1 85®1 90.
Apples—Choice, 1 75; common $1@1 50. fair to
Hay—Choice prime hay, 820; fancy $21;
good at $18@$19; choice Eastern fine Si4,®$18;
fair to good do at S16@$1G; poor do at 813@$14:
East swale 811@812. Rye straw, choice, gi9@
820; oat straw $ 11@$ 12 V ton.
Potatoes—Houltou rose 68@70c; do Hebron at
70c; N H Rose 05c;Me Central 60@C5c; Burbank
seedlings 00c; N Y Hebrous at 48@50c; do Rose
55c; do prolincs 50@55c; Eastern do at65c;Vt
Hebrons 55@05c.
The Wool Market.
BOSTON, Dee. 23. 1885.—The following is
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.37 @39
Choice XX.34 @36
Fine X.

Medium.35
Coarse.30

Michigan-

They iirsl

Always avoid harsh purgative pills.

you sick ana tnen leave you constipated
Carter's Little Liver Pills regulate the bowels ami
make you well. Dose one pill.

“Arthur,” said a good natured father to his
young hopeful, “I did not know till to-day that yon
were whipped last week.”
“Didn’t you. pa?" replied young hopeful, “1

knew it at the time.”

Dospeptics can cat hot biscuit when raised with
Congress Yeast Powder, a perfectly pure powder
containing no Injurious ingredients.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOIt THE WEEK ENDING, December 23.
The wholesale market during the past week has
developed no important change. Trade continues
quiet and values generally are well maintained,
Flour is unchanged, but less firm owing to some
falling off in the price of Wheat, and concessions
would have to he made to move large lots. May
wheat opened Tuesday at Chicago at 90%c and
closed at 90; to-day tile market opened at 90, and
New Corn
near the close was quoted at89%c.
is not so high as noted last week; some of it is of
poor quality and it is difficult to give reliable quotations. Cotton Seed, bag lots, is lower at $25 a
*26. Molasses is steady and very firm at quotations. Coffee Is dull. Pork and Lard arc quiet
aud in buyers favor; no particular change in figures.
Fresh Beef rather dull and in good supply;
a ear of Christmas beef arrived late this afternoon
for tire Portland Beef Co. Fine grades Butter com.
mand full prices and are very firm,but no advance
has been established. At Elgin on Monday the
Butter market was active with heavy sales on call
at 40 « 401/2 c; the supply was short of the demand
and several orders coud not lie filled.
Eggs are
without quotable change and steady. Apples are
a little firmer on choice stock under the influence
of better prices at Liverpool, but off grades are
weak. At Glasgow apples are in good demand
with light supply, Baldwins being quoted at 12s a
f 4s; shipments to Europe from Portland for the
week ending December 19, were 1910 bills, and
for the season 15,494 bbls; shipments from Boston for the week. Cl45 bbls, and for the season
145,385 bbls; from New York for the week 417S
bbls and for the season 202,746 bbls; shipments
for the season to Europe from Boston, New York,
Montreal, Portland and Halifax,505,798 bbls;for
same time last year 507,802 bbls.
Eeceipts ol
Poultry have been quits large, the bulk of the
stock being from the West, and the quality very
nice; Turkeys in a jobbing way sold at 1C@17C p
lb. The Boston market is glutted with poultry
lb. Lead is stromi
choice Turkeys selling at 14c
and V&c higher. Zinc Is lower at 5sA a6Vi. Turpentine has advanced. There has been a decided
improvement m manufactured Iron and a sharp
advance may be looked for.

@30
32

<§

<M

Extra and XX.
Fine.30
Medium.34
Common.28
Other Western‘in
Fine and X.
..

@ 31
® 35

@ 30

®

@

2V
35

■

Pulled—Extra.27

Supernne.27

No 1.18
Combine and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.3G
Fine delaine.34
29
Low and course.
Medium unwashed.27
Low unwashed.25
California.14
Texas.15
Canada pulled.25
Do Combing.
Smyrna washed.18
Unwashed.10
Buenor

a

33

*’»

Medium .33
mane

site and

Ayres.20

@ 38

@40
@ 25
@38

@38

® 34

@29
@ 27
@ 25
@ 25
@ 33
@ 20
@ 15
@ 28
@ 30
@27

Montevideo.27
Cape Good Hope.25
Australian.32 @40
Donskoi.20 @23
The demand for domestic Wool is steady, and
prices continue quite firm for ail desirable grades.
The demand continues to run on coarse and medium fleeces, but all other kinds have been in fair
demand, and pulled Wools are in more request
than for some time past.

Brighton Cattle Marketthe week ending Wednesday, Dec. 23,18S5.
Aiiioutof stock at market—Cattle 1260 head;
Sheep and Lambs 7,195; Swine 18.395; Veals
00; Horses 208; number of Western Cattle 900;
Northern and Eastern Cattle, Cows,etc., 350.
Prices of Beef Cattle p loo tbs, live weight—
Extra quality at 0 00®6 25; flrst quality at 5 25@
5 87% ; second quality 4 25@5 12% ; third quality 3 60 u 4 12% ; poorest grades of coarse Oxen.
Hulls, etc., 3 00@3 37%.
Briahtou Hides 8«8%c p lb.
Brighton Tallow 5c p lb.
Country Tallow 3c p It).
Country Hides 7@8c.
Calf skins 10c p lb.
Sheep and Lamb skins 85c@l 10 p skin.
Veal Calves—Prices ranged from 2@0%c p
live weight.
Swine—Western fat hogs are costing butchers
4@4%c p lb live weight landed at the slaughter houses.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep at 3%@5c
ptti landed at the yards; Lambs 4%@644c p
lb live weight.
For

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Dec. 23,1885

—

Flour

market—

Receipts 12,412 bbls; exports 6097 bbls and 3621
sacks jwithout; quotable change; rather weak with

more doing; sales 15,800 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 25@3 20; superfine
Western and State at 3 00@3 45; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 30@3 7o; good to
choice do at 3 80®5 50; common to choice White
Western extra at 5 00 a 5 25; fancy do at
at 5 30it 5 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 30
@5 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 30®
5 50; patent M innesota extra good to prime at
5 00&5 40; choice to double extra do at 5 50®
5 OS/including 3000 bbls city mill extra at 4 75®
4 80; 700 bbls line do at 2 25@3 20;2S00 bbls superfine 3 00 a,3 45; 900 bids extra No 2 at 3 30®
3 75; 3400 bbls whiter wheat extra at 3 30®
6 00; 4100 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 30®5 05.
Southern flour hardy-steady; common to fair 3 50
@3 90; good to choice at 4 00®5 50. Rye Flour
1100 hush;
steady 3 25@3 GO.
bush; % d%c lower and dull, closing
exports
steadier;sales 30.000 oil spot; No 2 Spring 92%c;
No 2 Northwest 9244c; No 2 Red nominal at 92c
elev; No 1 Red State at 97c; No 1 White at 95e.
Rye is dull. Rarley dull. Corn 44@%e lower

little

wheat

Wheat—Receipts

—

and fairly active; speculation moderate; receipts
194.402 hush; exports 214,101 hush; sales 368,000 busli spot;No 3 at 41%@41%c;No 2 at 48%
a 49c elev. Onto 44@%c lower and dull receipts
bush ;sales 07,000 bush 011
07,450 hush jexports
spot; No 3 at 32%c do White at 3744c; No2 at
33441136% e; do White 3844 <'38%c;Mixed Western 345 35c: While uo 37@43c;Wliite State 38c.
tlolleedim. Hiigui- market mm; rennea quiet;
Oat 6%@5%c: Extra C at 5p2®5%c;White Extra C at 5%c; Yellow at -1 y2 @5VsC;Mould A 6Vs :
Off A 5% a Gc; Standard A at G 5-16c; Granulated
G%c; Confectioners A G%c; cut loaf and Crushed
7Vt®73/sc; Powdered Gy8®7r4c; Cubes atG’/s®
Tailors- is
7e. Petroleum—united at 8814c.
steadv. Pork is quiet at 10 50 for new mess and
10 26‘for Western family mess. Beef dull. I,nr«l
2 S3 points higher and more active for export ;
Western steam spot G 30 ®G 32 V2 j refined at 6 GO
for Continent; 7 00 for S. A. BSolter very firm;
State 18®33c; Western 15 « 3Ge; Elgin creamery
at 37®88c. Chei’sr very firm; State 7S10C.
Freights firm—Wheat steam 3%d.
CHICAGO,Dec. 23,1885.—Flour quiet; Winter
Wheat 4 405 5 80 for Southern; Wisconsin 4 01'®
4 G5; Michigan at 4 50®4 75; soft Spring Wheat
3 GO®4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
4 75®5 50; low grades 2 00®3 00; Eye Flour at
Wheat higher; December at 83»4®
3 305 3 GO.
84! fccjNo 2 Spring at 83%(®84c;No 3 at G6®70c;
No 2 lied nominal. Corn easier at 3G34c. Oats firm
at 28c. Rye Is dulljNo 2 at GOViiC. Barley quiet;
No2atG5c. Pork steady at 0 10@9 76. Lard is
quiet at 5 98. Boxed meats steady; shoulders at
3 75@3 80; short libs at 4 75®4 80;short clear at
5 205.5 25.
Receipts—Flour, 19,000 hbls; wheat, 74,000
hush;coru. 281,000ihush; oats.243,000 hush; rye,
9.000 bush; barley, 60,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour, 14.000 hbls; wheat, 13,000
bush: corn, 69,000 hush; oats, 80,000 bush; rye,
40.000 bush ;barley,40,000 hush.
ST. LOUIS. Dec. 23. 1885.—Flour dull. Wheat
very dull: No 2 Red at 92V2c. Corn lower; No 2
Mixed at 32>/sC. Oats easier; No 2 Mixed 2G7/8C,
Lard at 5 85.
Receipts—Flour. 2000Jbbls;| wheat, 2G.OOO bu;
corn. lol.ooo;bush; oals, 13,000 bush; rye, 3,000
busli barley, 24,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour, 0,000 lihls; wheat 3.000 bu,
corn, 40.000 busli; oats, 2,000 hush; rye,|,000 bu;

Cooperage.
[Clear pine—
Hlihd shocks and lids— j Uppers.$5G®$05
Mol. city. .1 60@1 751 Select.$45®$65
Fine conmioii$35&S42
Sue eltv... 1 05a 110
Sue. s’dshk 70® 75 Spruce. .?12Sj$14
Hemlock.$11@$1Pine suear—
Box shooks
@ 45 Clapboards—
Spruce, X. .$28®$30
Suear heading—
Oil.
45!
30a2
Wmtergreen..2
Potass br’mde 42® 501 Linseed. 44® 4 9
Chlorate. 25® 281 Boiled. 47®52
Iodide.3 «K>s3 25 Sperm.115@1 30
501 Whale. 05® 75
Quicksilver...
no@95 IBank. 45® 47
Quinine.
Ktrhuebarb.. 75@150|8hore. 43® 45
Kt snake. 60® 55 Forme.. 3o@ 40
Saltpetre. 10® 10 I.ard. 55@ 60
Senna. 15® 25 Castor.1 55@1 65
Canary seen..
4@4V2 Neatsfoot. 90@1 00
Cardamons. ..1 75@2 75 Elaine. 52® 55
raiato.
Soda, bi-carb.3% @ 6% Ti
3 Pure gro nd ld650@7 00
Sal.2 y2@
leadO 60a7 00
Pure
3m
3%
dry
Sulpur.
3®3y2
Sugar lead... 20@ 22 Eng Veil Ked.
7@7V2
White wax... 56® 60 Red Lead
5 00a7 00
Vltrol. blue.. 10® 11 Am. Zinz.
Yellow....
2y2
Rochelle
bean.
$12!
$ 10®
Vanilla,
Bice.
Buck.
I
6® 78/4
27 i Rice, p lb....
No 1.
5y2@ 6
No 3.
241 Rangoon.
Snlerntus.
171
No 10.
l4iSaleratus.
o@ 5V2
8o7..
...

..

...

18;
Spices.
«iunpowder-Mhot. Cassia.pure.. 13® 15
00
Cloves.
18® 20
60®4
Blasting.3
Sporting.6 25@G 50 Ginger. 13® 15
6
Mace
75® 90
shot—
Drop
7
Buck.
Nutmegs
55® 66
Pepper. 20® 22
10o7.

Starch.

Hay.

15

Pressed.$14®*

Laundry.

5®

8

Souchong,-

15®

45
30
60
30
60

Teas.

Straw. 9 00®$ 11
Iron.

25®

Common. 1%@2
Refined.

Norway.

Oolong.
@214 do choice..
®4V2 Japan....—
@16 do choice..

2
4

Cast steel.12
German steel 5

35®
25®

35®

Tobacco.

@7

2V2 Best brands.. 50® 60
Medium. 40® 45
Common.... 3%@4Vi Common. 30® 40
H.C. 4y2@5
Half P.
Russia.13V2®14 Nat’ul leaf... 60® ol
7(oi8M» l
Spruce 35 ill 18® 201 Clear.$26@$28
Pine
18® 20i 2d clear.$22@$25
Hard pine
22| Nol.$15®$18
26; Pfne.$25®$50
Mol. heading
I Shingles—
Hoops—
New 14ft
$251 X cedar....375@400
Old
$20@$23| Clear cedar.3 25@3 50
Short do 8 ft $10@$12j X No 1.2 10@2 65
7 ft
$81 No 1 cedar.1 26® 1 75
Shoe steel....
Sheet iron—

Pop’r staves $12® $14 Spruce.1 45@1 05
$21 Laths—
Spruce rough
l Spruce....! 2 10@2 20
Oak mill
Lime-Cement.
staves
$12 50@$14|
Lime p cask..
I Cement...
Matches.
I

Cordage.
11
Amer’np lb
11
Russia.

1 03
145

50
IStar, p gross
Manilla.13 @14
Manilla Bolt Rope 14y2iDirigo. 39® 41
Metals.
9 @10
Sisal.
|
Drug* and Dye*. [Copper—
Acid Oxalic.
2®14l 14x48 com. 23® 24
’•
tart...
50@ 52i 14x48 plan3G
ished.
Alcoliol.2 20@2 30 i
I Bolts...!-... 18@ 19
Amiiioiiia—
II
carb. 15@20 I Y M sheath
16
8i YM Bolts..
Ashes, pot.. 68/i®
Bottoms
24@25
Bals coabla.. 45® 50
|13
Beeswax. 35@ 40 Ingot.
5 Tin—
Bleli powders
Straits. 22® 24
Borax. 12® 13
3
English,.... 27® 28
Brimstone—2V2@
Char. 1. C. .5 75@G 25
Cochineal.... 36® 40
I. X. .8 00®8 50
Cliar.
3
Copperas.iy2@
Terne.6 25@7 7o
Cream tartar. 40® 42
...

tai

.„„„i

o

..

1 n

ri/xlro

K

TiO

nog 751 Antimony.

14@
15® 26 Zinc.6 75@6
26® 28 Solder V2XV2. 16®
M«la«»c».
Myrrh. 60® 55
@4 00 Porto Rico... 30@
Opium.
Shellac. 30® 35 Barbadoes.... 27@
Indigo. 85@100 Cienfuegos.... 25®
Iodine.3 75@4 00 Boiling.20 @
Nalls.
126
ipecac.
Licorice, it.. 15® 20 Cask.2 70@2
Jlaiul morn.
Lai ex. 34® 40
3 25@3
Morphine.2 95®3 20 Tar t> bbl
Oil bergamot.2 00@2 25 Pitcli (C Tar)3 25@3
Cod liver.1 50@2 00 Wil. Pitch....3 50®3
Lemon.1 88@2 25 Rosin.3|00@4
Olive.1 25@1 75 Turpt’ne, gall 47®
8@9
Remit.4 25@4 75 Oakum.
Gumarabic...
Aloes cape_

Camphor.

Mom.
Superfine and
low grades.3 25®3 50
X Spring and

XXSpring..5 00@5 25
Patent Spring
Wheats..6 00@6 25
Mich, straight
roller .5 25@6 50
clear do_5 00@5 25
stone ground.4 75®5 00

42
20
26
21
7u
50
60
75
00
54

Grain.

Higli Mixed Corn.59@b0
NewCoru car lots51@53
Corn, hag lots.... 56@57
Meal, bag lots. 55@50
Oats, car lots....41 @42
Oats, bag lots... .42@43
Cottonseed.
car lots..24 00®2o 00
do bag. .25 00a26 00
Saek’dBr’n
••

■

car lots. .18 00@10
st’gt
do bag... 19 00®20
roller.5 50@5 75
dear do_5 25@5 50 Middlings, 19 50@23
do hag lots,20 60@24
Winter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents.5 75@6 00

St Louis

00
00
00
00

Large Shore3 25@3
Large Banks 25@3
Small.2 75®3
Pollock.2 50®3
Haddock.1 50@2
Hake.1 75@2

Backs ...1800® 1350
Clear —12 50@12 75
Mess.10 60@1100

50
50
00 Mess Beef.

9

50@10

00

50@12

00

Ex Mess.10 00@10 50
Plate ....11 00@11 50

25]
00
25

Ex Plate. 11

Lard—
Tubs Iff p. .6%®7c
Tierces.... 6%@7c
Pails.7 @7% c
Hams p lb.. ..9Vi@10 c
do coveredlOyz®l 1V2

Herring—

Scaled © bx..l4@18c
No 1.12@15c
Mackerel p bbl—
Shore Is.19 00@21 00
Shore 2s. 7 00® ,8 00
Oil.
Med. 3s. 5 00® 6 00
Small.2 75® 3 50 KerosenePort. Ref. Pet. 7Vi
Produce.
Water White.10V4
Cranberries—
13
Maine.4 50@5 50 Pratt’s A st’1.1) bbl.
Cape Cod. 6 50@7 00 Devoe’s Brilliant.13
Pea Beans... 1 85@2 00 Ligonia.10%
Medium_1 75@1 85 Silver White.10
German mdl 40@.l 50 Centennial...10%
Raisins.
Yellow Eyes.l 65'a.l 75
Irish Potatoes...60®60 Muscatel.2 60@3 50
3 25®3 50 London Lay’r 3 15@3 37
St Potatoes
Onioas.3 26@3 50 OuduraLay. 11V4@12V4

Cabbages.S10@S12 Valencia.OVbglO
Sugar.
Turkeys.17@18
Chickens.12@13 granulated p lb.7 Vs

Fowls
9@12 Extra C.6%
Seeds.
Ducks .15® 17
Geese.15@16 Red Top.2 25@2 37
Tfmothy Seed2 00@210
Apples.
Nodheads....2 00®2 50 Clover. ...lOVigllc
Cheese.
.2 00 @2 25
Snow
TallmanSwts2 00@2 25 Vermont..;.10 @11V2
N.Y.factory 10 @HVa
Nol Baldwins
B11 Her.
and Greenings
1 25@1 75 Creamery® ib...24@25
Gilt
Ver....21@23
lb
Edge
p
8@llc
Evaporated
l.fiuoni.
Choice.18@20
Florida.4 50@5 00 Good.15@16
Messina.4 00@4 50 Store.10@1EgS"Malager*.3 00@3 50
Eastern extras.27
Oranges.
Florida.3 25@3 75 Canada & Western. .26

Island.26

Limed.19@22

—

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Dec. 23, 1885.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 41 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 80 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
Thelollowing quotations of stocks

are

received

dailv:

R.124
Pepperell Manufacturing Co.1110
Eastern Railroad. 68%
.30%
New York and New England Railroad.Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 84y>
Mexican Central 7s. 48%
Boston & Albanv.Hailroad. 79
Boston & Lowell Railroad.121
Flint & Perc Marquette Railroad pref.
do com.
16%
Boston & Maine Railroad.180
Eastern Railroad 6s.121 </a
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth

New York Stock and

Money

Market.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Dec. 23. 1885.—Money on call
continues easy at 2Va@3 per cent. Prime mercantile paper 4@6 per cent. Exchange remains un
changed at 4 80 and 4 8‘JVa- Government bonds
dud and steady, except 3s, which arc active and
strong. State bonds are quiet and about steady,
Railroad bonds quiet and tirin. The stock market
after 2 15 p m was quiet but irregular, closing
dull and weak.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre
gated 401.212 shares.
The follow ing are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s .104%

New4%s, leg .112%
New 4% s, coup.113%

New 4s, leg.123
New 4s, coup.1r.t'a
Pacific os of’05.125%
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:

Chicago & Alton.139
Chicago & Alton preferred.150
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.13u%

22%
|48%
Erie preferred -—.
Illinois Central.136
Lake. Shore. 84ys
71 Ms
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. 43
Northwestern.‘' ’5 a
Erie.

Norm western

preferred.132

101%
New York Central.
—127%
Itoek island.
91%
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred.116
Union Pacific. “2%
Western Union Telegraph. il%
Alton & Terre Haute. 38
Boston Air Line.
Burlington i Cedar Rapids.
Central Pacific.
Canada .Southern.

Del.,

Lack. &

96

76
40%
38%

West.126

Del. & Hud. Canal. 94%
Den & Rio Grande.
lf%
6%
E. Tenn.,V. & Ga.
do pref.,k9Yt

MlssouriJPacific.106%

Houston & Texas. 30
Kansas & Texas. 31
Morris & Essex.130
14

Mobile&,01iio.

....

Northern Pacific. 20%

do Ipref.68%
OregonjNav.106%

Danville. 78%

Richmond
Adams Express.140
American Express.101
&

U. S. Express.60%
Wells. Fargo

Express.118

Louisville & Nasu. 42%
St Paul & Omaha. 34%
do

pref.100%

Union Pacific 1st.Jlf%
.106%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.121
St Louis & San Fran. 20%
do pref.. 44 /2
1st pref. 9b%
Lake Erie* West. 14%

Elevated.119%
Metropolitan El.160
Manhattan

86Vs
62%

Erie dds
Union Pacific stock

Long Island.

79

Central Pacific lsts.116
Denver & K. Gr. lsts.113
Kansas lsts, Den div.111%
Oregon Nav. lsts.113%
Lehigh & Wiikesbarre.104
New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Dec. 23. 1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.21 60
Quicksilver. 6 76

00
166

preferred.22

do
Bodie.

Homestake.22 6Q
Ontario.29 00

Eureka. 1 30
Con. Cal. & Ya.1 40
Caledonia. B. H. 2 00
Eureka.1 30
Standard. 140
Piutus. 3 10
7 50
Silver King.
California

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 23.1886,-The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Hale & Norcross. 3%
Best. 1
Con. Cal. & Va. 1%

Bodie Coil. 1%

barley,

2000 busli.

DETROIT, Dec. 21,1885.—Wheat -No 1 White
00c; No 2 Red 90% c.
Receipts, 53,000 busli.
NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 23, 1885.—Cotton easy;

middlings

ll-16c.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM
STT-

.•„

X’.

V-1.

T iirm.nnnl

Biomers,
Sutton,
Pascal. Liverpool.
KongHone
Cld 22d, slop Merom, Glover,
eat
Dec 15—Chartered, ship ChasE Moody,''
Dublin
to Liverpool or Cardiff direct, £14s6d;
direct £1 os; Cork or UK, £1 7s 6d.
V1|
vuPORT TOWNSEND—Ar 15th, ship Henry
lard, San Francisco.
HodoDougNorton.
A
MOBILE—Ar 22d, sch Carrie
don, Kingston. Ja.
Amis
SAVANNAH—Ar 22d, sch Gen Adelherc Ames,
Jameson. New Y'ork.
,i„„„awicir

^L^ttl-lfflst3,’MS

Sarmatian.I'ortlaml... Liverpool... Dec

Erin.New York. .London.Dec
Oregon.New York.. Liverpool...Dec
Niagara.New York Havana.Dec
Westernland.New York..Antwerp ..Dec
Schiedam.New York. Amsterdam.Dec
.Dec
Baltic.New York. Liverpool
Bristol.Dec
Texas.Portland
.Dec
Normandie.New York. .Havre.
Alaska.New York..Liverpool...Dec
Germanic.New Y'ork. .Liverpool.. .Dec
Moravia.New York..Hamburg ...Dec
Parisian.Portland... .Liverpool.. .Dec
Toronto...Portland ..Liverpool..-Dee
..

..

■

24
25
26
20
20
20
28
30
30
20
31
31
31
31

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. DECEMBER 24.

ill?
imisets3::::::::::::!:!? ^1™}
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ISTEWa

PORT OF PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY,

Dec. 23.

Arrived.
Barque Chieftain, (Br) Morris, Buenos Ayres, in
ballast. Reports, on the outward passage, had
heavy gales, damaged sails and lost boat. To Ryan

Brig

fJattie M Bain, McDonald, New York—coal

I’erley,Rusto Sargent, Dennison & Co. Vessel
sell & Co.
Sch Mabel L Phillips, Earner, Baltimore—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch G H Holden, Pinkham, Philadelphia—oil to
.1 Conley & Son.
Sell Ralph Sinnet, Pinkham,- New York —coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch David Torrey, Spofford. New York—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Matiie .1 Alles, Crockett, New York—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Minnie C Taylor, Doughty, New Turk—coal
to Geo H Rounds.
Sch E G Willard, Foster, Eondout—cement to
to

C W Belknap & Son.
Sell H If Havey, Bickford, Boston.
Sell Alsatian. Stevens, Boston, (ar 20th.)
Sch Black Warrior, Babbtdge, Boston.
Sch Ocean Romp, French, Cutler—herring to
J H Blake.
Sch Lizzie Mary, Fernald, Gouldsboro—wood to

LONDON. Dee. 23.1885.-Consols 99 3-1G.

LONDON, Dec. 23, 1885.-rt. F. 4%s, 114%.
□LIVERPOOL, Dec. 23, 1885.—Cotton market is
steady ;uplands od; Orleans 6 3-10d; sales 10.0011
bales speculation and export 1000 bales.
LONDON, Dec. 23, 1885.—[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes oft the coast,
wheat slow; no corn offered. Cargoes on the pasAt
sage and for shipment, wheat and corn dull.
Liverpool.spot wheat quiet; corn firmer. Wheat
and flour on the passage to United Kingdom, 1.775,000 quarters; corn, 270,000 quarters.
December 23, 1885.—Winter
LIVERPOOL.
Wheat at 7s@7s 2d; spring wheat at 7s®7s 2d;
California average Os 9d@6slld; club 7s@7s 2d;
corn, mixed Western, 4s 8d; peas 5s Od. Provisions, &c.—Pork steady at 49s for Eastern mess;
bacon at 29s Odfor short clear and 28s 6d for long
clear; cheese at 40s od) for American;.lard, prime
Western at 31s Od; tallow at 26s Od for American.
_

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected bv Swax & Babrbtt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked.
Descriptions.
172
Canal National Bank.100 170
100
Casco Nat. Bank.«.100 158
52
54
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
150
First National Bank.100 148
122
Merchants’ Natioaal Bank.. 75 120
145
National Traders' Bank.100 143
85
90
Ocean Insurance Co.100
90
100
Portland Company.
55
00
Portland Gas Company. 50
BONDS.
111
State of Maine 8s, due 1889.110
115
Portland City 6s,Municip’l variouslOO
124
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907.. .122
107
Bath City Os, Mun. various.102
102
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various.... 100
310
Bangor City Os, long It. R. aid —113
123
Mull.120
Os.
Bangor City
long
103
105
Belfast City Os, It. K. aid
And. & Ken. K. R. 6s, various —105
107
ill
Portland & Ken. K. K. Os, 1895..110
111
Leeds & Farming’tnl R. R. 6s.109
122
Maine Central K. R. 1st mtg 7s. .120
127
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s_125
108
Maine Central K. 1£. Skg Fund 6s. 106
104
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s... .103
2d mtg 6s.100
108
3d mtg 6s.108
110

Portland Wholesale Prices Current
Corrected for the Press to December 24,1885.
Bread.
Lend.
I
Pilot Sup.7Va@8
[Sheet.
7® 7Vs
do sq.5y3@0
j Pipe.6V± m 0%
Ship.4>/4@ 5
Pig.4 00@4 25

6V4@6
CrackersJ>lb
real.

Leather,

New York—

Cumberland. 4 00@4 75
Acadia.7 00@7 50
Chestnut.
@5 50
7 50
Franklin.

Lehigh.

@5

50

Light.
Mid weight.
Heavy.
Slaughter...

Goodd’mgd.

22®

24@
26®

34®
21®

23
25
20

38
22

Am calf. 92@1 10
toffee.
Lumber,
llio lb 4>
9% @11 Vs
South pine,30 00@40 00
java.18 @21
—

Sch Wild Rose, Bunker, So West Harbor.
Scii Clear the Track, Nickerson, Bath.
Sell Frank Barker, Meader. Boothbay.
Sell Walter Franklin, Eastoort for Boston.
Sch ,1 C Harraden. Strout, Millbridge for Lynn.
Sell Eastern Eight, Kelley, Miiinnuge lor Boston
Sell Itaska, Pinkliam, Millbridge for
Sell Jas S Pike. Thurston, Calais for Boston,
Sell A A1 McAdam, Young. Calais for N York.
Sell More-Light, Webster, Calais for Boston.
Sell .1 11 Crowley, Lord, Calais for New York.
Sch Valparaiso, Knowlton, Deer Isle lor Boston
Sell Titos Clyde. Frankfort for New York.
Sell Victory, Rockland for Boston.
Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—J B
Covle, Jr.
Sell If P Simmons, Grace, Kennebec, to load for
Savannah—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

...

t

“

Uaudxis—Passed

by 22d, sells Mattie .1 Alles
Weybosset, and E B Church.
PROV1NCETOWN—Ar 21st. sells G H Holden.
Tom New York for Portland; Win Slater, Small,
lo for do.

BOSTON—Ar 22d, barque Levi S Andrews,
Watts, Philadelphia; schs W S Jordan, Crowell,
Hoboken; A K Woodward. Moon, Ellsworth.
Cld 22d, sell Jennie S Hall. Hall, Pensacola.
Sid 22d, brigs Sullivan, and Herman.
Ar 23d, schs Edw P Avery, Hawley, East Harx>r. TI; schs Eva May. McDuffie. Turks Island;
Delhi. Green, Jacksonville; Maggie S Hart. Cherny. Philadelphia; Sarah & Ellen. Littlefield, do;
Princeton, Rich, Klizabethport; Elva E Fettengill
Dodge, do; Fred C Holen.Ricb, and Silver, Heels,
Amboy; Ariel, Gray, Bangor: Flavilla, Blake,
itockport; Ariosto, Elwell, Rockland.
Below, sells C H Haskell, Lucy M Collins, and
Jeorgie L Drake.
Y'l.i 00,1

v.iiwnm

Phnahipn fVTD’ipn

I’nrtlfllHl.

SALEM—Ar22d, sells Milford, Look, Amboy;
Cottrell, Haskell, Richmond.
NEWBURYPORT— Sid 21st, sell Jennie E Wilev. Chadwick. Thomaston, to load for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 22d, sell Maggie Mulvey,
Itandall. Islesboro; Leonessa, Hatch, Rockland.
FASTPORT—Sid 21st, sell Christina Ellsworth,
I J

Ellsworth,
Ar at

Boston.

Foreign Ports.
Yokohama Nov 14, barque Nellie May,

Austin. Newcastle, NSW.
Ar at Sierra Leone Dec 2, brig Chas A Sparks,
Tarris, Boston.
Ar at Callao Dec 14, ship Henrietta, Blanchard,

Liverpool.

,,

,.

At Rosario Nov 14, barque Aug Robbe. Cost i-an, for New York; Evanell, Colcord. for Boston.
At Buenos Ayres Nov 16th. barque Hy Warner,
Seed, for Rosario; Woodside, Race, from Portami ; Arthur C Wade. Sherman, do; Isaac Hall,
Stone, from Boston; Boylston, Small, for Boston;
Ered E Richards, Thorndike, fin Portland.
Sid Nov 7, sell Celina. Tibbetts, Boston.
At MontevedioNov 12, barque Addie Morrill.
^
At Rio Janeiro Nov 25th, brig Ada L White,
unc.

Macorris Nov 25th, sell Emily Shepard,
New York for St Domingo.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre 15tli inst, brig Amy A Lane,
Ilifford, New York.
At Deniarara Nov 28, barque John It Stanhope,
)(' Winter, for New York.
Ar at

loggias,

Spoken.

Nov 22, lat 1 18 N. Ion 32 19, barque Charles R
Lewis, Strout, from Portland for Buenos Ayres.

PSIll“SOiilSSSO!S.

II ilAillw.F. JOHNSON &CC.,
218 LaSalle St.

CHICAGO

Special attention given to orders for all kinds

of Grain and Millstuffs.
Futures in Grain Bought and
W. F. JOHNSON. F. J. BCHTJYIiEB.

Sold.
EDV.

HAMMETT.

oct3STu&Tli3m

WISCASSET, Dee 20—Ar, sch Minstrel, Brown,
Rockland.
Dec 23—Ar, sells Clara J Wilbur, (Br) Doherty,
Boston, to load for Hayti; Two Brothers, Dodge,
Boston.
Dec 22—Sid, sch Ira 1) Sturgis, Hodgdon, for
Bridgeport.

EAST MACHIAS, Dee 21—Ar, sell H C Chester,
Sanborn, Boston.
Sid, sell Jerusha Baker, Chase, Port nd.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Arat Buenos Ayres 12th, barque Woodside,
Portland.
Race,
Sid 7tli.barque Celiua, Tibbetts, Boston; 12tli,
Carrie Wyman, NcNeil, Quebec.
Sid fill East London Nov 24, brig Mary h Leighton, Leighton, Guam.
Sid fin Manila Oct 31st, ship Frank N Thayer,
Clark, New York.
Ar at Deniarara Nov 27, brig Waubau, Welsh,
Boston.
At Gonaives 7th inst, sell C H Macomber, Rumrill, for Boston 3th.
FROM

_

Sell Cephas Starrett, of Rockland, 401 tons,
built in 1857, has been sold to parties at St
George. Me.

Memoranda.
Brig Sarah & Emma. Nash, from St Marc for
which
Uneasville,
grounded at Dutch Island Harbor 20th, came off 22d, AM, and proceeded.
Sell Speedwell, Webster, from Richmond, Va,
for Portland, anchored off Chatham night ol 2lst
with loss oi foreboom and head of foremast.
She was assisted into Vineyard-Vaven 22d. where
temporary repairs will he made.
Sell Louisa Smith, of Castine, from New York
for Boston, was ashore 22d four miles south of
Chatham. She was assisted off by wreckers at
an expense of 8100 and proceeded.
Sell David W Hunt, from New York forVieque,
before reported abandoned at sea, was dismasted
and waterlogged, and the crew were completely
exhausted when taken from the wreck. The vessel registered 174 tons and was built in 1879 at
Bath, where she was owned.
Sch Com Tucker, of Bangor, Capt Hardy, at
Fail River, reports, 17th, near Wrecker's Island,
was run Into by sclir H P Haliock, and had mainlmom broken and mainsail torn.
Sell Elva E Pettengill, Dodge, at Boston from
i Elizabethport, lost jibboom.

rill

other poisonous drug, act
the digestive and assimilative
organs, and restore health and strength to
the entire system. T. P. Bonner, Chester,
Pa., writes: “I have used Ayer’s Pills
for the past 30 years, and am satisfied
I should not have been alive to-day, if It
or

on

had not been for them.

They

Cured
other remedies
failed, and their occasional use has kept
me in a healthy condition ever since.”
L. N. Smith, Utica, N. Y., writes: “I
have used Ayer’s Pills, for Liver troubles
of

me

Dyspepsia when all

Indigestion, a good many years, and
have always found them prompt and
efficient in their action.” Richard FTorris,
Lynn, Mass., writes: “After much suffering, I have been cured of Dyspepsia and
and

Liver troubles

Illustrated Works.

Absolutely Pure.
This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with tire multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in earn.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 16C Wan St., N.Y.
uly
mart
meetings.

anneae

Diamond Island Association.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Diamond Island Association will be held at
City Building. Portland, on Wednesday, January
Oth, A. D. 188G, at 7Y2 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of hearing annual reports, electing officers
for the ensuing year, and transacting sueli other
business as may legally come before the AssociaP. J. LARRABEE, Secretary.
tion.
dc23d2w
Dee. 21,1885.

By Using

only temporary relief, and I became
reduced in flesh, and very much debilitated. A friend of mine, who had been
similarly afflicted, advised me to try
Ayer’s Pills. I did so, and with the
happiest results. My food soon ceased to
distress me, my appetite returned, and I
became as strong and well as ever.”
me

Ayer’s Pills,
PREPARED BY

OCEM INSURANCE COMPANY.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Ocean Insurance Company for the choice of
directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them, will be
held at the office of the Company on Wednesday,
tlie sixth day of January, 1886. at 3 o’clock p. m.
CHAS. F. FLAGG, Secretary.
decl6d3w
Portland, Dec. 16, 1885.

THE

C UMBERLAND NATIONAL BANK

EPITHELIOMA!
OK

SKIN

CANCER.

any other
them.

business that may legally come before
WILLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier.
decl2dtd

Portland, Dec. 12,1885.

L.__J
stockholders of the

National Bank of Portland will be
THEMerchantsmeeting
Jan. 12,1886 at 10
held at the Bank on
annual

of the

Tuesday,

o’clock a. m., for the choice of directors and transaction of any other business that may legally be
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
presented.
Dec. 11,1885.dtd

413 Fore Street.

Useful and

BASKETS !

dU

fancy boxes;

all

some

very

pretty

ones

for the

or

library

office.
“The American Desk Pad is
am using it right along.”

AM. CALENDAR PAD.

I

capital good thing,

a

all former
Our stock this year for variety and elegance surpasses
the Holidays our store will be open every evening.
years. Until after
REMEMBER : NEW GOODS AND BOTTOM PRICES.

4

MOSHER
McLELLAN,
E5XOHA3NTGE

CO.,

STREET.

87

deal4

d2w

______——-

NATIONAL TRADERS BANK.

the world,
The largest assortment of the standard Pianos of

shareholders of the National Traders Bank
JL of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their banking room,
on Tuesday tlie twelfth day of January next, at 11
o’clock a. in., to choose five Directors for tlie ensuing year, and to act on any other business that
may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
declldlm
Dec. 11, 1885.
milE

Crand, Upright and Square.

THE CASCO NATIONAL BANK, OF PORTLAND.

THE

UNITED

SMS

HOTEL

Dr. Wilson’s unprecedented success in curing
legions of difficult, complicated diseases and consumption, after given up
to die byother physicians;
many in this city, are liv-

ing witnesses. No cure
uo pay, only for medicine.
He
and comIns own curatives
for speedy and permanent
cures.
He excels in curing con-

imports
pounds

questions.

BUY ST AND TRY IT.
it for earache,
Try it for headache,
Try it for toothache,
Try it for backache.
For an ache or a pain Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil is excellent.—Chas. F. Medler,box274,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil is the best thing
going, pa says. Cured him of rheumatism
and me of earache—two drops.—Master
Horace Brenizer, Clinton, Iowa.

Try
Try
Try
Try

it
it
it
it

for
for
for
for

a
a
a

a

limp,
lameness,
pain,
strain.

to ankle joint, and for
months, I had rheumatism which
yielded to nothing but Thomas’ Eclectric

From shoulder

three

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil did what no
physician seemed able to accomplish. It
cured me.—John N. Gregg, Supt. of Rail-

way Construction,
Try it
Try it
Try it
Try it

Niagara Falls.
a scald,

for
for
for
for

a

cut.

a

bruise,

a

burn.

MILBURiuX. 00.,
FOSTER, BVXXACO,
Prop’s.
T.
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS. 1878.

BAKER'S

WM.C. BELL A CO"

BAUS
BURDETT,
and other Organs,

new

adjustable seats.
glX»X=L:E5AX>S3F»X.AJ>JO

3

NO.

FREE

BX

18 BEAVER STREET,

BLOCK, PORTLAND,

STREET

NEW

SHREWSBURY
TOMATOKETCHUP !

dly

A WAREHOUSE.
Health, Comfort, Strum

,,

lT

W.

WILSON

One

Pound.

_

CO.,

PORTLAND.

FOR

AGENTS

&

at

No noise, no dust, our apparatus leads, thoroughly tested, strongly endorsed. In use in thousands of.tmlldings. trade rapidly increasing from
.year to year.

is unquestionably the best Tomatoketchup now in the marIt is used on the President's table at the ‘White
ket.
House,” on the tables of the foreign diplomats and officials
of the Government, and at the Southern Hotel and Lindell
DelmonHotel, St. Louis; Plankinton House, Milwaukee;
Windsor,'‘Grand
Astor
House,
Hoffman,
ico’s Restaurant,
in New York.
Union, Murray Hill, and other prominent Hotels
Parker
Adams
House,
Hotel,
Young’s
Tremont House,
Palmer and
House, and other leading Hotels in Boston.
Tremont Houses in Chicago.
Should the bottle be accidently left uncorked this Tomato
Ketchup will not mould or lose its flavor.

Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage.
that

the seven-

hereby given
teenth day of April, A. 1). 1877, Susan J.
NOTICE
in the County of Cumof
is

on

Cape Elizabeth,
berland, by her mortgage deed of that ofdate, reDeeds,
corded in Cumberland County Registry
Book 413, page 171, conveyed to Gorham Savings
Its
Bank, a corporation created by law and having deoffice in Gorham, in said County, the following
with
scribed real estate, viz: a certain lot of land
the buildings thereon, situated in said Cape Elizon the
abeth, bounded as follows, viz: Beginning
easterly side of the old Hannaford road, so called,
heirs
and the southerly side of land owned by
pi
Kbenezer Hutchinson, thence southerly by said
road twenty rods seventeen links, to J. W. Jordan’s land [which was set off by partition,] thence
s
easterly by said Jordan’s land to W. 1. Rolfe
said
land, thence northerly, thence easterlyof by
Jordan
Rolfe’s land to land belonging to heirs
Roberts, thence northerly by said heirs’ land and
others to Charles Hannaford’s land, thence westerly by said Hannaford’s land to John Haunaford’s land, thence southerly, thence westerly by
said John’s and said Hutchinson’s land to point of
one hunbeginning: containing twenty-six acres,
dred and flfty-two rods, more or less. Meaning
hereby to convey all the above described property
portion of
excepting about ten acres of the rearAY m.1.
Rolfe.
said property sold by said Adams to
That said hank claims the said parcel of peal
estate under and by said mortgage, and that the
condition of and in the same has been and is
broken, by reason whereof said Gorham Savings
Bank claims a foreclosure of said mortgage, pursuant to the statute in such case made and proGORHAM SAVINGS BANK,
vided.
by its Treasurer. John A. Waterman.
decl0dlaw3wTli
Dee.
t), 1885.
Gorham,
Adams,

:

I

Christmas Cantatas for Children.
CHRISTMAS GIFT. (25 cts. §2.40 per dozen.)
Easy and pretty. Every school should give it.
Message of Christmas. (30 cts. §3 per doz.)
Easy. For children with assistance of adults.
Sweet Picture Song Books.
tieuiK for Little Hingers. 30cts. (§3 per doz.)
Fresh Flower®. (25 cts. §2.40 per doz.)
four Splendid and very cheap Collections.
American Ballad Collection, 50ct®.
American Dance .llnitic Collection, 50ct®.
American Piano lM.n*ic Collection, 50 ct*.
American Hong and Choru* Coll., 50 ct*.
Notice that these are large books and cannot be
mailed, except for price and postage, or 05 cts.
All other books mentioned are mailed, post free,
for retail price.
Valuable Piano Music Collections.
Piano Cla*«ic*.$1.00

In 1843 Life Insurance was scarcely known in
this country. Then it was that the great

;
,

[

I have some

—

31

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

NEW

^

PIANO

C. E.

ready with my assortment of

Sleiglis!
or

business.

High Backs, Deep Seats, Soft Cushions,
Low Posted, Broad Step.

ghcaftonable

Prices !

Come and see them before purchasing.

Z.THOMPSON.Jr.

at Reasonable Prices

J

Me.
Portland,dim

Union Street,
no28

WHITNEY,

BOSTON AND NEW YORK

91 Preble St., cor. Lincoln St.,
POBTf,AHB,.HE.
dectdtf

! DAILY PAPERS,

SMOKE

delivered by carrier to any part of the city,at publishers ’prices. Subscriptions taken for all the

publishers rates.
leading publications at
scribe nere and avoid trouble and risk.

FORTES

SAPRISTI
he best 10 cent Cigar in the world.

—

Sleighs.

DARD PORTLAND STYLES.

and a good

t will wanUnt all my sleighs to he made of good
stock and the best of work.

<13w

STY EE

eodlm

RUSSIAN, CANADIAN AND STAN-

Business Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't Be Beat!

Exchange Street.

deco

_

adapted for pleasure

invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.

am now

Fine

SLEIGHS. !

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE, of New York,

LITTLE, Agt.,

I

_eod&w2w

organized. Its assets were then only $32,000—to-day, nearly 8106,000,000 having
paid out to Its policy holders more than
It has issued more than 273,000
000,000.
Its dividends have been so large that
Policies.
many of the policies have more than doubled;
have trebbled in amount and are thus enabled to take care of themselves in a few years.
It Is now' issuing the most liberal form of policy
with no liability to forfeiture. Everybody should
look into it, and insure with tills old aim reliable
company. Apply to

17 Plum St., Portland, Tie.

Sleighs.

CO., Boston.

OLIVER D1TSOAI

was

some

decl2

Valuable Song Collections.
Half dan Kjerulf’* Album of Hong*. $1.50
Frauz’s Album of Hong*.$2.00
Norway I?Iu*ic Album—;.$2.50
Rhyme* and Tune* for Children... $1 .OO
.$2.00
j itliiutrel Hong* .$0.50
College Hong*
;
Also a large number of Christmas Carols. Send
'or lists.

j

TRULY ASTOIMIIM.

Those contemplating heating their houses this
fall, please call or address,
F. IS. BI.ACKSTOISE A CO.,

4-IIaud Treasure.$2-00
Leaven of Shamrock.$1.00

;

decll

No.

Christinas

issues of

Sub-

London News and Oraphic

Just received.

N. C.

Wholesaled i

FESSENDEN,

HORSE R. R. STATION,
declO

opposite Preble House.
d2w

at

CITIZENS' Ml TUAy ELIEF SOCIETY.

81 in

FOSS & DEERING’S.
eodlm

REMOVAL.

ANNtAL OTKETINO.

dec3

z, K. HARMON, Attorney for Claims, lias
removed from Centennial Block, to the new Davis
Block, corner of Exchange and Congress streets,
opposite City Building, entrance on Congress St.
(spoliation Claims, unless filled and fully
proved, prior to ttie expiration of the law, will be
forever barred.
dee9d&w3w
Portland, Dec. 9,1885.

YORK.

marlO

egg'-Intelligent Male and Female Solicitors will
employed and receive liberal compensation,

WHOLESALE

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.,

SAMUEL THURSTON,

be

AT

Soses.

styles.

with

W. D.

choice selected spices. Used and recommended
by all first class hotels, restaurants and railroad
dining halls throughout the country. No family
should he without it. For the dressing to your
turkey it is indispensable. For seasoning escalit
loped oysters, meats, game, fisli and poultry,
lias no equal. Families ordering should be sure to
ask for Bell’s seasoning and take no other.
Sold by all first-class grocers and market men'

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
oration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

PIANO CHAIRS, OTTOMANS AND STOOLS

of

Made of the granulated leaves of
Ithe most fragrant sweet herbs and

SCHNAPPS.

Wilcox & White,

THE

BOSTON, MASS.,
manufacturers

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

emerson>

_

W. BAER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

WOLFE’S

KRMICl & BACH,

fimalfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
as
admirably adapted for invalids
well as for persons in_health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

1 ■

BROTHERS’

'_:■

sumption, female afflictions, syphilis, scrofula, seminal debility, diabetis,
nervous prostration, constipation, sleeplessness,
palsy, pleurisy,
spitting blood, fluxes, lost memory,
stuttering, gravel, piles, cancers, cankers, bad

breath, asthma, catarrh, lungs, heart, liver, kidmade
neys, spleen, diaphragm, and diseases
chronic by malpractice.
free
ConxuUntiou nud Exniuiinntiou
from On. in, to 8 p. in.
Dr. Wilson is the acknowledged phrenological
laureate, liis revised chart, just published, excels
in presenting that science in a new light; illustrating the brain as tlie index of human events,
mentally and physically, with equal celerity, mentally directs natures abilities for success in trade,
business or profession. Physically it virifles tlie
functions of every ache, pain, disease of every organ of tlie body; also accidents to what extent of
severity, to a degree, if curable or not, in health
the power of development teach physical economy to preserve the same. Every person should
be' examined and educated in tins science, to
which we owe so much knowledge of humanity.
Tlie charts are elegantly gotten up, represent
ing 574 organs diseases, accidents and conditions;
characteristically classified, and contains 54
pages of instructive reading and medical prescriptions of two schools of practice, comments of the
press, testimonials from eminent people and patients cured by this scientific diagnosis that ask no

D^K R
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annual meeting of the Stockholders of tlie
Casco National Bank of Portland will be held
at its banking house on Tuesday, January 12,
1886, (being the second Tuesday of said month),
at 10 o’clock a. m. Tlie election of seven Directors for the ensiling
year, and tlie transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
it, will be the business of tlie meeting.
WILLIAM T. SMALL, Cashier.
declldtd
Portland, Dec. 11,1885.

decs_

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,

in

styles

prices.

TWITCH El. I. CIIAMPLIN & CO.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
it; is always palatable, refreshing and
leaKhful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
Our improved cans will keep the
rom the spring.
vater cool from SO to 48flours; use of cans free;
vater per gallon 10 cents.

new

PIANOS

—

noves

Vila

41

i«

of the stockholders of the

BeoauB^poBsesse^offireah^n^active^e!!?-

Mineral Water.

1 11

special comments.

directors,
of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their banking house on Tuesday the twelfth day of January, 1886, at 11 o’clock
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
a. m.
declldtd
Dec. 11,18S5.

HSPPLASTEB

Dirigo

no

Tery handsome

Stationery.

seven

YOU CAN’T BEAT THE

S\Yow€fes.\-' iyyvA

PLAYING CARDS.

WASTE

4 of
i?

in

ci-itii

Glove
Bags, Pocket Books, Card Cases, Manicure Sets,
selection.
s
season
of
this
all
and Handkerchief Sets,
and
Progressive Euchre Sets, Whist Sets, Counters
Score Books,.Card Cases, &c.

Leather Coods.

annual meeting
THE
Canal National Bank of Portland for tire
and for the transaction
ejection of

using

dnal agents for the cure of pain and disease.
Prepared from the complete virtues of fresh
Hops, Burgundy Pitch and Gums. The greatest
strengthening plaster ever invented. Apply
one to Backache, Crick, Rheumatism, Kidney
Pains, 8titchefl, Sciatica, Sore Chest, or pain in
any part, local or deep-seated. Cures instantly,
soothes and strengthens the tired muscles. All
ready to apply. Sold by drug and country
stores, 25 cents, 5 for $1.00. Mailed for price.
Proprietors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Mass.

SEALING WAX CABINETS.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

I have had a cancer on my face for some years,
■xtending from one cheek bone across the nose to
;lie other. It has given me a great deal of pain,
it times burning and itching to such an extent
iiat it was almost unbearable. I commenced
Swift’s .Specific in May, 1885. and have used eight
Dottles. It lias given the greatest relief by renoving the inflammation and restoring my geneal
W. Barnes.
lealth.

Knoxville, Iowa, Sept. 8.1885.
Treatise on Blood and skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
3a., N. Y., 157 \V. 23d St. janld&wnrmlycTh

mail

T

Crazy Quilt, largest out, all the standard authors.
“Ruling Lights,”—in fact the entire list.
Also seals and
In Plush, Leather and Im. Alligator.
wax tapers.
B. B. Lap Tablets, Portfolios, Writing Desks, Ladies’

CALENDARS!

THE

Price 50 cts. and $:,eo.
For seven years 1 suffered with a cancer on my
face. Eight mouths ago a friend recommended the
Lise of Swift’s Specific and I determined to make
In this I was successful,
in effort to procure it.
md began its use. The influence of the medicine
it first was to somewhat aggravate the sore; hut
ioou the inflammation was allayed, and I began to
improve after the first few bottles. My general
iiealtli has greatly improved. I am stronger, and
ible to do any kind of work. The cancer on my
ace began to decrease and the ulcer to heal, until
:here is not a vestige of it left—only a little scar
marks the place.
Mns. Joicie A. McDonald.
Atlanta, Ga., August 11,1885.

•
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A

Includes the line line of
Prang, Hildeslieimer & Faulkner, Worth Bros. & Owen,
and other choice novelties.
to need

CHRISTMAS CARDS!

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank of Portland will
be held at their banking rooms on TUESDAY, the
twelfth day of January, 1886, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

Oil.

DR. J. C. AYER &/ CO., Lowell, Mass.
For sale by all Druggists.

Photograph, Scrap and
Autograph Albums.

THE

Office hours from 9 a. in. to 8 p. m. U. S. HoHotel. Those wisliingto learn this science can
do so by studying Dr. W.’s Guide for Physicians.
dccl5.dtf

Ayer’s Pills. They have done me more
good than any other medicine I have ever
taken.” John Burdett, Troy, Iowa,
For nearly two years my life
writes:
was rendered miserable by the horrors of
Dyspepsia. Medical treatment afforded

je23

Toy Hooks !

Juvenile and

strengthen the stomach, create au
appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency which result from
Indigestion, there is nothing so effective
as Ayer’s Pills. These Pills contain no
directly

J

riety of bindings. Particular attention is called to the
new sets of George Eliot, Carlyle, Iluskin, &c.
New editions of old favorites, and choice specimens of
color work, including Kate Greenaway designs, Caldecott’s books, &c., &c. An unusually large and splendid
Modern
variety. Among others “Lalla Rookh,” “The “Childe
“Tedder’s
Rubaiyat,”
Cupid,” “The Last Leaf,”
Harold,” Louis Keat’s “Lamia” and “Manon Lescaut.
These are fully up to the times and so well known as

BOOKS!

To

calomel

1

I lie liiit'iH nuriis in uHciaiuiu

INDIGESTION

—

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

and Standard
Our liarare Assortment off Holiday Books, Morel ties
start.
the
from
Prices
Goods will be sold at Bottom

Baltimore.

FALL RIVER—Ar 22d. sch Hattie Godney,
Strout. Taunton for New York.
trom
BRISTOL—Ar 22d, sell Red Rover, Young,
Weehawken.
Steed,
War
sch
EAST GREENWICH—Ar 22d,
Brookings, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 22d, sch lidw Lameyer, Beals,
Rockland.
WOOD’S HOLE-A1- 21st, sell Webster Beinard, Marshall, New York.
Sid 2d. sch E R Emerson, Child. Millford, Ct.
A
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, schs Mary ElPower, Watts. Curacoa for Boston; Sarah &
en, Philadelphia for Boston; Jos W Fish, South
Amboy for do; Katie Mitchell, New York for do;
Silver-Heels. Amboy for Cambridge; Forest Belle,
Amboy for Salem.
t
Ar 20tli. schs Lottie. Creiguton, tllzabetlipoi
'or Boston; E G Willard, Foster, Roudout for
Portland; Ralph Sinnet, Piukham, Amboy for do;
Mattie J Alles, Crockett, Woodbrldge for do;
Maggie Todd. Amboy fur Salem; Ella Brown,
Port Johnson for do; Nettie Cushing, Elizabethsort for do; Franconia, Weehawken for Newbu■yport; A G Shortland, Philadelphia for Bangor;
it L Kenney, Shaw, New York.
Sid, schs A Heaton, Ringleader, Mattie J Alles,
Maggie Todd. Ella Brown, Franconia, Sarah A
Ellen, Katie Mitchell, Forest Belle.
Ar 22d, schs G W Kawley, Alley, Port Johnson
lor Salem; Alzena, Davis, from Philadelphia for

J H Blake.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

37 EXCHANGE STREET.

Stored

22d,
Emma F Hart, Keene, Boston.
Cld 22d, sch Nina lilson, Acliorn, Savannah,
(and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d, sell htto A htunpsoii. from Boston; Genevieve. Haley, Chariesion.
Ar 21st, sch Hattie Baker, Parker, Kennebec.
Boston.
Cld 21st, sch Jona Bourne, Thompson,
D H InAr at Delaware Breakwater 22d, sell
graham, Mullen, Rockland for Richmond.Jackson,
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, ship Patrician,
Singapore; schs B L Eaton, Grierson, Calais,
Elia, Bearse, Gardiner.
Cld 22d, stiip A G Ropes, Rivers, San Francisco,
Altee,
barques Ti emont, Liuuelt. Buenos Ayres
Green, PfiUorook,
Dyer, Cardenas; brig Cora
lor St
Stubbs,
A
Stubbs,
Key West; sells Jennie
Croix; II Curtis, Haskell, Providence.
Nick
Reed,
sch
Jacob
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d,
arson.

CO.,

McLELLAN, MOSHER

sciuFannic LChild, Hart, l’ensacoliu
Scld'2IlsL
schs Horace R Sturgis, Spear, Bangoi,
Ar

St Germain.New York Havre.Dec 23
Suevia.New York. .Hamburg... Dec 24
City Washington.New York. .Havana.Dec 24

M^VIlITsrE

M

TlUA 09

..

MOBILE, Dec. 23,j 1885.—Cotton Is dull; luiddli ig 8 11-16c.
SAVANNAH, Dec. 25, 1885.—Cotton steady;
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON,Dec. 23.1885.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8%c.
MEMPHIS, Dec. 23, 7885.—Cotton is steady;
middling 8%c.

Knox, Heniy,
atAr22d, Carter,
ships Gen
New York; Haring

White,

Pork—

Fish.

Cod, Botl—

16
26
17

!
hTuOTboo kTaTe
&

1

Liverpool,

MISCEEEANEOC8-

|

MI8CEEEANEOES.

Ports.
Cld lBtll, ship IMdUolS,
SAN FRANCISCO
d
with 67,677 ctls wheat
Nickels.

Domestic

Piano Fortes of the very best make, tlie Hallet

& Davis

new

style upright piano, Steinway

&

Son

Parlor Grand ; also organs of several styles and
makev. Piano stool* ami covers. Tuning and repairlng done at short notice. \?M. P. HASTINGS,
oct20dtf
Y I4VaTiichange St., Portland.

BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS.

Christmas Cards. Souvenir Concert Tickets, Holiday Goods in the Music line.
STORE.
MUSIC
vrOCliKKIIMiE’H
<Hw
decl'J

J

rnilli annual meeting for the choice of oflleers
X and tlie transaction of such other busiuess as
may legally come before this meeting, will be held
at Reception Hall on FRIDAY EVENING, Dec.
o’clock. Tlie Directors meet
25, 1885. at 7
hail an hour previous.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
iiec21dtd

^

PRESS.

THE

THURSDAY MORNING, DEC. 24.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVEItTINEMENTN TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
V. M. C. A. Course—City Hall.
Portland Theatre—Mikado.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To-Day—Hoyt, Fogg & Donliaui.

I.et—Money.
Wanted—For Adoption.

To Let—Rooms.
special Mark Down—Owen, Moore Ss Co.
For Kent—Rooms.
Wanted—People to Know.

Carter's Little Liver Pills are free from ail crudi
Concentrated medieini
and irritating matter.
only; very small; very easy to Lake; no pain; nc
dec22d&wlw
griping; no purging.

SAGADAHOC S. J. COURT.
VIRGIN.

TV.

Bath, Dee. 23.
In Hie case of Bertlia iBowker vs. Nation
Cleaves, administrator of the estate of Elbridgi
Randall, .lodge Hilbert finished Ills argument foi
the plaintiff yesterday afternoon, having occnpiec
two hours in bis review of the ease. .lodge Virgin
Aftei
tlicu charged Hie jury and they retired.
being out three hours they decided for the plain
tiffin the sum of S2.211. The defence will fill
exceptions and the ease will probably go to tin
Jaw court on an appeal.
Now on trial. Inhabitants of Phipsburg vs
James Cutting et als. Action brought to recovei
from defendants, bondsmen of Albion .1. Dickin
sou, defaulting collector of Pbipsburg. Dickinsor
fteil to parts unknown and ills homestead tarn
and other property ill Pbipsburg was seized anc
sold, which reduced the deficit to about .*500.
Gilbert for plaintiffs.
Larrabee for defendants.
BRIEF
The

days begin

to

JOTTINGS.

lengthen

one

minute to-

day.

The streets are filled with venders ol
Christmas trees and wreaths.
The soft weather played havoc with the

sleighing yesterday.
The steamship Sarmatian

of the Allai
line will sail for Liverpool at about 2 o'eloel
this afternoon.
The meeting of the Fishing Exchange tc
have occurred yesterday afternoon was post-

poned.
A

awning in
Studley on Con-

snowslide demolished

an

front of ttie store of N. H.
gress street yesterday.
The Gray Park Association will hold tlieii
Agricultural Fair the 28th, 2!>th and 20th oi

September,

1880.
The Portland Wheel Club will at on< (
decorate and furnish their rooms in the new
Franklin Block.
Mrs. Win. F. Green, a resident on Slier-

icy sidewalk Tuesday
evening and received injuries about the face.
Dilling, the man who cut his throat at tin

broke street, fell on an

TTnciiitfil

fta+iirHov

and Aldermen.

or

special meeting of the Mayor and Aldermen yesterday forenoon, the following
business was transacted:
Ordered: That the New England TeleAt n

and Telegraph Company be allowed
and are hereby authorized to ereet and maintain poles as follows:
One polo on the northwesterly side of Portland
street, near the junction of Oxford street.
One pole at or ubout No. 54 Portland street.
One pole at or about No. 32 Portland street.
A line of five poles
between Newbury and
Congress streets on Franklin street, easterly
side.
Two poles on Neal street between Fine and West
streets.
One pole at the loot of State street between 15. &
M. bridge and Commercial street.
One pole at or near 656 Congress street.
One pole on Hampshire street near Congress.
These poles to be of cedar or chestnnt and
to be not less than forty feet in length and
wires to be not less than thirty-live feet from
the ground. The city to have the right to
place on said poles a cross arm for fire alarm
purposes and the poles to he set to the satisfaction of the city electrician.
Francis \V. Cunningham, Henry P. Cox

Hoppuilifir

died from the effects of liis injuries j ester

day morning.
The foundations for the new factory ol
Megqnier and Jones on Pearl street are all
laid and the ground door has been put in position.

Tuesday afternoon a valuable pair cl
horses belonging to the Clark and Chaplin
lee Company broke through the ice on Long
Creek, Cape Elizabeth, where tliej’ were at
work, and were rescued with difficulty.
It is reported from good authority that the

and Levi J. Jones were drawn as traverse
jurors for the Supreme Judicial Court, January term. William Allen, C. A. 11. Morse
and Edward S. Pennell were drawn as traverse

jurors forthe Superior Court, January

term.
_

Fraternity.
A very kind and thoughtful act of liberality on the part of Mr. Ira Stockbridge was
the giving of 150 tickets to the Saturday matinee at City Hall, to the “Fraternity primary
boys" that they could have an opportunity
to enjoy some of the pleasures that the
The

more-favored children of the city can avail
themselves of. This was In addition to the
50 tickets sent to the scholars of the Fraternity proper. When the announcement
was made to them last evening sucii a clapping of hands and shouts of pleasure as
were indulged in by the boys would have
satisfied the donor that his generosity was

appreciated and that hereafter these boys
will have a friendly feeling for him. In addition to the gifts heretofore announced the
managers are pleased to acknowledge the
following:
From Mrs. St. John Smith, 32 pairs of mittens,
dozen scarfs, and $20 cash; Hall L. Davis,
toys amt papers; Mrs. Jolm C. Proctor, games,
scarf, mittens ami books: Grace N. Perry, six
books; Edward Webb, games and mittens; Geo.
IS. Bagley, books and games; Charles McLaughlin, books and pictures; Daisy Eastman, East
one

and Laura Wakefield, Brownfield,
Several packreceived from friends
ages
whose names we have no means of knowing.
The friends of the Fraternity are cordially
invited to call at the rooms Tuesday and
Saturday evenings, the evenings devoted to
the primary department.

mittens;

Mrs.

mittens and wristcrs.
stockings,
of nooks liave been

The boys had a fine entertainment given
Tuesday evening by Fred B. Smith,
Charles Conant,Harry Nickerson andArthur
Corliss, a guitar and banjo quartette, and
George Dewey, harmonica. It was a great
treat, and the enthusiasm of the boys must
liave
satisfied our
friends
that their
kindness was
thoroughly
appreciated.
These kind acts, showing an interest in
their welfare, seems to encourage them in
well doing. Their behavior at the rooms
and upon the street fully satisfied those in
charge that well-directed effort among the
them

will with certainty
“boys
make worthy young men and good citizens
of those who otherwise would lead lives of
of tlie

street”

Grand Trunk lload lias made a contract to
transport a large amount of iron from New
York to Chicago at a cut of 90 cents per ton.
'fhe iron will go via Central Vermont and

viciousness and crime.

Grand Trunk.
A despatch to the signal service from Fox
Bay reports that the Dominion line steamship Brooklyn,broke in two during an easterly gale on Sunday. The forward part of
the Brooklyn is still stranded, but the rest
of the vessel has gone to pieces.
Clothing will be distributed frooi the ward

The leading provision dealers have dressed
their stores with Christmas greens and tlieir
display of poultry is very attractive. The
farmers will probably bring in the bulk of
tlieir birds today and, if the weather should
prove soft, tlieir present prices may drop a
little. There was a good attendance of farm-

room,

City Building, Thursday, Saturday,

Monday and -Tuesday forenoon, December
24th, 26th, 28th and 29th. All ueedy children
who have tickets for the Christmas dinner
of the Children’s (iliristmas Club are re-

quested to present themselves at

said times

and place.
The anniversary programme of Ivaitlioe
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, will incude
Chandler’s orchestra, a quartette consisting
of Miss Brown,
Mrs. Morrison, Messrs,
Shaw and Thurston, Misses Carl and Gook1ns, readers, and Mr. Kotzsclimar, accompanist. Past Chancellor H. I. Nelson will give

history of the lodge. There will be a dance
after the entertainment.
Tuesday morning a blind horse tried to
a

away on Commercial street near the
Boston and Maine depot, but did not get far.
He ran against a car standing on the track
and then bolted across the street, plunged
into Nugent’s saloon and stopped inside. He
broke the doors, smashed the glass and cut
run

himself somewhat, beside causing considerable excitement in the store.

Atwood, formerly of the firm of AtWentworth, removed bis family to
Chicago yesterday. Mr. Atwood is agent
for the Towle Manufacturing Company, solA. H.
wood &

id silver ware manufacturers.
and Hannaford, of the
As Privates
Portland Cadets, were indulging in a fencing bout with swords Monday evening, at
their armory, Dennis was so unfortunate as

Dennip

ugly thrust through tiie hand,
which came very near severing an artery,
and which necessitated surgical attendance.

to receive an

among the guests at
following
Charles W.
the Falmouth Hotel last night;
Welch of Philadelphia: G. D. Bisbee and
wife of Buckfield; W. H. Whitcomb and
wife of Norway, J. B. Hosford of Haverhill,
C. H. Gilbert of Canton, E. S. Yearmans of
Connecticut, J. L. G. Rice of Brookline.
were

•
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Enough

Smart

to Run the Fair.

is told of a little girl, whose
member of Bosworth Relief
Corps, which goes to show that even at her
tender age she is smart eneugli to run a fair.
The little miss is only nine years old. She
is very pretty and ladylike. When the Relief Corps decided to hold a fair of course
A

good story

mother is

a

the ladies, as is customary, asked the friends
to contribute articles to their various tables.
INow our little miss thought she would do
So she called
business on her own hook.
many ladies she knew, interested
in the fair, and, when it was time to
the fair, this little miss had secured so
and of such variety, that a cart had
sent to collect tiie contributions.
on

rPl.Ci*

i;

,rnmr

nation

them
open

much
to be
llwl

lair. One evening Mayor Deering came into
the hall. The young lady waltzed up to him
and said—her bright face and sparkling
eyes attracting the attention of listeners,—
“Mayor Deering, 1 am collecting some
money for the fair; won’t you contribute?”
The Mayor put his hand in his pocket,
took out some money, and, without looking
at it, handed it to the little miss. She
thanked him and went off, but in a few
moments was back again and said:
"Mayor Deering, 1 forgot to tell you that
we proposed to print the names of those

contributing the money I am collecting, and
when you gave me some money you didn’t
stop to look at it, and I thought you ought
to know you gave me seven cents, because I
didn't believe you would want it printed that
the

Mayer

of Portland gave

se^n

cents to

the fair.”
A broad smile overspread the Mayor’s
face and drawing his pocket-book he handed
the little miss a crisp 85 bill.
“Now,” says our little miss, “I hear Governor Robie is here, Mr. Mayor, and I would
like ever so much to be introduced. Won’t
you introduce me ?”

“Certainly,” replied his Honor, always
gallant, “come with me.”
So the couple walked up to where the
Governor was, and the
him, said:

ers

yesterday.

At tiie

stores the following prices ruled
yesterday: Turkeys, 22to 25 cents; chickens, 10 to 18; ducks, 24 to 20; geese, 22 to 25;
Bremen geese, 28; grouse,$1.25 perpair; Mallard ducks, §l per pair; quail, 83.23 a dozen;
spinach, 40 cents peek; lettuce, 10 cents a
head; celery, 12 cents a bunch; radishes. 10
cents a bunch; sweet potatoes, 5 cents a
pound; Deerfoot Farm sausages, 45 cents for
two-pound packages; Virginia oysters^ 35
cents per quari; l’uritan do, 50 cents; New
York do, 75 cents; clams, 17 cents; pickerel,
12 cents; lake trout, 14 cents; mackerel, 12
to 15 cents apiece; scallops, 40 cents per
quart; Bishop oranges, 30 to SO cents per
dozen; Mandarin do, 40 to 50 cents; Russet
do, 25 to 35 cents; Malaga grapes, 25 to 30
cents; Catawba do, 15 cents; Isabella do, 10
cents; bananas, 40 to 50 cents a dozen: Anjou
and Duchess pears, 50 to 60 cents per dozen.
The countrymen sold poultry from their
carts yesterday at the following prices:
Turkevs. 20 to 25 cents: chickens. 1 2 to 18
cents; ducks, 18 to 23 cents: fowl, 12 to 16
cents.
Bosworth Relief

Corps.

The fair given by the ladies of tlie Bosworth Relief Corps was terminated last

evening by

a

pleasant

and

largely

attended

promenade concert.
During the evening
drawings for the several raffles took place
with the following results:

PERSONAL.

The

Christmas Markets.

Mayor, addressing

“Governor, here is a little girl who is very
anxious to know the chief magistrate of the
State.”
The Governor turned, shook hands with
our little miss, asked her her name, patted
her head and asked her what he could do for
her.

“Why, Governor Robie,” she replied, “I
collecting some money for the fair; won’t

Sofa Pillow—Miss Nellie Cusick. No. 9G.
Painting, "Nasturtiums”—Geo. S. Chase, No.C5.
Owl, Kensington Work—A. J. It if 51. No. D.
Banner Rug—C. I". Garland. No. 162.
Umbrella Stand—F. A. Harris. No. 83.
Foot Rest—A. A. Lane, No. 180.
Quilt—N. J. Hanna, No. 180.
Book Rest—Arthur B. Ingalls, No. 40.
Wax Doll—Mrs. S. Mounuort, No. 72.
Sofa Pillow—M. A. Goodenow, No. 40.
Album—S. S. York, No. 62.
Doll—Y. Mortensen. No. 46.
Tambourine—Hattie N. Gammon, No. 44.
Statuette of Gen. Grant—8. H. Gammon, No.43.
Tidy—Mrs. M. C. Mortensen, No. lo.
Afghan—Mrs. Lizzie M. Dow, No. 200,
Silk Quilt—O. R. Legrow, No. 105.
Fir Pillow—Whitman Sawyer, No. 31.
Sofa Pillow- C. D. Clark, No. 37.
Tlie White sewing machine was drawn by Geo.
If. Libby, who held ticket No. 85.
Tlie guess cake weighed six and oue-lialf
pounds and fell to Mrs. Geo. E. Andrews, whose
guess of six pounds and thirteen ounces was
nearest tlie weight.
Mrs. C. C. Douglass guessed nearest to the number of beans in the disli and got tlie dish and
beans as a prize.
The fine specimens of Florida shaddock
and pine apple exhibited at the tea store by
Mrs. Thomas Edwards, attracted much at

tention.
Narrow Escapes.
Yesterday afternoon a pair of gray horses,
attached to a hack owned hv Henry Taylor,
took fright on Brackett street and ran, turning into Congress street. As they neared
State street, a lady was crossing and the
team just grazed her in passing, but she
escaped injury. In Congress Square the
hack pole struck a glancing blow upon the
lender of a sleigh containing a woman and
little boy. Tlie woman yelled with a force
that curdled tlie blood of the spectators, but
no damage was done except tlie breaking of
the fender. The horses were then caught.
A telephone wire, which ran from the
Union Mutual building to the top of the
lunlrJinrr

wriwv/lan

nr»

flip

riiinncifo

g!/1p

nf

Congress Street, fell across the street yesterday afternoon, at about the height of a man’s
shoulders, supposing him seated in a wagon.
The wire was not easily discernible by
drivers of teams and several people narrowly
Two
serious injury.
gentlemen
finally broke the wire in two, and carried
the ends to either side of the street.

escaped

Governor;

“Well, you see,” said our little miss,
“Mayor Deering has given me 85, and of
course the Governor of a State would wish
give more than the Mayor of a city.”
The Governor was quick to see the joke
and laughingly drew his wallet and handed
the other conour little miss a bill to ad
s fund.
tributions fur the Relief
to

The Rev. Henry Blanchard delivered tin
sixth lecture of his course on "The Divine
HisOrigin of Christianity, indicated hy its
torical effects,” on Tuesday evening, in the
The
vestry of the Congress square church.
subject announced was “The New Concep
tion, introduced by Christianity, of the Duties of Nations toward each other.”
The lecturer began by referring to Gen
Grant's great hope that all the nations o1
the world, some day, would be united in f
confederation, before whose tribunal al
questions in dispute would be brought foi
arbitration, so that there would no longer bt
the sword.

need of the
Henry of Navarre, afterwards Henry the
Fourth of France, longed to see a Christiar
commonwealth in which all nations should
cannon or

be united. The great soldier and the valiani
king owed their desire to their allegiance tc
The speaker believed thai
Jesus Christ.
confederation of the world would be seer
He believed that Christ would
some day.
become the acknowledged leader of the whole
world. Then should the dream of nenrj
and of Grant be fulfdled. Mr. Blanchard
then dwelt on Christ’s teachings, which disregarded the nation in order to reach the individual. He did not condemn slaveij. IR
But he aimed to
did not upbraid Caesar.
plant certain great ideas in the mind of each
ennobled
would make
individuals
The
man.
His plea was wise
the nation noble.
He had to wait long for results, but these
A contrast was then
history shows us.

draw n between Ciesar and Bajazct, the Mohammedan, on the one hand, and the battle.5
of France and Germany and of our own civil
strife. Caesar deliberately ordered the masThe Sultan Bajazet, in
sacre of enemies.
1639, w atched the slaughter of nearly 10,0<X
Frenchmen. The pagan C*sar had no conception that, as a Roman, he oweel
The
foes.
German
to
kindness
any
Mohammedan was taught by his “Koran” that it was his duty to belieael
or enslave his captives. Germany in 1871
carefully tended her wounded French prisShe returned them safely to theii
oners.
homes. The North watched tenderly ovei
her Southern prisoners.
Germany and tin
North carried into practice precepts wind
came from Christ's teachings of the brotherhood of man. The contrast is impressive.
History shows that the new ideas of Christ,
nurtured in the early Christian churches,
produced the change from the cruelty ol
Ciesar to the clemency of Grant.
Entering into details, Mr. Blanchard
spoke of the disregard of all outsiders on tin
part of Greece and Rome. Aristotle, greal
as he was. taught that Greeks might make
war on other peoples as hunters chased wild
beasts. Rome held that the stranger was
an enemy.
There was, therefore
naturally
r~
__±
1
,,1.1:
tl:,
the doctrine of a universal brotherhood of man made way. It is
not til) the seventh century that the socalled laws of nations were formulated and
began to have power. IThat power came
from Christ’s idea of God and man. Verj
slowly, indeed, did the changes come, but
we can mark progress as we look at widelyseparated eras. Once treaties were generally broken as soon as opportunity came.
Now all Christian nations solemnly regard
their treaty obligations. Once ambassadors
Now they are sen!
were sent abroad to lie.
to represent the honor of their nations.
Once, heralds were cruelly put to death.
Now they are considered sacred. Illustrations of all these facts were given. We see
the change also in the treatment of emigrants and exiles, in unions of nations to
suppress piracy and slavery.
Emigrants are no longer received as eneWhy? Because
mies, but as brothers.
Christ has made men see that all men arc
exile
receives
brothers. The
protection in
the strange land because he is a man. Nations recognize pirates as enemies of all mankind. International law will not legitimize
slavery. So, too, we see the tremendous
changes wrought by Christianity in the conduct of war. It has always recognized the
But there can be no
need of government.
government unless there is the final resort to
force, in case of disobedience. War, therefore, may be approved when waged in defence of liberty and justice. When we contrast the deeds of Ciesar and Bajazet with
those of modern soldiers, we see the great
results of Christ's idea of man. Reprisals
are forbidden by the laws of nations—the
wounded and physician are made sacred—
the sack of captured cities is forbidden. The
Sanitary Commission, the Christian Commission, the Society of the Red Cross, with
their vast beneficence, are all the products
of Christ’s teachings.
We may well believe, therefore, that Cliristianity will one day create the confederation
of the world hoped for by Henry of France
and by our hero Grant. Its ideas, so simple,
so universal, adequate to do so much in the
past and more in the future, are the ideas of
God Himself.
The next lecture will be delivered January
could come

12th.

only
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Christmas Music.

following

The
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are

additional programmes
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FREE STREET CHURCH.

Organ Voluntary.Rail

Deum.Kotzsclmmi
Hark, What Mean.Sullivan
Handel
He Shall Feed His Flock.
Te

Walter S. Smith is organist, Miss Bartlett,
soprano; Mrs. Hall, contralto; Mr. Colby,
tenor; Mr. Watts, bass. The music will be

performed Sunday.
LAWRENCE STREET.
A Christmas service will be held at the
St. Lawrence street church at 10.30 ChristRev. Mr. Wright, the pastor,
mas morning.
will preach the sermon. A original hymn
composed for tlie occasion will be recited by
Miss Lucy Y. C. Gookin of this city. Music
by the St. Lawrence street choir. The following will be tlie programme of tlie service:
Anthem—Arise, shine, for thy light is come.
Responsive reading—Psalms cxlv. and cl.
Hymn—It came upon the midnight clear.
Readings from Isaiah and Luke.
Prayer, with the Lord’s Prayer ill response.
Recitation—Shepherds of Bethlehem (original.)
Gloria in Exeelsis.
Sermon—Luke i, 31, 32.
Hymn—Jesus, the very thought of Thee.
Silent prayer, followed by the Gloria Patri.
HT. LUKE’S CATHEDRAL.
ST.

The 7 a. m. services will be
bration—without choir.

an

early cele-

10.30 a. m.
Processional—Christmas Bells.Kotzsclimar
Versicles.Plain Song
Venite exultemus, Domino.Serv. Bk.
Psalms for the Day.... Anglican Chants
Te Deum Laudamus in E.Whitfield
Jubilate Deo.Serv. Bk.
Introit. .Hymnal No. 17
Kyrie Elcison inC.Schubert
Gloria Tibi in C.Serv. Bk.
Anthem—Glory to God in the Highest.Cooke
Burs uni corda.Plain Song
Sanctus.Goold
lincharistic Hymn.Hymnal No. 25
Gloria in Exeelsis and Nunc Dimittis...01d Chants
Recessional.

The organist and choirmaster
Goold.
ST. PAUL’S.

is

Walter

following will be tlie music at this
church.
Carol—Christ is Born .,.Whitney
Venite in E.Havergal

Glorias in F.Greatorex
Farmer
Te Deum in D.
J ubiiate.Greatorex
Introit .Hymnal

Kyrie in F.Liturgy
Gloria in BO.
Hymn.
Communion.

Trisagion and Sanctus.Rev. Edw. Little
Hymn.

Gloria in Exeelsis.Old Chant
CATHEDRAL

IMMACULATE

High Mass

Prolnito ami

at
firnnrl flhfpnr.

CONCEPTION.

10.30.
Mnilmnnt

Gloria.Gounod’s
Veni Creator.La Haelie
Credo.Gounod
Adeste Fideles.Novello
Sane t us.Gounod
Benedict us.G ounod
Agnus Dei.Gounod
March. .Lemmens

Vespers

at B p.

m.

The lovers of the beautiful, in search of
Christmas gifts of an enduring character,
should not fail to call at Mr. H. B. Brown’s
Here will be
studio in the Motley Block.

Christmas—Oratorio pour Noel.Lambillotte
Lambillotte
Magnificat.
Alma Redemptoris.-—Richardson
O, Salutaris.Panofka
Adeste Fideles.Novello
Tantum Ergo.Lambillotte
Postlude.Merkel
Mr. George A. Quinby is organist.

ment at

popular

domestic
wanting.

summer

scenes

These

Peaceful

from country life are not
pictures are of all sizes and
framed and are worthy of a

prices, elegantly
place on the walls
The

resorts.

of any

gallery.

Ferry Landing.

The business men of Ferry Village had a
meeting at that place last night to adopt
ways and means for proceeding in order to
secure the desired ferry landing in Portland.
The feeling manifested was very strong
against the action of the county commission-

meeting was rather in the nature
of a mass meeting, as there was no presiding
officer appointed. No definite action was
taken and the meeting adjourned to a future
ers.

The

date.
__

“Slave

Music of the South.’’

Church choir—Mrs.
Helen M. Young, soprano; Miss Etta D.
Rice, alto; Samuel Thurston, tenor; John
The

First Parish

L. Shaw, bass,—has been engaged to sing
several jubilee songs during the evening of
Rev. Dr. Powell’s lecture on “The Slave
Music of the South,’’ which is to be given at
City Hall, on Wednesday evening of next
Reserved
week, in the Y. M. C. A. course.
seats on sale at

Stockbridge's,

evidently

Class Reunions.
The classes of ’81 and ’82, P. H. S., held
their annual reunion Tuesday evening at
Gilbert’s Hall. About twenty couple were
present and enjoyed an order of nine dances
and the German, and also did justice to one
of Flutcseh’s excellent suppers.
The following were the officers elected for

ensuing year:

the

’81.

class of

President—Charles F. Flagg.

Vice President—Alice M. Jones.
Secretary and Treasurer—Charles 1). Alexander.
Executive Committee—Harry King, J. C. Libby,
C. J>. Alexander, Miss McDonald, Miss Jones.
class of ’82.
President—Leroy I,. Higlit.
Vice President—Clara S. Webster.

Psalms.Gregorian

ST.

STEPHEN’S

CHURCH.

Anthem—Sing O Heavens.Tours
Venite—O Come let us|Sing.Elvey
Gloria Patri in C.Beige

Gloria Patri In F.Smart
Gloria Patri in G.Monk
Te Deura in C.Sherwin
Jubilate Deo.Lloyd
Gloria Tibi.Jarvis

Hymn—Come Hither ve Faithful.Reading
Hymn—Shout the Glad Tidings.Rossi
Hymn—Thou, God, all glory,honor, power..
Barnby

Gloria in Excelsis..Hodes
Cifbir—-Mrs. Frank A. Sawyer, soprano;
Miss Katie Wilson, contralto; Mr. John

Morgan, tenor; Mr. AV. T. Pierce, basso; Mr.
A. L.

Kyser, organist.
ST.

One hundred large Perfume Bottles with Ribbon, 50 and 60 cents.
Lot of Hair Pin Baskets with Tinsel and Ribbon, marke dfrom #1.00 to 50 cts.
Lot of line quality nice little Japanese Vases 15 cts. or 25 ets. per pair.
Lot of Dressed Japanese Dolls, filled with Candy, for hanging on Christinas Trees,
25 cts. each.

Button Baskets, trimmed, marked from $1.50 to 75 cts.
Extra quality Worsted Leggins, large size, Black, Brown, Garnet, 62 cts.
One thousand Fringed Christmas Cards to be opened this morning, at 5 and 10 cts.
One hundred Embroidered Tidies marked from 84 cts. to 50 cts.
Scrap Baskets marked from #1.50 to 75 cts.
Scrap Baskets marked down from $2.50 to $1.00.
Tinsel, Caudles, Decorations and Moss for Christinas Tree Decorations.

lauu,

ou.

Windham—Martha M. Small to Charles H.
Smith, land and buildings, §1,000.
Freeport—Abner H. Wade to William A. Wade,
land, 81,000.
William A. Wade to .Charles B. Proctor, land
and buildings, §800.
Baldwin—Jeremiah B. Yates to Arthur P.Yates,
land, §300.
IN

League games played last night resulted

as

OTES.

FREEPORT.

At tlie annual election of Freeport lodge, Ala
sons, Alonday evening, Dec. 21st, the following
officers were chosen for the ensuing year:
W. AI.-E. B. Mallet. Jr.
8. W.—F. S. Soule.
J. AV.—James Koopman.
Treasurer—Amos Field.
Secretary—E. E. I’inkham.
S. 1).—Orin Messer.
V?

Finance Committee—E. S. Soule, li. S. Randall,
J. S. Soule.
Master Mallet presented the lodge with three
lamps, “one for each station.”
Christmas Presents.

of silk umbrellas, gold, silver and natural
wood handles. His seal caps are worthy of

mention._
Owen, Moore & Co. advertise this morning
a reduction in price on some particular articles which they have a large stock of, and
wish to close out today. Read it carefully,
and then examine the goods, for they are going to have a rush today,
Robert F. Somers & Co.
It will pay those who intend to make a
Christmas gilt to look over Robert F. Somers
& Co.’s advertisement and see the prices
they are selling their beaver furs, silk umbrellas, Scotch caps and boys’ winter caps.
and

Adeste

Fideles.Novello

12th
Kyrie.Mozart’s
Excelsis.Mozart’s 12th

Gloria in
Veni Creator.Hlmniel
Lambillotte
Credo.
Offertory—Christmas Pastoris.Lambillotte
Sanctus.Mozart's 12tli
Benedictus.Mozart's 12th
Agnus Dei.Mozart’s 12th
Afternoon.

In Grav, Dee. 23, by Rev. E. Bean, Lewis W.
Annie M. Leighton, of Cumberland.
Iu Pittston, Dee. 17. Sidney E. Cheney and Miss
Flora A. Harriman.
At Biddeford Pool, Dec 21, Capt. Slepben Keene
and Miss Lizzie Craig.
In Kennebunkport, (Cape Porpoise) Dec. 22.
Capt. Elislia H. Nunan and Carrie E., daughter of
Capt. Fayson T. Huff.

DEATHS.
this city, Dee. 23, John DlUiug, aged Co yrs.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
from his late residence. No. 7 Oxford street.
At tlie Maine General Hospital. Dec. 22, Nath’l
Teague, Jr., aged 38 years 9 months.
At Great Ohebeague Island, Dec. 23, Capt Dan’l
Stowell, aged 77 years 2 months 13 days.
In Bath, Dec. 19, Miss Man'E. Snell, aged 27
years 0 months.
In Boston, Mass.. Dee. 23, of pneumonia, Mrs.
Elizabeth, wife of Geo. W. Archibald, aged CG
years. [Halifax and Nova Scotia papers please
In

*

[The funeral service of the late Howard M.
Leighton will be liolden at the First Baptist Meeting House. West Falmouth, Sunday forenoon,
27th.

Deus in

Adjutorlum.

Dixit Dominiis,
Confltebor Tibi.
Beatus

Vir,

Gregorian

J.audato Pucri,
In Exitu Israel,

Redemptor Omnium.Muller
Magnificat.Emerlg
Alma Redemptoris.Brour
Jesu

O Salutaris—Duet.Wlegand

Pastores.Lambillotte
Tantum Ergo.Lambillotte
Laudato Dominum.I.Lambillotte
Mr. James Watts is director and Miss Fannie Egan, organist.

returns

situation

a

FURNITURE
For the

smart American

Apply

at 78
X8-X

St.,

in
grow-

in

the parts usually attacked by rheumatism;
and the joints at the knees, ankles, hips, wrists are
also sometimes affected.' The cause of rheumatism is lactic acid circulating with the blood, which
attacks the joints and causes the pain and aches
of the disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla purities aud
enriches the blood, and lias proven a wonderful
remedy for rheumatism.

Look!
that

shown in this city,

ever

offer

shall

we

some

know that only a few
days remain In which to purchase 50 cents
worth of clothing or gents furnishing goods -and
have a guess on the watch at 1KA F. CLARK b,
opposite Preble House,who is selling 100 dozen 40
and 50 cent neckties at 25 cents each and Lundborg’s celebrated perfumery at wholesale places

mo

A

li.
St.

can

and
Foot rests in

W., $2.50

d2w

furnish from 81,000 to $3 0,000.

_24-1

Two handsome furnished lodging
rooms at 22 Wilmot street. Also two fine 7-oetave Pianofortes at No. 114Vs Exchange street,
24-1
at W. P. HASTING’S warerooms.
—

—Agents; money in it; an article
very popular with ladies; enclose stamp.
22-4
J. C. BARD WELL, Paxton, Mass.

AGENTS

GET.

GET—A good tenement at 49 Green street,
gas and sebago. Enquire of J. C. WOOD23-1
MAN. 105Vs Exchange St.

TO

GET—Will lease a first class brick house,

TO
centrally located, contains 12 rooms, hot
ter bath room, steam heated, set marble bowls,

wa-

frescoed throughout; to a desirable party rent
$000; also two rents $15.00, one $8.00. N. S.
GARDINER. No. 40 Exchange St.23-1

tion.

039

RENT—A few choice rooms at No.

RENT—The lower tenement in No. 89
all day. heat by steam,
adoption, a healthy male inIVOR
Congress street;
Pleasant streft and stable, good repair,
FOR
fant, of American parentage; complete
accommodations;the location WANTED—For
excellent bath
tral location, $15.00 per month. B. SHAW, 48Vs
For information,
surrender will he made.
and

REMEMBER OUR GREAT SALE

first-class rent of nine rooms at
STREET.18-1

of B. W., Cherry and .Mahogany
Parlor and Chamber Furniture,
and Lace
Turcoman
Curtains,
Sideboards, Ac., Ac.
Our goods are first-class and reliable and will be sold cheaper
than poor trash that is forced upon our market to be sold.
Now is your time to buy Furniture for housekeeping or a nice
Easy Chair or Rocker for a Christ-

sun

cen-

legal
call immediately at No. 3 BRATTLE ST.

Holiday Goods!
HASKELL & JONES.

WHAT TO HITT FOR A LADV.
Solid Gold American Watches In
to

Exchange

$100

$25
Gold tilled cases with tine movement.
Nickel and Silver Chatelain Watches,
warranted. $0 to $lo
Solid Gold Ladies’ Vest and l’lincess Chains....
$.8 to $30
Ladies’ Guard and Neck Chains, all prices, Solid Gold Lace Pins and Drops in beautiful styles.
Great variety of Gold Plated Bar and Crescent
Pins with drops to match.
Cuff Buttons in new and beautiful styles.
Bracelets, solid gold, silver and plates, in all
varieties.
Opera Glasses, pearl and leather mounting.
Silver Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives, Thimbles,

BOYD,

LYONS

TO

GET—House No. 170 Neal St. For full par-

TOticulars
inquire of FRED N.
No. 12 Market
and
7,

UMBRELLAS.

SILK

—AND—

SMOKING

SILK AND CASHMERE

FINE

,

|

<T2w

—

WILL 1JE

1TF A ¥k/\TT A

—

roil

in

FINE

customers an opportunity to select just what they want.
Our prices range front 75 cts to $4
per pair, so that purchasers can invest as much or as little as they
our

in our windows,
as may be
v/ill be given with every pair of
seen

or more.

SEW STYLE CUFF BUTTONS

GO.,

Never shown before in Portland.

119

FOB

Holiday Goods.
Gold, Silver, Boss, Ladd and Nickel

WATCHES!

Boston._18-1
store in

lively
SAI.E—Drug
miles from Boston; best location and store in
FOR
in
first-class
very nice
town,and

town

few

a

Ladies’, Gents’ and Children’s

place

every way;
fixtures and fine stock of drugs, etc.; rent and expenses very low, price $3300; stock and fixtures
worth every doliar of it. POND & BKITTAN,
18-1
339 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
a

Diamond, Garnet. Onyx and Plain Kings!
A nice Garnet
from 50 cents upwards.
Ring for $2.50 and $3.00. The best yet.

GOLD and PLATED CHAINS of ALL KINDS

FOUND.

JEWELRY !

of

a

at

Bar Tins, Bracelets for the Children, the New
Gold Stiffened Thimble, better than the
Solid Gold, at one-half the cost.

Congress
High
gold watch,
LOST—Lady's
streets, going from Spring to Brown streets,
case watch.
in
on

or

store, a lady’s gold hunting
Will the finder please return same to 99 HIGH
STREET, and receive reward,17-1
some

or

best

CLOCKS, IN GREAT VARIETY!
Call and

buv Wedding Cake
399 Congress St.
29-3m

place
is at DEERING'S Bakery,
FOUND—The
to

LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF

—

FasbionaMeClotMng

FOR

ers

Our store will be open
every Evening this week

Lancaster

Magee parlor stove;
three chamber sets; a sewing machine; black
walnut sideboard marble top ; one extension table,
a “Merrijl” refrigerator; willow rockers, gent’s
easy rocker, one wire plant stand and other furniMagee cooking range,

a

J0i\ES,

Building,

ALL GOODS WARRANTED AS REPRESENTED.

Also one chestnut colored
ture all about new.
mare; kind and gentle, good reader, weighs nine
hundred and fifty
; perfectly sound, and is
seven years old, can be driven by a lady; one harone
box
ness,
buggy wagon, blankets, &e., which
have been used but a short time; cause of selling
the above, the owner is obliged to change climate
on account of health. For other paitfculars call
at No. 15 North St., or upon GEORGE F. JOHNSON, No. 147 Commercial street.92-1

RELIABLE IN S l It AN € E
STATEMENT
—OF THE—

Continental Ins. Co.,

two story brick
city; In good
bath
room; the
repair; twelve rooms and large
heating apparatus, plumbing and drainage are of
stable
with
five stalls.
the best quality; has a good
22-1
BENJAMIN SHAW. 4$'- Exchange St.

OF NEW

_21-1

all

a man

Apply
379Va Congress St.21-1
capital.

Total Assets at actual value.. 84,938,501.92
Reserve lor re-insurance.$1,953,694.10
Reserve ample for
all other claims....
449,586.00
Capital paid in hi
cash. 1,000,000.00
Net surplus.
1,535,221.82
v

SALK.—Three pounds of Candy for 26
cents, 10 cents per pound. L. J. PERKINS
19-1
& SON, 489 Congress St.

EASTMAN BROS.
ROGERS’ GROUPS.
& BANCROFT.
d3t

The latest

are

KIM

LEAR,
JOUR ALDER AAD PRISCILLA,

Artificial Eyes of inferior

quality are frequently sold
,aiul represented as genuine
Mueller (ITri) eyes. C. II.
FAKI.EV, 4 Exchange

8*., is the sole agent in Maine
for tire Mueller Eyes, and they can be obtained
only from him.
_

BAH MANN
44
uov2G

&

College Place,

GIVEN

HOEHN,

A. ~W A. Y

Souvenir Concert Tickets, with Musical Goods, Christmas Cards, &c., &c., at
MTOCKRKIIMiE’M
dec 10

:

|

OTHELLO,
A M ATTER OF OPIRIOR,

J11JSIC

STORK.
dlw

_

J-$4,938,501.92

a

The safety funds now amount to—$1,250,000.00
CYRUS PECK,
H. H. LAMPORT,
President.
Secretary.

one.

SALE—Some very handsome Coon KitAddress M. H.
for sale, all colors.
RANLETT. Rockland. Maine.18-1

FOR
tens

SALE—A few

AEICHIIORIAI) PEWS.

W. 1). LITTLE &

nice

very
fancy Pigeons.
Address A. M. H., box 1014, Saco, Me._ 14-3
FOR
LET—House No. 259
Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
1-tf
P. HOBBS, 3 OMarket St.
SALE OR TO

31 Exchange Street.
eou3w

declO

FOR SALE.

JAMES SMITH & CO.
Three removes are as bad

TANNERV, in first-class order,
established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable Investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.

STEAM
with old

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
Saeo, JRaine.

U0V14

citf

naaiating the hard
liud a difficulty iu
Hoot* cheap, I will
beat quality of t'hildreu'* Nehool
prime coat for a abort time.

the

purpose of

working parent* who
obtaining good *rhool

JR. O. PALMER.
oot26__atf

LURING, SHORT k HARMON.
deelti

d2w

TUEC flA BED is

i MIS

N. W.AYE=**n N.

on

flleln

our

Philadelphia

Nipper^Adverauthorized age&U.

as

a fire.
—"Poor

Richard*

We have had two, with your help we need not
—Smith.
have a third.

School Boots at Cost
For

CO.,

ACiENTH,

FOR
Brackett St.,

Nell the
Hoot* at

New York.

eodtmai-4

eased

piano
good mahogany
for §35 at 206 ST. JOHN ST._19-1
FOR
SALE—An engine In good condition;
would exchange for
130R
cylinder 0x12,
PORTLAND CEMENT PIPE &
or

174,13.1.02

401,760.00
gage (tirst liens).
U. 8. and other stocks and bonds
owned by the Co. (market value).. 3,118,595.00
Real estatate owned by the Co. (Un059.250.00
incumbered)
Premiums in course of collection,
Interest and dividends accrued
and other property.
584,771.30

with a
cash trade; just the thing for
FOR
to S. PATTERSON.
No.
small

SALE—A

YORK, JAN. 1, ISSJ.

on hand and In banks.•$
Loans on stocks, bonds and mort-

Cash

TJORNAUE—A Dirigo Scroll Saw in good
JL
condition, will DC sola tor less man oau
its cost if taken at once. Address BOX 856, Portland, Me.

SALK—Old established business:

d3t

dec22

pounds

larger

470 Congress St.

dee22

Fruit

Jewelry Store, 177 Middle St.

STONE CO.•19-1

except Friday.

them.

TODD’S

SAI.E AT A BARGAIN-One “Ivand Pond” Piano seven and one third ocnew and in perfect condition; one

tave, about

FOR

HASKELL &

see

Silver Thimbles, Napkin Rings,
Knives, \t., at

FOR
house, in upper portion of the

il2w

dtf

__

fine
a
of which can remain on mortgage;
opportunity to step into good paying house with
small capital. POND & I1KITTAN, 339 WashSt..

Deane Bros.
& Sawyer,
NOS. 188 & 185 MIDDLE ST.

21-1
Boston, Mass._
SALE-A lodging house on Washington
FOR
St., Boston; nicely furnished throughout and
very pleasantly situated on best part of street;
rooms all let to permanent parties who will stay;
rent of house only $55 a month; price $700, half

ington

RECEIVED.

decs

SAI.E OR RENT—A

Brown Block.

Gentlemen's

|J

If

117

FOR SAI.E.

ASSORTMENT

—

Dis-jg*

Month, Coated Tongn«.g£
Pain in the Side,
They regulate the Bow-g|
jMWBi—iMBiM _Ids and prevent Conatl-gjg
nation and Piles. The smallest ana easiest to take.®
Only onepill a dose. 40 in a via), Purely Veg-gc
etabie. Price 25 cents. 6 vinlsby inailfor$1.00,5j
CARTER MEDICINE CO., frop’is, New York.

Xob

SAEE—A Grocery Store at West End;
price $350; good location; fine store; low
is run down low to sell, so buyer can
stock
rent;
fill up to suit himself; this is a rare chance and
information
must be sold at once. For further
address PONI) & BKITTAN, 339 Washington St.,

large variety.

Gents’ Scarf Pins.

please. A Beautiful Souvenir,such

£>$§§
lliese little Fills,

Indigestion andTc<j|£j
Hearty Eating. A per-BB
feet remedy for D&zi-g9
ness, Nausea, Drowei-Sg
ness, Bad Taste in thejp

rNTHPUtl in tha ThnmnBnii RWb

COST AN®

—OF—

IOO Doses One Dollar

They also relieve
Itrees from Dyspepsia,*?

REMEMBER THE PLACE AMI BE JOT

LET.

►3 121 and 123 Middle street, a few doors below I
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, ainr basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
Kett St, Portland, Me.
No. 104 m
janl4dtf

—

C A N E S

janld&wiy nrin

FoBitivGly Cured

OF

SATIS AND SILK BRACES.

Rheumatic Fever.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

on ns.

13_dtf

Market
will

—

■

Don’t buy until you have called

ROOMS
may

gift.

mas

To Let.
to let, single or in suits, with board.
Apple at No. 99 High street, cor. of Spring,

and be rewarded. ‘22-1

W ithout question we shall make
the largest display of Fine Slippers
Our imever made in Portland.
mense stock and variety of styles

declD

ns.

DnrWfi

Slippers costing $1.25

6

evening, in vicinity of Federal
COLLARS & CUFFS. LOST—Monday
bunch
and
streets,
keys. The
THIS OFFICE,
finder
please leave them

—

CliristinasJIippers!

St.,

The choicest selection ever shown by

—

J.m A* jm. .rn.Am.m-Kj

mjr

OVERCOATS!

Complete Assortment

Wyer Greene & Go’s

589 Congress

Plain

SHIRTS.

NIOHT

AS^DTSTJ-A-L!

gives

and

Embroidered

Chains, Silver

decl2

rooms

octlO-tf

BUNINESN CHANCES.

201 Middle Street.

■ ■ JLiXH

JACKETS.

THE BABIES.

LAMSON

DOW,

Sq._
now

BREAKFAST

GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Solid Gold and Silver Watches.$8 to $100
Nickel and Silver Watches for Boys... $5 and up
Solid Gold Vest Chains.$12 to $60
Solid Silver and Gold Plated Chains— $1 to $8
Great variety of Gold and Plated Cuff and Collar Buttons.
Gold Scarf Pins iu handsome designs.
Seal Stones and Plaiu Gold Finger
Rings. $2 to $20
Field and Opera Glasses.
Telescopes and Magnifiers.
Clocks of all kinds.
Napkin Rings and other Silver Ware.
Masonic, I. 0. O. F. and K. P. pins.

H

3113 Fore St.

GET—A tenement of nine rooms 30 Gilman street, near the line of horse cars; price
$15 per month. Enquire of S. H. JOSE, 24 Brain
hall St.17-1

TO

LThe
C

Newbury

or

To Let.

variety of Ladies’ Finger Rings iu Portwith
set
Diamonds,
land,
Garnets, Pearls and other
gems, also plaiu and engraved bauds.

Neck

161

1 rent
A. D.
17-1

Hampshire

St.

No. 47 Exchange street,
occupied
NECKWEAR, STORE
by L. C. Young; possession given October 1.
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
street.
aug29dtf
An Elegant Display.

flues!

Bib Pins, Finger Rings,
Cups, &c.

Danforth St., 1 rent 43

GET—1 rent 108

St.. 1 rent 159 Newbury St.,
TONewbury
St.
of Federal and

corner

FINE

..

FOR

_23-1

St.

GET—A

FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
beautifully engraved patterns.$25

24-1

TO 90 ELM

Could Hardly Walk.

Last year X was laid up six weeks with rheumatic
fever. A short time ago, I felt pains all over my
body and thought I was in for it again. I then decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It lias done me
so much good that I must say I made a
good investment of one dollar in medicine for the first
time. It has driven off the rheumatism and improved my appetite so much that my boarding
mistress says I must keep it locked up or she will
be obliged to raise my board with
every other
boarder that takes Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Thomas
99
N. Y.
Tillary
Street,
Brooklyn,
BURJtELL,

and

Plush top Bouquet lames,
ami upwards.
A nice Ebony Towel Rack for 50
cents, Ac., &c.
Cherry and Black Walnut Desks,
Easy, Fancy and Reception Chairs.
Brass, Ebony and Cherry Stands.
Music Racks of all hinds. Cherry
in
Embossed
Rockers
Patent
Leather, and a great many other
Novelties too numerous to men-

AGENTS

TO

upwards.
Plushes, $2.50

upwards.

WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address
22-tf
R. M. GORDON. Lewiston, Maine._

goo* City property at 0 per cent. GEO.
DAVIS. Real Estate Broker, 507Vs Congress

TO

dec!8d2w

Mass.

AGENTS WANTED.

on

IET

line of

goods very
ily. For particulars address, LEATHER, Salem,

Bank Block.

IiET-1

a

any

wards.
Patent Rockers, $7.00 $8.00,
$10.00 and upwards.
Patent Rockers, in fancy Carpet
Patterns for $3.00 and upwards.
Easels in Cherry, Ebony, and II.

_

Uec24
to

■

A
decl7

& DONHAM,
asco

A

uewmo

Shoe Cutters Wanted.
FEW good shoe cutters wanted.
Apply to
KEENE BROTHERS, Skowliegan, Maine.

great variety at
P RICES.
BOTTO M

193 middle Street, C

iu

J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Timer. P. O.
address, Uecring. Me. Order slate at Horse K. K.
Station, Portland, Me._1
first class Salesman on tile
road, by a wholesale grocery linu, liberal
salary to the right man. Address SALESMAN,
P. O. Box 1775._»-2

re-

in

HOYT, FOGG

mem less name

Wanted.

BOOKS

HOLIDAY

to

ex-

misses’ and children's boots and shoes to
AN
desirable and will sell readtail trade:

FIGURES !

TOW

SURPRISINGLY

piano

a

kept

active reliable salesman to sell

BARGAINS

SPECIAL

other house in
PRICES OF FEW OE
Maine.
OUR MANY NOVELTIES THAT
WE are offering for Christmas at
almost one half the former prices.
Easy Chairs in fancy Coverings,
$4.00, $5.00, $0.00 and upwards.
Willow Rockers, $2.50 and uplower than

country.
CUM-

CHRISTMAS CARDS

owning

clusive

Read and be convinced
selling all kinds of

vve are

Furniture, Drapery, Bedding, &e.»

BERLAND ST.,Cor. Parris.17-1

WANTED.—A

“I was troubled very much with rheumatism in
my hips, ankles, and wrists; in fact, I could hardly walk, and was confined to my bed a good deal
of my time. I was also very bilious and suffered
severely. I was recommended to try ifood's Sarsaparilla, which I did. 1 have taken four bottles
and am well. I gladly recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” W. F. wood, Bloomington, 111.

“Eight years ago I had inflammatory rheumatism, being confined to the, bed three months.

& SAWYER.

DEANE BROS.

er’s family preferred,wages small, city
References given if required. Call at 38 J
or

person
WANTED—Every
know that all instruments under my
clean inside, rendering
care will be

WYEfl GREENE &

Are

Holidays.

that Mrs. Dr.

To Close Out One of the Choicest Lots

Back and Shoulders

1

pair

a

improved
guaranteed by tlielr
physical condition. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle
19-x
use

TAf ANTED—By a reliable American woman, a
YV situation as working housekeeper, widow-

TO-DAY I

Wnitney and Miss

Dec.

party of

a

Satisfactory
in

STREET.___17-1

prices low.

MARR1ACES.

copy.]

“Bailey’s

,,

Somers, the Hatter, 253 Middle street, has
fine display of elegant beaver furs, and
judging from the crowds that throng Iris
store, he must he selling oceans of them; also has a complete line of heaver, street and
driving gloves of all prices; Scotch caps,
and anything in the hat line can always be
found at this store. Handsome assortment

large

interview with

some means, who wishes to invest in
WANTED—An
Patent Dnmli-Bells.”
of

WANTED—All

a

Their stock is very

WANTED-A reliable young man as assisW tant bookkeeper in a jobbing house; must
be good penman ar.d quick at figures; none hut
such as can give satisfactory references as to
character and ability need apply. Address In own
hand-writing. 1*. O. BOX. 1035. City.-1-1

ing nails. Out-growing joints
residence if desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 25 cents.
_l'-l
to know that Mrs. Smith lias
returned and will give her vapor baths for
rheumatism, dropsy, andhumors of all kinds. A
liberal discount wifi be made if necessary -Satisfaction guaranteed. Consultation free. 42 SOUTH

perfect
of the house its sanitary arrangements
drainage with all its appointments is not excelled
in our city. Call at HOUSE.

SACCARAPPA.

IV _n

learn
WOOD-

at

At a special town meeting held Tuesday it was
voted to rebuild the Warren school house after
the plan of the one recently burned and an appropriation of §4000 wras voted for that purpose.
Melville Sproul, the young man scalded at Cumberland Mills last week died yesterday morning.

T

to

business.

room

SUBURBAN NEWS.

~

CO._22'x

MAN, TRUE

to know

WANTED—People

The Bath Times says that next Saturday evening at the Alameda rink there will be a polo game
with a team made up of Dunning, Ley don, Guthrie and perhaps Roberts, with goal-tender .Morse
of last year's Alamcdas, and other good players,
against the Bijous of tills city.

hoys

WES

the

specialty; will call

fol-

At Woburn—Haverhllls 3, Wot,urns 1.

—

_22~i
smart

aIt

marlA_

WANTED—A

WANTED—Two
wholesale Dry Goods
&

ALLEN

C. XV.

BAIIiKY.

F. O.

first-class polisher at PINE
TREE LAUNDRY, 13 Plum St.; none but
flrst-class workman need apply; American preferred.

out-growing
a

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.
low's :

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

good references
So. Freeport._

WANTED—Ladies
Sherman still remains at 42 South
joints,
treatment of corns,

At

carnival in the evening will be enjoyable. The
dance last night was successful and enjoyed by a
goodly number.

Auctioneers au4 Commission Merchant*

chance to

a

ST._

JilJOr SKATING PARLOR.

the Bijou this evening the lady patrons purchasing skate checks will have a chance to guess
the weight of the elegant silver cake basket which
The same privilege
was on exhibition last night.
will be accorded the ladies ou two subsequent
evenings, after which the one who has guessed
nearest the weight of the basket will become its
fortunate possessor. The Christmas programme
at this popular rink is an attractive one. In the
afternoon an exhibition game of polo will be
played between the Norths and Cumberlands of
the'Grammar School league, and the masquerade

a reliable man
or work in a

by
WANTE
girl to do general housework.
SALEM

d2t

dcc2-t

AT

THE RINKS.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

private family;
given. Address T. M. D., Box 2.

D-A

to put on icy sidewalks.]

Dweeisir,

dec22____——

WANTED.-To

only proper articles

Real Estate Transfers.

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL ARTICLES, TOYS,in.

Commercialese

a

v.e

Sales at 10 a.
&c., suitable for Holiday Gifts.
and 2Vi p. m. each day,
Auctioneer*.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

TUANTED—A smart honest hoy. Apply to
VV CHISHOLM BROS.. 525

WANTED—By
drive team

AUCTION.

THIS

have it understood that the
tlio
genuine “Acme Chib Skates” are BoxIce and Roller Skates,
end.
in
the
cheapest
ing Gloves, Indian Clubs, &e„ for Christmas preslb-1
ents. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle St.

dence in its safety. It will prove to he a
detestable trap for the unwary in the dark,
and people who set sucli traps ought to be
held responsible for all damages resulting
from their employment. By dampening the
sawdust it might be made to adhere, and so
be of use, but it is far better to apply to the
Street Commissioner for the sand he will
furnish and put into the cellar free of charge.
II. T. Cummings.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland—Robert F. Skillings to Bertlia II.
Greenwood, land, $25.
Cumberland-?-Levi Sweetsir to Benjamin B.

BY

street,
DAY. at rooms IS Exchange
of
shall sell a large assortment

Street._

sanding the sidewalks, let me enter an
earnest protest against dry sawdust on dry
ice, which is worse than nothing to protect
pedestrians against a fall, as I have learned
by personal experience, having been violently thrown down by a misplaced confi-

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

DOMINIC’S.

Morning Service.

DOWN!

MARK

Icy Sidewalks,
To the Editor of the Press:
Referring to your paragraph concerning

[Sand

__18~l

WANTED.

Treasurer—Howard A. Snowman.

ashes are the

mo IiET-A convenient
X warmed and lighted for ¥2.50 per week at
114 OXFORD ST.
_19~LET-Pleasant rooms with the use of kitchen. in the central part of city. Address C.C.,
This Office.

tlythe'dav

SPECIAL

^_

Holiday Goods!

furnished,

room;

TO

Secretary—Florence Woodbury.

or

AUCTION SALES.

LET._

EET—Rooms in Boston; a widow lady having taken a house in a nice location, solicits
the natrnnaee of the people of Portland: rooms to
let
or week. Cali or address MRS. MORTON, No 8 Briggs Place, Soutli End off Sliawmut
10-1
Ave.,’ Boston, Mass.

*

STOCKBRIDGE ENTERTAINMENTS.
Get good seats now for the Stockhridge
course entertainments to he given Christmas afternoon and evening at City Hall by
the Till family, and Miss Brown, the reader;

also tickets for the souvenir concerts to he
given by the Till family, Powers, the impersonator, ami the Arclamena Ladies’
Quartette at City Hall Saturday. With
every ticket for the souvenir a handsome
Christmas card is given away.

ROOM* TO

TO

Kyrie.Gounod’s Messe Solenaelle

Offertoirede St. Cecelia, No. 2.Batiste

found the productions of that celebrated artist’s brush in canvases embracing every
kind of marine subject from the low sandy
beaches of Maine toithe rugged cliffs of the
Nova Scotian coast, and delightful idyllic
woodland and mountain scenes that recall
long summer days passed in halcyon enjoy

Bartou’s Comedy Company lias

gone to pieces and will not show at Portland
Theatre Christmas. Purchasers of tickets
can have their money refunded.

Tlie

Brown’s Studio.

am

you contribute?”
"Of course X will,” replied the
“what shall X give you?”

Lecture.

Blanchard's Sixth

R«v. Mr.

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.

RIPPLES.

May*

phone

To

BEFORE JUDGE W.

TIANITY.
Board of

8peoial Meeting of the

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

CHRIS-

OF

DIVINE ORIGIN

THE

CITY GOVERNMENT.

,

J ust read these lines and you will know
A bout a movement made last Spring;
M ark well these words and they will show
K nough to read our purpose in.
S ome strange events we will relate,
S omething for you to contemplate.
M oved down the street, eight oxen used,
I tell you ’twas a novel sight.
T o see It you’d have been amused,
H ow well we went and all was right.
And now we have come back again,
Co. and all, help us remain.
At our old stand in the new I>a\is Mock, 1 HI Exchange St.. 130 Market St., by giving us a share
of your patronage where we offt-r you as good .»
bargains in boots and shoes tif not a little better)
than you can get at any other slice store In the city.
HERBERT CJ. LORD, Clerk.
dtl
dec5
#

•

PRESS.

DAILY

POPTT.ANP
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ENTERED

1885-SUPPLEMENT._

WH. HI.

|

■

--1

—_--

■
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AND

—

clusion of this can hardly be fully appreciated without reference to the other book. In

Job Printer,
PRINTERS’

--LADIES-

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Portland,

97 1-2

Me.

this volume the author discusses three possible ways in which, in the broadest sense,

-

AT THOSE

LOOK

TO

ELEGANT FURS!

and Boys,
I have got several broken lots of Suits for men. Youths
Also big drives in
w hich I am closing out cheap.

AND AT

BERRY,

STEPHEN

cmd (ga/id

MEN'S ULSTERS AND OVERCOATS.

The Most Extreme Low Price,

ffitorUto,

Furnishings!

Cents’

novlleodtf

tended to.

I

a in

also showing the largest stock of

MERRY, THE HATTER’S.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

McKUSICK & ELLIOTT,

—

HAVE REMOVED TO

SB

NO,

No. 237 Middle Street.

SHOERS,

HORSE

AT

FRED

First door above Fore St. Thankful for past
patronage we desire a continuance of the same at
declDdtf
our new Vpiarters.

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH

DEALERS IN

208 Middle Street,

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Melvin J. Hawkes.

Geo. E. IIawkes,

Special Attention given to Cemetery Work,

dCm

dec 18

are

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF MAINE.
1 SAN.

IN

had thirty-five years’ experience

RECORD IS

JTN

$7,892,51

paid,

Death losses

paid.
Surrendered policies,

3,140,251.

Dividends,.

4,208,602.74

Endowments

A

5,592,112.84

TOTAL PAYMENT

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
millions of
Twenty-one
lars, equal, to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.
the
PRESENT
while

ASSETS ABE
its liabilities are

Strictly One Price! Open Every Evening!

$6,322,only 85,-

A

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its mutuality. is the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

Boston & Portland Clothing Company,
255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

THE

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance

ITS

H.

C.

decl8

WARE,.MAMfiEB.
__(ltf

misconception.
POLICIES ARE
INCONTESTABLE
After
years for any cause except fraud.

ITS three

nr , 'I'll

.. «

or

any number of

IT

days.

ISSUES I'OEICBES
plans, and its

on

nil

approved

and
PB,AN
NON FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
are sseeial features of this company and issued by
none other.

ADJUMTEO

are

ADVANTAGE*
Company
AGE. EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SUliPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE FLANS. and conservative management.

THE
Cail

of its

sepd to any Agency Office for
plans.
or

a

can

price

than you

can

Portland, Maine.
mart

With Cold Heads $7.50. With Silver Heads $4.50.
Sticks $2.50.

CUBED

ligature by

PaRead,the
following testimonials nnd see those
which will convince the most skepreferred

Natural

GLOVES.
Seal

Caps

for

Portland, Dec. 1, 1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully
to
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him
His metluHi is simthe confidence of the public.
and requires no detention
almost
painless,
ple.
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union 8t.
RICH’D K GATLEV, 39 and 61 Union St.
GEO HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St Portland
D F GERTS, 466 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL. 60 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 6 Temple Place. Portland
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Portland will
Names of many ladies treated in
be given at the Doctor’s room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.

AT U. S. HOTEL, ROOM IN,
Every Saturday, from
4 p.

Caps!

is the Latest Novelty for a Centleman’s Fine
Seal Cap on the market.

Umbrellas!

line of Fine Silk Umbrellas, Cold, Silver, Ivory and
Natural Wood Handles. Just the thing
for » Christmas Present.

elegant

Reaver Gauntlets and Gloves.

Also tlie fin-

est line of Street and Driving Gloves In the
city at Reduced Prices.

SOMERS,

H*mR,

for

by
$13.00.

_____

___roMt

BAGS—One of the most appropriate articles
for

Christmas Gift.

a

_eo(llf

art embroiderers
cautioned against MISLEADING IMITATIONS of Brainerd &
Armstrong’s “Wasli Silks,” now

jtre

in the market, of American inanfacturc, that WIEE NOT WASH
without loss of color and injury to
the fabric upon which they may

worked.

The method of applying ASIATIC DYES necessary to produce
fast color in silk fibre is a SECRET, PURCHASED,POSSESSED
and USED in America exclusively
Avoid
worthless
by ourselves.
imitations by taking only skeins
Silk.”
tickct-“Wash
our
bearing

THE BRAINERD llBMSTROM MR,
MW YORK, BOSTON,

McKENNEY, the Jeweller,
547 CONGRESS ST., SIGN DF SIDEWALK CLOCK.
oetin_

A BOY’S WINTER CAP 25 CTS.

& Go.
Robert F. Somers
MIDDLE STREET.
232

Thomas J. Somers

be

can

found with

ns.

eoclt£

(led!)

PHU.'Wm^,,

Christmas and Holiday Goods!
NEW JEWELRY STORE.

UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER
gallon demijohns.

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

—

P. 0. liox 896.
dlm*

&

MORRISON

WATCH-MAKERS AND JEWEEERS.

Great

Bargains

in

Silverware.

CO.,

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and
Lowest Possible Prices.

MORRISON & CO.,
No. alia Congress St„ Under Grand
dec22

one

to look into tlie winuow 01

THE

HATTER,

,

be carried
and sec the mammoth Muffs that used to
the tine display oi
our Grandmothers; also notice

by

Ladies’ Furs for Christmas Piesents!
Beaver Stoles,
Beaver Muffs, Beaver Shoulder Capes,
Badger,
Otter, Lynx, Black Hare, Black Cony, Coon,
line.
Fur
and everything in the

CAPS.

FUR

Ca|,S,finterTiVns

Gents’Fur
We beat them all on low prices.
Men s W inter Caps
Scotch Caps 50 cents. Boys’ Winter Caps 20 cents.
Hats 40 cents.
Wool
cents.
Boys’
50
Hats
Soft
Men’s
cents.
25

ROBES.
Wolf Robes #4.50.

Cards, Souvenirs and Novelties.

Christmas Cards, Souvenirs, Musical Goods, &c.,

124

Black Robes #0.00.
Robes

Buffalo Robes #0.00.

Coon

#12.00.

We sell a Zinc Trunk for
We sell a Good Trunk for #1.00.
We are Agents for tlie Patent W ooil X ranks.

#2.00.

COE,
The Hatter,

•

-

197 Middle St.
e0Q“

declO

AS FOLLOWS:

Bxonange

Street.
11

a

true

in the uni-

objective reasonableness
nave

its events

verse;

orueriy

an

sion, and so far as those events are bronght
within our ken for us to generalize them exhaustively, their progression is towards a

goal that is recognizable by human intelligence. Such a theory of things is “Theism.”
It recognizes an Omnipresent Energy which
is none other than the living God.
In this essay the author aims to exhibit
this Theistic doctrine, which he himself
legitimate outcome of modern
scientific thought as well as of ancient faith.
holds, as

the

Mr. Fiske reviews the several theories presented from the standpoint of evolution, but
he is no materialist, much less an atheist or

Of late the fashion of the day has favored
materialistic theories of worlds formed by
atoms whirling through space in rotatory
motion and gradually growing into symmetrical systems without the originating and directing supertendence of Infinite Wisdom.
But all such theories are fundamentally false
revivals of old systems, and will not long
survive such searching criticism as this of
Mr. Fiske and similar authors.

The Life and Times of Samuel Bowles. By
George S. Merriam. (New York: Century
Company.) Mr. Bowles was one of the representative men through whom a new power in society has been developed and exer-
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for the Springfield Republican was published in a provincial town, and limited to a
comparatively small circulatioa; but it exercised a wide influence. Mr. Bowles’s editorial work covered the period from the an_At-
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tion under President Hayes. He was a spectator and and actor in the struggle which
ended in the overthrow of slavery, and also
in the problems which taxed the nation in
the years following the war. A great part of
the significance and value of his life, lay in
his contribution to these debates.
The files of a newspaper can not be trusted always to give the true proportion of the
events which they narrate from day to day,
and their record must be open to large corBut they yield
rection from other sources.
abundant and vivid material by picturing
the scene as it appeared to actors and contemporaries, and giving details taught by
the reporter’s pen before memory has had

time to grow treacherous.
The more essential part of the book is
that which deals with the personal life of
its subject. Few men in his generation had

striking personality than “Sam
widely known. He
was a man of strong, racy, many-sided individuality, a man richly worth knowing even
by report, if the biographer represents his
true quality. The work addresses itself to
the common interest of humanity. The

a

more

or were more

writer say to his readers, Behold a man!
Thus he looked, acted and grew. This was
his work, these were his joys, his battles, his
defeats, his victories. Such was the front he
wore to the world, and so lie opened his
This was the outheart to those he loved.
come of his life and this is its significance

appeal.

The Great Poets

as

Religions Teachers.

By John H. Morison. (New York: Harper
& Brothers; Portland :Loring, Short* Harmon.) Seers or poets have been looked up
to by common consent as imperial rulers in
the world uf creative thought, and penetrat-

ing farthest into the secrets of the universe.
Owing to instincts, which are often jsafer
guides than our most elaborate theories, the
favorite stories and songs of children, and
the folk-lore which has found its way everywhere into human hearts and homes are
made up from traditions winch appeal most

vividly to the imagination and people the
world with ideal conceptions. Such are the
books like Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, of
which thousands upon thousands of copies
demanded by each successive generation.
the great poets have been
recognized as august and effective teachers,
hnd hnd a lending place in the higher systems ef education.
It is the purpose of these essays to indicate by a few illustrious examples some of
the lessons and some of the methods by
which this higher training, through their
means, may be carried on. These great poets
and prophets who have been the vanguard
in the progress of the raee, and by lifting
men up to a higher consciousness of what
they ought to be have kept them moving forward towards a higher ideal, must always
hold the highest place in every well organized and healthful condition of society.
are

In like manner

A. D. 50-

Outline of Christian History.
1880.

By Joseph Henry

(Boston:
is designed

Allan.

other way to include the necessary number
and Ivariety of topics within so limited a
is thus
space. An amount of information
brought together which will be of value and
interest for the intelligent student of general history, as well as the classes for whom

specially designed. Neither this,
however, nor any single work ought to satisfy the student. For a general guide as a
work of reference McClintock’s and Strong’s
Cyclopedia is perhaps better, or for the earlier past (eight centuries) Smith’s Great Dictionaries of Christian Antiquities (2 vols.)
and Biography (4 vols.). The single volume
text ibook by Philip Smith (Harper’s) will
serve as a manual of reference for the first
ten centuries. Milman’s Histories of Christianity and Latin Christianity ought also to
be within reach of the reader. For the period
beginning with the Reformation abundant
books of reference may easily be found.
the work is
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Roberts Brothers.) This Outline
primarily as a manual for class instruction.
It follows rigidly in its plan the mechanical
form which seems best fitted for such a manual. It would not have been possible in any
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may hold that the world of
is intelligible only when regarded as the multiform manifestation of an Omnipresent Energy that is in some way anthropomorphic, or quasi-personal. There is
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may hold that the world of

utterly unintelligible, unless
underlying and all-comprehensive unity. All things are manifestations of .in Omnipresent Energy, which is
merely an inscrutable essence. Such a view
is “Pantheism.” It recognizes an Omnipresent Energy, but virtually identifies it with
the totality of things.
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in fine goods, and have been for two weeks, which accounts
for the large increase in our trade. We always keep up the
standard of ourgoods underany consideration. We are buying cloth from week to week. If there are advantages in the
market we get them. We have the mastery of clothing making inside and out, the staying in the inside of the garments
are as familiar to us as the cut of the coat and the quality of
the cloth.
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former prices
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porary combinations which have a rational
appearance to us. This Is “Atheism,” pure
and unqualified. It recognizes no Omnipo-

referred

No. 37 Plum Street.

Herbert G.

may contemplate the universe.
First, the world of phenomena is regarded
as sufficient unto itself, needing not to be referred to any under-lying and all-comprehensive unity. Nothing has an ultimate origin or
destiny. Atoms drift and eddy about in an
utterly blind and irrational manner, though
now and then evolving, as. by accident, temone
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The Idea of God as Affected by Modern
Knowledge. By John Fiske. (Boston and
New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Hannon.) This Essay is virtually a sequel to the author’s former work on The Destiny of Man, so much
so that the force of the argument in the con-
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Senator Colquitt of Georgia recently told a
Washington audience the story of the campaign which carried Atlanta for prohibition.
He dryly remarked that it was not a campaign to shut up liquor shops and transfer

their trade to the apothecaries, but it meant
His description of the cam“no whiskey.”
paign showed the intensity which each side
threw into it. Strangely enough the red ribwhich is, in the North, a badge of a

bon,
temperance order, in Atlanta, was the badge
of the whiskey party. Senator Colquitt said
lie was willing to admit that a great share of
the credit of the prohibition victory belonged by right to the women of Atlanta.

Talk With an Enthusiastic CollectorRare and Valuable

Specimens.

[From the New York Tribune.]
“There are 30,000 stamp collectors in New
said an enthusiast on the subject,
“and the number is constantly increasing.
They call themselves philatelists—a word
that you will not find in any but the newest
editions of the dictionaries. This has been my
hobby for three years. I got started on it in
I’ll tell you how it
a purely accidental way.

York,”

One day about three years ago I was
walking along Broadway, not far from Fourteenth street. It was raining very hard, and
was.

So I
my umbrella wasn’t of much service.
stopped under an awning to wait for the rain
to hold up. 1 happened to stop by the stand
While waiting
of a dealer in old books.
there I naturally glanced at some of the

books. One of those
album of stamps.
knowledge of stamps
that such a collection
ble value.
I asked

I opened was a large
I had no
particular
then, but I saw at once
must have considera-

the] dealer carelessly
He said
what he would take for the album.
$4. I took out $4 at once and handed it to
him. The book was carefully wrapped up
and I put it under my arm and carried it to a
well known dealer in stamps, coin, etc. I
had an idea that the album was worth perhaps $25. The dealer looked at the book
and then looked at me.
He evidently
thought that I didn’t know the value of what
he
would
He
said
I was offering.
give me
$20 for it. I at once made up my mmd that
it was worth $100, and of course told him I
wouldn’t take $20. Finally he offered me
$G0, but I told him the book was not for sale.
“Then I got stamp catalogues and set
about determining the value of the collection that I had picked up for a mere trifle.
I found that I had a treasure worth $300. I
have kent it. and have added to it from time
to time until 1 have a valuable collection.
You may call the philatelist a crank or a
monomaniac, if you please, but it is just as
legitimate to collect old stamps as old paintings or old armor or weapons. Their value
depends upon their rarity and the difficulty of
collecting them. Every collection of stamps
is constantly growing more valuable because
the number of collectors is continually increasing and the number of stamps Is limited.

The law of supply and demand is controlling. Sometimes we come upon valuable
stamps in quite unexpected ways. Not long
ago 1 went to a friend of mine, a c'gar dealer, and asked him if he had any old letters
that I might look at to see if 1 could find
some stamps.
He said that he had no letters
that he knew of, but his wife suggested that
there was a box up in the garret that she
thought contained letters. The box was got
out, and on the letters, which were covered

with dust and yellow by time, I found some
excellent stamps. One was an odd one; I
could find nothing like it in any of the catalogues. I took it to the dealer mentioned before. He at once asked if it was for sale. I
told him no, but I wished to learn its value.
He said it was a rare stamp and was worth
$15. He offered me $10 for it, but I kept it,
thinking it might be worth $20 in a year.
“I went into a store one day kept by a
Turk, and after buying a trifle I asked him
if he had any Turkish stamps on hand.
He
said he had, and gave me a handful. Among
them was one that, I found by the catalogue,
Some
was worth $1.
I got it for nothing.
of the Turkish stamps are very fine, but they
as
a
is
so
much
are rare,
rule, because there
trade in Turkish tobacco and other things.
The East India stamps used for domestic
purposes are difficult to obtain.
“The best stamps are those made in this
country. The drawings are fine and the
workmanship is perfect. The Government
departments used stamps for official documents and letters until 1879, when the present envelope was introduced.
The stamps
for the Executive Department were carmine
in color, the War Department blood red, the
Treasury green, and so on. Full sets of these
stamps are now of considerable value. Then
there are stamps which the public never see.
Tliair
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cals and newspapers in bulk. When a newspaper, for Instance, pays the postage on all
copies sent by mail, the official who receives
the money takes stamps to that amount out
of a book and cancels them; the cancelled
stamps are sent to Washington and there

burned. The law forbids any other disposition of them. These stamps run from 1 cent
to $60, so that any amount can be made exactly. They are valuable to cellectors because of the difficulty of procuring them.
There are collectors who have full sets. Of
course these stamps have to be stolen by
somebody. I myself have all these stamps
below $3. They are canceled with an iron
I got them
instrument which tears them.
I know he
from a man in Washington.
didn’t steal them, and I feel sure that the
man he got them from didn’t; but the third
The most
or the fourth or the fifth man did.
valuable stamp known is one that was issued
of
Postmaster
the
Vt., in
Brattleboro,
by
1847, and was only in circulation for a few
months. That stamp is now worth $700.
The first stamp ever made was made in England in 1840.”

BOILED DOWN.

Interesting Digest of the Famous
Keiley Correspondence.

An

New York Tribune.
to the comparative shortness of human life and the comparative longevity of
the correspondence attending the refusal of
Italy and Austria to receive Mr. Keiley as

Owing

representative of the United
States, the public will doubtless welcome a
digest which will furuish the gist of the
whole matter. Here is just such a digest :
First letter. The Italian Minister at Washington writes Mr. Bayard, inclosing a newspaper report of the anti-Italian speech made
by Mr. Keiley, and wants to know ;tlie true
inward fitness of sending Keiley to represent
the United States at the Italian court.
Second letter. Mr. Bayard loftily, not to

the accredited

say top-loftily, points out to the Italian Minister that theState Department of the United
States doesn’t pay any attention to news-

reports of speeches, anti-Italian or
otherwise. Mr. Bayard adds that Mr. Keiley is a truly good man if ever there was
paper

one.

Third letter.

Mr.

Keiley who, differing

from the State Department, does pay some
attention to newspaper reports of anti-Italian speeches, writes Mr. Bayard, giving
Keiley’s revised version of the speech in
question, at the same time heroically urging
Bayard to go ahead in entire disregard of
any desire which Keiley may have to breathe
the air of sunnv Italv at Uncle Sam’s expense.
Fourth letter. The Italian Minister of
Foreign Affairs writes to the Italian Minister at Washington that Mr. Keiley doubtless
is a truly good man, but the King of Italy is
strong in the conviction that the air of Italy
wouldn't conduce to Mr. Keiley’s health.
Fifth letter. Mr. Keiley writes to President Cleveland that inasmuoli as the King of
Italy is of the opinion that the soft Italian
air was never intended for the respiration of
the Keiley lungs, he, Keiley, concludes that
there's no place like home.
Sixth letter. Mr.! Bayard informs the
Italian Minister of the “arrestation of Mr.

Keiley’s movements.”

Seventh letter. Mr. Bayard writes to the
Austrian Minister that the man against
whom Italy closed her doors with a “bang”
heard round the world is to be foisted on
Austria!
Eighth letter. Count Kalnoky writes to
the Austrian Minister at Washington, protesting against a Minister whom Italy rejected being warmed over and served up to
Austria, and hinting in a senii-confidential
to
way at Austria’s own peculiar objection
Keiley.
Ninth letter. Mr. Bayard writes to the

Austrian Minister that he is not impressed
with Austria’s objection to Mr. Keiley, and
wouldn’t Austria reconsider her objection
with a view to falling in love with him. Of
course Mr. Bayard recognizes that Austria
has a right to decide for herself whether or
not Mr. Keiley is acceptable to her. P.
S. This letter did not contain a postcript
suggesting to Austria that a taste for Keiley,
like a taste for olives, although not inherent,
might be acouired in time.
Tenth Letter. John M. Francis, American
Minister to Vienna, writes to Mr. Bayard
that Austria, not being partial to secondhand envoys, doesn’t want and won’t have
any Keiley in hers—Austria doesn’t propose,
by consenting to receive Keiley, to cast a reflection on the Italian taste.
Eleventh letter. Mr. Bayard (evidently with
tears in his eyes, hot, scalding tears) writes
to Mr. Francis to make one more effort to induce Austria to fall in love with Keiley, and,
failing, to lock up the office and come home.
Twelfth letter. The American Secretary
of Legation at Vienna writes Mr. Bayard
that Austria, while set in the conviction that
she cannot fall in love with Mr. Keiley,
would gladly fall in love with some other

American.
Thirteenth letter. Mr. Bayard writes to
the American Secretary of Legation that the
responsibility for not falling in love with
Keiley—after Italy had publicly spurned
him—rests with Austria, and “the issues
raised” are “grave,” and will be “submitted
to

Congress,”

Fourteenth letter.
Keiley writes to Mr.
Bavard, resigning the Austrian mission.
Mr.
Bayard writes to
Fifteenth letter.
Keiley that although his diplomatic career
has been neither long nor brilliant either in
Italy or in Austria, lie is a truly good man.

r

A couple, each over 70 years old, who separated about two years ago, were remarried
last week in Rutland. Vt.
Adelaide Neilson kept a copy of every photograph of herself which had been published,
and the number of these in the various
sizes was found on her death to be 609.
Mr. Hendricks’s will, giving his entire
property to his wife, was made nearly twenty years ago, and was never changed or al-

tered in any way.
The late Marshal Serrano, of Spain, during
his political career saw eighty-four changes
of Ministry in that country, forty rebellions,
and twelve changes in the head of the State.
The Vanderbilts keep their bonds, stocks,
diamonds and gold and silver plate in a steel

box, four feet long by eighteen inches broad,
that is set in the wall of the vault in the Lincoln National Bank, New York.
A silk necktie backed with pasteboard
saved the life of B. P. Anderson, who was
shot at Tecumseh, Mich. The ball struck
this obstruction and glanced off through the
shoulder.
The musical mistakes of novelists are without end. A popular English fiction writer
draws a picture of the beautiful heroine sitting down to the harpsichord, A. D., 1715,
and playing one of Beethoven’s sonatas.
Secretary Manning! and some others in
Washington have formed a “syndicate” for
the consumption of fresh venison, which
will be sent them regularly all the way from
Forth Worth. Texas, as long as cold weather
lasts.
number eighty-nine
Oxford graduates
among the candidates at the current elec-

(sixty-four Liberal, twenty-five Conservative), while those from Cambridge number only thirty-seven (twentyfive Liberal, twelve Conservative.)
Senator Evarts usually writes his speeches
out in full, and then going into a room by
tions in England
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feet master of their elaborate periods. He
is a failure as a five-minute, off-hand speaker.
He Is ponderous or nothing.
Among the effects of one Zelt, a comedian
of some repute in Austria, recently deceased,
were found some 5,000 billets doux, 723 me-

dallion lockets, with as many locks of hair,
440 portraits, 312 scarf pins, and innumerable
shirt studs, showing that the Austrian girls
are as silly as their sisters of any other na-.
tionality.
The sheriff of Monroe, Ga., last week attached the animals in a circus for a debt of
810,000. An elephant, monkeys, a sea lion,
etc., were quietly turned over to him, and he
cannot—-has since been in a quandary.
handle or do anything with the animals, and
the circus men simply stand off and enjoy
his discomfiture.
A notable case—or group of cases—of longevity is remarked in Cornwall, England.
On October 13,1718, Stephen Hicks was appointed to be rector of Blisland. He was
succeeded in April, 1780, by William Pye,
and he in turn gave place in February, 1834,
to Francis Wooleock Pye, who is the present
incumbent. Only three rectors in 107 years
is a remarkable record.
Since Theebaw discovered that the British
do not mean to put him to death his spirits

have improved wonderfully, and he has even
found courage to grumble a little. There
are two grievances of which he especially
complains. The first is that he is represented as a drunkard, when he is only a moderate drinker; and the second, that he was
formerly attended by 300 maids of honor and
now

has but sixteen.
his eight years of
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Professor of Bellesumiciom/.

been rated each year as “absent on leave,”
but last September he returned to active duties. He gives a course in Italian on Dante
and one in Spanish on Cervantes, both of
which were formerly under the charge of
Charles Eliot Norton. The courses are nat-

urally

ns

popular

as ever.

William E. Cramer of the Milwaukee Wis
cousin, is one of the most remarkable journalists in the Northwest. He has been deaf
since boyhood and is totally blind, yet be is
one of the hardest workers and most thoroughly posted men in the profession. He
has been in harness nearly fifty years, and
his office hours are as regular as when he
He knows the city thoroughly,
was young.
and can without difficulty go alone to any
or
house he may desire to visit.
point
In Georgia colored people own (100,000
acres of land and pay taxes on about $10,000,000 of property. In the whole of the South
their taxable property is put down at about
$100,000,000. In South Carolina 06,429 of the
122,093 pupils in the public schools are colored. In Georgia taxes paid by the colored
are almost as much as the sum devoted to the
colored schools of that State. Everywhere in
this country the colored race is making commendable progress.
Probably the deepest boring in the world
is that being sunk by the German governThe object of the
ment near Schladeback.
shaft is purely scientific, namely, to obtain
some reliable data as to the ratio of the rise

At the
in temperature at different depths.
beginning of this year the depth of 4,640 feet
liae been reached, and since then the work
lias been steadily progressing. At that depth
the temperature was 130° Falir., and, judging from the past, the boiling point of water
will be reached at about 10,000 feet.
Senator Vest’s bill, to incorporate the Atlantic and Pacific Ship Railway Company, is
James B. Eads’s scheme, and makes him and
his associates a corporate body. The project is to build and operate a ship railway
across the Isthmus of Tehauntepec, with an
accessory railway, telegraph lines and water
approaches. In aid of this great undertaking
the United States is pledged by Mr. Vest's
bill to pay annually for fifteen years, after

ship railway lias been completed, such
amount as will make two-thirds of its annual net revenue come up to $2,500,000. To
pay this indebtedness to the government,
bonds of the company are to be issued binding it to liquidate these bonds within fifteen
years from the date thereof. The United
States are to be represented on the board of
directors by two-ninths of the total number
of its members. As this mensure is said to
have an administration indorsement, much
interest attaches to its reception by Congress
and the country.
the
an

TONS OF COLO AND SILVER.

Stowing Away

Precious Metals in the
New York Assay Office,

The new vault which has been constructed
in the assay office in New York was taken
possession of Monday by the superintendent,
who immediately set his employes at work
stowing away tons of gold and silver within
the spacious enclosure. The heavy bricks of
the precious metals were piled upon trucks
and wheeled into the vault, where they were
arranged in tiers. To a visitor the superin-

tendent observed: “The walls of this vault
are composed of five alternate layers of iron
and steel. The structure is 22 feet long, 18
feet wide and 9 feet in height. We calculate
that it is of sufficient capacity to hold all of
the gold and silver that we shall ever have
to put into it at a time. As the steel used in
the walls is chilled, and tlie layers firmly
bolted together, it would be practically impossible for burglars to effect an entrance.

At least, with the best appliances known to
cracksmen, 12 hours would be required to
penetrate the walls; and it is not to be supposed that the rascals can ever have that
length of time for uninterrupted work. The
door of the vault is furnished with time
locks, and cannot be unlocked except in
business hours.’’
Dr. Holmes as a Private Secretary.
Oliver Wendell Holmes was one of the distinguished visitors at the.Capitol the other
He walked through the corridor under the escort of Senator William Maxwell
Evarts, and smiled between the senator’s
long strides as if he appreciated the peculiar

day.

honor due him. There is a copy of the rules
of the Senate hanging on each of the doorways, and the persons entitled to admittance
during the session are mentioned in it. George
Bancroft is the only private individual entitled to entrance
Mr. Evarts did not look at the notice as he
passed through, and Sir. Holmes did not see
it. The doorkeepers did not like to object,
and both gentlemen passed into the Senate
floor. Mr. Holmes took a seat on the sofa in
the corner, and Mr. Evarts went over to Senator Hoar to inform him about his visitor.
The senator was busy for the moment, and
Eugene Hale was taken instead. Other Eastern senators were summoned, and paid their
respects to the poet, while Senator Evarts,
evidently appreciating the fact that he had
done everything possible for his friend, took
a seat alone on another sofa.
“By the way, senator,” said Mr. Hale,
coming over to him a few minutes later,
"how did you get him in?”
“He is my private secretary,” replied Mr.

Evarts, dryly.

—

—-'Jim1

V.""_..
[Philadelphia Evening Call.]
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heart of man to imagine. In the first place, it
Is exceedingly well chosen, and In the second,
it is perfectly arranged. The classification
of Japanese pottery is much complicated by
the fact that m Japan pottery has been made
in private studios as pictures are painted in
this country. The student has at the outset
to disabuse his inlnd of the notion that lie
has to deal only with large factories; since
the artistic nobles had private kilns and produced some of the masterpieces of Japanese
faience. Classification, then, is largely geographical, and the finest thing that strikes
an ordinary visitor to Prof. Morse’s collection is the inaccuracy of his previous impressions. Satsuma, for instance, means to most
persons a highly decorated ware of cream
color, with a glaze easily distinguished and
well crackled. When lie is shown shelf after shelf of exquisite brown pottery without
decoration, without crackle and with matchless irridescences, with a great variety of
shade and of textures, the visitor begins to
suspect that a casual acquaintance with the
Japanese wares of the shops is not, after ail,
so complete an education as he had fancied.
The same remark might apply to any sort of
ware one could name of all the well-nigh -innumerable varieties represented on these
shelves. Such lustre, such textures; glazes
inwardly lucent as a sea wave and as soft as
a baby's cheek; decorations simple, direct

But before tjw astoni^fed housemaid could
brei*-, Sadi| \ps in the sitting room, dragtheJrfivildered boy with hor, when she
elIter parents with:
i jFvegot him, mamma and papa! l'vo got

pgijg
*

Crash! bang! jingle! jingle!
The noise alarmed the whole household,
the members thereof rushing excitedly into
the room tq find $>adie,,gale and frightened,
standing in the midst of a demolished chair,
fragments of earthem flower i>ots and broken

glftss, qerxqg^Jy.iiipQotliiHg

oui her dress.

“Well, I do declare!" ejaculated Aunt MaMr. Benson’s as
tilda, a spinster sister of
her
she surveyed the destruction through

spectacles.

‘fl'in real sorry, Aunty. I’m sure I did not
mean to break them,” apologized Sadie,
humbly.
“Oh, no,” answered Aunt Matilda, curtly,
holding a crushed fuchsia tenderly in her
hand; “children never mean to do anything
wrong after the mischief’s been accomplished.
You ought to have been hurt as a punishment for your inquisitiveness,” she continued witli emphasis. “The flower was blooming so beautifully, so rapidly; and then consider the care and pride I took in decorating
the pot, the appropriate designs, the exquiof color—all my labor gone to
site

harmony
naught. Oh, dear me!” she interrogated
petulently, “of what use are children in the

world any way ?”
“Remember, Matilda,” quietly interposed
Mr. Benson, “you were a child.”
“Yes, but unlike your children, John Benwith
son, I was taught never to meddle
things which did not belong to me, and you

it,”

know

she

rejoined sarcastically,

as

she

swept with an air of disdain from the room.
It was Sunday before Christmas, one of
those gloomy, monotonous days, with leaden
clouds floating overhead, the biting wind
howling and moaning through the streets,
and a drizzling rain descending steadily upon
the earth, making everybody morose and

and fretful. In fact it was what children call “keep in” day ; when they roam
aimlessly from room to room, or are lulled
to sleep by the pattering rain drops against
the window panes. And this particular Sunday was “keep in” day with Sadie Bensonj
and it was while attempting to move the flowcross

er stand that the misfortune narrated

over-

took her.

"Oh, my!” she wearily soliloquized, as she
stood gazing out of the window, after the excitement had subsided, “I wish the sun would
shine.”
As she turned away, an open Bible on the
table caught her notice.
Picking it up she
began to read, and coming presently to a passage which she did not clearly comprehend,
she hastened with the book to her mother. It
was

this:

“Give, and it shall be given unto you; good
measure, pressed down and shaken together,
and running over, shall men give into your
bosoms. For with the same measure that ye
mete withal, it shall be meaured to you
again.”—St. Luke iv. 38.
“Well, Sadie,” answered her mother, “perhaps I'm not competent to give you a really

intelligent interpretation, but maybe I can
give you an idea of its meaning; that we

should be generous; that those who have an
abundance of everything should give to those
who are poor and needy; that what we give
must be given in a free, unselfish spirit; God
repays doubly, or in measure pressed down

and running over,’ in

some

unseen manner.

It is not benevolence to boast and tell the
world what you give and do for the poor.
That is vanity and self-commendation inspired by selfish motives, and God does not
recognize such gifts as true charity. What

found him on
for candy, so I

What is it?” they chorused in
you see this little boy? 1
Eighth street. He asked me
thought I’d bring him home.

Policeman knows him; says his father’s

good

man, but is sick

and is awful

a

poor,

and—”

“Stop! stop!” interrupted Mr. Benson,
with a smile. “Let’s get at the right end of
the story.”
When Sadie had quite recovered her natural self, she related the story over again.
Sarah was summoned, and presently, with
her hat and shawl, disappeared through the
door.

Aunt Matilda started into the room, hut
paused abruptly on the threshold as she disand the little stranger at
play.
“Well, Jane Benson,” she exclaimed, deprecatingly, “if you are going to allow your
husband and your daughter to make your
elegant home a refuge for street gamins,
you’re going to introduce some dreadful discovered Frankie

ings!”
Matilda did not reply, but nervously paced
up and down the room. A ray of sunshine
was about to pierce that callous old heart.
She at lengthlsat down, giving vent to alongdrawn sigh.

“Now, Matilda,” spoke Mr. Benson, energetically, “I intend to provide for that child,
a.

sicnifi-

buy

him

a pair of shoes.”
‘‘Oh, yes, do; that’s a dear, good aunty!”
exclaimed Sadie, throwing her arms affectionately about Aunt Matilda's neck; “see
his poor little cold toes peeping out from the
broken leather,” she pleaded.
“Well, now, I believe aunty will, for your
sake, Sadie,” she slowly answered, brushing
something slyly off her cheek.
The happy little fellow was dressed out in

ere

he answered in

a

somewhat abstracted

way:

“Well, yes—that is—sometimes. But what
prompted that question ?” he inquired gazing
at her curiously.
She read the verse over for him.
He made no reply at its conclusion, but
puffed away vigorously at his cigar and tried
in liia

tn crof

how

roo/iinir

Rnf

snnia.

other his mind wandered; lie could
concentrate his thoughts upon no one particular object in the journal. His countenance
had relaxed into a grave and sober expression. He picked up his hat and went out
or

into the nipping air.
“Do I ever give anything to the poor? 'Tis
true I'm rich, but since I’ve acquired my
wealth there’s something left undone. What
is it?’’ he mentally queried.

Conscience whispered:
be

given

unto

“Give and it shall

you.”

*****-*

Christmas came at last, bright and crisp,
and the whole world seemed joyous and
glad. Sadie and Frankie—he was Sadie’s
brother—had risen before the stars were out
of the heavens and were

shouting

and

laugh-

upon their presents; and
mamma and papa, too, joined them in their
happiness, while Aunt Matilda, whose slumbers had been disturbed by the din and
noise, lamented the “extravagant expendi-

ing

as

they looked

ture of hard-earned money for foolish toys
for foolish children.”
“Take it away! take it away I” she shrieked,
as Frankie blew a loud blast on Ills trumpet,
“my head is nearly bursting!” And clapping
her hands to her ears slio fled precipitately
from the room followed by the laughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Benson.

Toward mid-day Sadie strolled up on
Eighth street, wandering along, looking first
in one window and then in another. At one
she halted to admire some dolls, and while
there she took a piece of candy from her
pocket and raised it to her mouth.
“I like candy,” squeaked a voice close beside her. Looking around, she discovered a
mite of humanity, who had crept up unobserved, gazing up wistfully into her face.
“Then you shall have this,” she quickly
replied, offering him the candy, which he
Tliu

tinfrnrlr

nlntVini!

u-rirn

n

nilox-

of patches, his shoes were out and a tom cap
crowned his flaxen hair.
“Now, that’s somebody’s poor boy, I
know,” she argued. “I think I’ll take him
home with me. I’m sure mamma and papa
will give him something. I’ll ask him at
any rate.”
“Little boy,” she said, “do you want to go
home with me and get Christmas cake?”
“Oh, yes, me do 1” exclaimed the little fellow, clapping his tiny cold hands, while his
thin face beamed all over with smiles.

Sadie took him by the hand and retraced
her steps up the street.
“Oh, just see there, girls! There’s Sadie
Benson leading a little beggar!” remarked

acquaintances to her companthey passed along on the opposite

one

of Sadie’s

ion,

as

side of the street.
“Well, I never! It is her, indeed! I would
not be seen doing that on this street,” answered the girl with a proud, scornful curl
of her lip.
But Sadie kept right on with her protege
unconscious of the disparaging comments of
her friends, and indifferent to the vulgar
gaze of the gay crowd of passers by.
At a comer they encountered a policeman,

“Lost boy, eh? shall I take charge of
him, Miss?” said the policeman, reaching

big

hand toward the boy.
“Oh, no, sir,” answered Sadie, shrinking
away, with the frightened little fellow clinging to her hand. “He’s not lost; I’m going
to take him to my home and give him some
out his

candy.”
“Why, bless my soul!” responded the policeman, as he looked closely at the boy.
“That’s Charley I)-’s boy, An lionester
or harder working man is not to be found in
all Philadelphia; but lie’s been sick a long
time, and I’m afraid he hasn’t much to be
joyful over this year.”
This ended the colloquy, and Sadie and
her charge hurried on. Up the great stone
steps and into the wide hall she went, shout“I’ve got him! I've got him, Sarah!”

ng:

i

[Corr. of Providence Journal.]
It was a beautiful Sunday morning in September when we landed in the quaint old city
of Salem, intent upon visiting the splendid
collection of Japanese pottery brought to
this Country by Prof. Edward S. Morse, and
in many respects unequalled outside of that
marvellous little nation.
A wonderful quiet
hung over the town, a more than Sabbath
stillness; a profound air of conviction that
whatever was worth exertion belonged to the

most

Indeed, one could hardly be forgiven
cherishing of aught of bitterness in

the
the
home of a man so sunny as the one we had
come to visit.
Good taste, I believe, demands that I should in the publicity of print
make no especial mention of the virtues of
a man whose salt I have eaten, although the
general sentiment would find little to shock
it in ever so long a list of shortcomings, so be
I could produce it.
Since then custom demands tnat his domestic virtues and personal traits go unrecorded until his biography is
invented. When he is beyond the power of
contradicting it, I am manifestly cut off from
saying even what everybody knows, that he
is the prince of good fellows; while to tell
the truth of his delightfulhospitalities would
be an unpardonable breach of decorum. All
of which is a pity since it would help to explain why his book on “Japanese Homes,’’
just out, is so uniquely attractive with an irresistable spirit of frankness and good-fel-

original pamupon such
the hyoid bone
the seventeenth
me

in this particular.”
He was then informed by the curator of
the museum that the figure was indeed a
genuine antique, but that the hand had
been restored by Tliorwaldsen, who had
made the blunder Professor Morse was apparently the first to detect.
I may seem to have wandered far enough
from the pottery we had come to Salem to
see, but I started out with the intention of
leading logically up to the two facts that
Professor Morse has applied to his collections, both of pottery and of information
concerning Japan, the scientific method; and
that he is gifted with that rare and irresistable bon homie which enables a man to make
his way into places inaccessible to ordinary
mortals and to get hold of all sorts of desirable things and facts which elude most
collectors and most observers.
The pottery is arranged in an addition
which lias been built on to the house to receive it, and is one of the most bewilderingly
enchanting collections it could enter into the

|i

MONDAY MORNING TO SATURDAY NIGHT.

The first semi annual report of the surgical department of this institution shows that 55 have
received treatment, 3 have left soon after entering
(contrary to advice), 47 operations have been performed, 37 cured, G improved, 8 unchanged. The
longest time any one patient has received treatment, 73 days; the shortest, 14 days; average,;
21 23-51.
Murdock’* Liquid Food i* administered
at tL.e di*cretion of the atBurgeon*, nnd it i* a significant
fact that in the history of the hospital there
ha* not boon a case in which difficulty has

tending

READ!
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Branch Store, Corner Pearl and Midfew doors below the Postoffice.

can
a

buy at the

Easy Chairs, $3.00,
Gent’s Easy Chairs, $4.00,
Gent’s Easy Chairs, $5.00.
Students’ Rockers, $7.00,
Gent’s

Students’ Rockers,

$8.00,

Students’ Rockers, $9.00.
aud up to

Hair Cloth, Raw

$35,

all beautifully upholstered in

Silk, Ramie, Petit Point and Mohair Plush.

70 STYLES TO SELECT FROM.
It is needless to add that

we have knocked the bottom out of
the goods. Come and see them.

prices.

We shall sell

Vvimninn
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fl-wi

appreciated in

the Oriental markets.

Mrs.

C., low spirited

inly men

TABLES.

TABLES.

■

dejected

since birth of

the

built up by
four week,

place

with

so

three

Liquid Eood in
an operation

can

that

or

take

safety.

nf the leadlug hospitals of London named after him. The
of the
their
show
did
it
to
managers
value of Ills Liquid Food in chrome surgical cases.
He also supports a Free Hospital forWomen, of 50
beds, in London, for Lock Diseases, Consumption,
Paralyzed and Cancer cases. The
n.>n„

i./x.vInr hovimr

wnrH

«i

In

nne

appreciation

All kinds, in Plusli Top, Clotli Top, Marble Top, Wood Top, and Polished Wood Tops.
See our celebrated Monongahela Plush Top Tables. We shall mark these goods at
marprices that will close them out, commencing with Marble Top Tables 20x28,Plush
ble best Italian, from $5.85 and down to $2.25, and again upwards to $16.
EightyTops from $4.00 to $25.00. Polished wood Tops from $5.00 to $25.00.
five different styles to select from.

Intemperance.
beds are all occupied, and the patients prescribed
lor by some of the leading physicians of London.
Liquid Food is in general use hy the governments of the United Slates, England and the leading governments of Europe,

SUITS

Hair Cloth, 7 pieces all complete, for $35, $40, $45 and upwards;
but the best trade we have ever offered the people of Maine is a < -piece Crushed
Mohair Plusli, in combination of colors,for $55, and in Embossed Mohair 1 lush
for $46, and in Embossed Mohair Plush, trimmed wtth plusli, $50. If this isn t
the best plush, the best frame, and the best upholstered Parlor Suit for the money
in this country, we do not want a cent for it. But please read on, we are in the
humor to give surprises. We have been patiently investigating the cost and handon
ling of Sewing Machines, and hrve discovered that we can live and do businessare
less profit in this line, as well as other lines, than has been charged, and so we
going to sell

upholstered in

THE NEW HOME
$15

-“

we

shall sell

on

|

Avoiunouth

I for

Knu'M of

Pniwayc:
Cabin.$60 and $80. .Return..$60 and $160
..Return. .$60
lntermediate$30
Return at lowest rates
Steerage.$13
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8djf

3
4
5
6
7

“

“
“
“
“

30.00
35.00
40.00
45.00
55.00

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,

Come in and

see

the line, the

price

right.

PARLOR STOVES
Tills

WeeK,

Away

:

Under.

have left at greatly reduced prices. Baek Draft Stoves for
$7, 89, 811, $12, $13, $15 and upwards, and»the largest line in Maine, or in fact
New England, to select from. A few choice new things are the Art Bossmore, The
Bowdoin, The Berkley and the Hillside. These are all choice goods, you could
hardly believe that such handsome stoves could be made from iron, brass and nickel.
We shall sell what

CAUTION—Remember that an extract advertised as the Original Liquid Food, and by other
names, is not a food, but the manufacturers of it
have used our trade mark, essays, hospital reports,
etc., without our authority. We have sued the
said parties for outraging our rights and deceiving
the public.
The only essay on Condensed Raw Food or Raw
Food Extracts reail before any medical association
or society was on Murdock’s Liquid Food.
Around each bottle is a pamphlet which contains
the said essays and hospital reports.

LIQUilTFOOD CO.,

MURDOCK’S

Boston.

BRANCH ) 7 Muo,v Hill, Condon.
WORKS, ) 3S4 St. Paul St., Montreal.
SM&Wtf
110V21

RANGES.

Don’t forget the Range you promised your wife before Christmas. Come and see
the New Tariff, Quaker, Kirby, Union, Nassau, Our Choice, First National, Groveland, Dot, Inwood, &c. Another carload this week.

ATLANTIC

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

—

Comforters, Blankets, Pillows and Feather Beds, Hall Stands in
Great Variety, Roll Top Desks, Ladies' Desks, Mirrors, both Mantle
and Pier, all sizes. Pillar Extension Tables $15 and upwards.

SIDEBOARDS $20.00 to $80.00
Just the handsomes t line iu this country.

X ICIIUUUIO
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COB.

PEARL AND MIDDLE STREETS, PORTLAND.

Premiums oil Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884. 1,447,756.70

dtI

nov20

MADE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

OPEPT
dec!4

ATKINSON, Manager,

EVERY

EVElCENGr.

DEC. sa

or

33.

Tickets good to Return lip to

6,

JANUARY

1886.

J. HICKSON, Gen. Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, Supt.
W. EDJAli, G. P. A.
dec21dtd

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PANgENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
effect Sunday, October It, 1885,

in

WESTERN DIVISION.
LEAVE PORTLAND
For Ronton at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. ill.
Arrive in Ronton 10.30 a. m.,1.15,4.46,8.00 p. m.
Ronton for Portland 8.30 a. in.. 1.00, 3.30
8.08 p.m.,
p. ni. Arrive at Portlnnd 12.30, 5.00,
Scnrboro and Piue Point 6.15, 8.40 a. 111.,
3.30, 6.45 p. 111. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kenucbiiuk 6.15, 8.40 a. in.. 12.30,
3.30, 5.45 p. Hi. Wells Beach 0.15, 8.40 a. 111.,
3.30 p. Ill, North Berwick, Great FalU, Doand
ver, Exeter, SInvcrhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.16, 8.40 a. ill., 12.30, 3.50 p. in.
Rochenter, Farmiugtou and Alton Bay
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. in., Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15a.m.(
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
*Tlie 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. in. connects with
llail Lilies to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.
NCNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00. 4.15 p. m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.
THAIN8

EASTERN DIVISION.
LEAVE PORTLAND
Everv day (Night Pullman) for
Biddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth,New buryport. Ipswich, Salem. Lynn, Chelsea, Somerville and Boston, arriving at 6.20 a. m.; At
O. 00 A. VI.: For Cape Eliznbrth, Mrarboro,
West Scnrboro, Hneo, Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Wells, North Berwick, Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Amesbnry, Salem, Lynn, Chelsen
nnd Boston, arriving at 1.10 p. m., connecting
with Rail Lines to New York and South and West.
At 1.00 P. VI.: For Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Sneo, Biddeford, North Berwick,
(Conway Junction, stops only to leave passengers)
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyporl, Amcsbury, Salem, Lynn, Chelsen nnd Boston,
arriving at 5.00 p. ni., connecting with Sound and
At 0.00
Rail Lilies for points South and West.
P. VI.: (Express) for Boston and principal Way
TRAINS

At 2.00 A. .71.:

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Agent
and

sept21-dtf___General

Boston’ Philadelphia
STEAMSHIP LIKE.

DIRECT

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
_

p.

^rafm
IIn' iflB

From Long W nan, Boston, a
in.
From Tine Street Wliarf,

at 10 a. m.
\ Philadelphia,oue-lialf
the
A> insurance

rate of

wBaiiSL— ".sailing vessel.

Freiglits for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecthig lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip $18.
PaHHngc $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
WA.llP.XO>, Agent,

B.

E.

31dtf

70

Long Wharf, Boston.

ing with Rail Lines for New York. TRAINS
LEAVE BOSTON for Portland, 17.30, 9.00
a. m., 12.30 week days, t7.0(> p. m. daily, arriving
In Portland 12.05,1.00, 4.45,10.50 p. m.
tThe 7.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. in. trains run from
North Berwick to Scarboro Crossing via Western
Division, stopping at principal Way Stations.
pi11,i,yian PARLOR CaRs on trains
leaving Boston 9.00 a. hi., 12.30,7.00 p. in., and
Portland at 9.00 a. m„ 1.00 and 6.00 p. in.

SI, EE PIN 13
PIT,I,MAN
THROVE II
CARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portland Repot Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
Street.
D. .1. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.

JAS. T. FURBKH, GenT Manager.
oct9
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STEAMERS.

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

FARE $1.00

On and after TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

the first-ceass steamers

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

Bangor, Ellsworth, Hit. Desert Ferry,
Vnnceboro, Nt. Jobu, Halifax, and the
Provinces, St. Stephen anil Aroostook
County, 1.20 p. 111., Via Eewiston, 1.25 and
$11.15 p. ill., via Augusta; and for Bar Harbor, and Bangor & Piscataquis K. K.,
$11.15 p. m., for Skowhefnn, Belfast and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, $11.15 p. ill.; Woterville,
7.10 a. m.. 1.20,1.25, $11.15 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 5.15 p. in.; for Augusta, Hallow-ell. Ciardiner and Brunswick, 7.10 a.
ni., 1.25, 5.15, $11.15 p. in.; Bath, 7.10 a. m.,
l. 25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15
and liincoln
n. m.; Hockland and Knox

For

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
and inconvennight’s rest, and avoid the expense
ience of arriving in Boston late at night.
the various
via
York,
New
Through Tickets to
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Manager.
ocltf

Winter Arrangements.

Liverpool
From Liverpool
via Halifax.
Nov. 19
Dec. 3
10
17
31

Total Marine Premiums. $5,505,796.14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04

paid during

period. 2,109,919.20

same

40 PER CEST.
LOSSES PAID IN

THIRTY^DAYS

AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN. 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W, MUNGER &

GO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

Portland,

ctfamei:
Si

lamer._|

From Portland
Yia Halilax.

I

THURSDAY,

SARDINIAN.

Dec.

10

Jan.

81
7

-f

Sakmatian.

Parisian.
Polynesian.

Sardinian._*‘

21_

19 1-2 Exchange St.

...

feb3 ’85dlmeodllm&wOw
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welcome

or

ALLAN, Agents,

for passage or freight to H. &
No. 1 India St., Portland.

nov28___(lti
PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

California,

tlcipdn, VMina,»=^»-r
Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York! for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

ports.

of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

Steamer

A.

E.
115 State

feb8

CO.,

Ac

ADAMS

Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
RAILROADS.

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portland and

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday,

Oct. 5,1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 0.00 a. m., for
Pahvant.. Bethlehem, Eiltleton, L'aucait.
ter,

WoodsviUc, Montpelier,

bury,

St. Johus-

Newport, Burlington, Svvanton,
on connecting

Ogdensburg, and all points
lines.

3.041 p. m.,
stations.

for

and intermediate

Bnrtlctt

ARRIVALS.
10.40 a. in., from Bartlett and way stations.
3.53 p. in.. from Swnuton, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Sunt.
<>c3dtf
October 3,1885.
EXCURSIONS.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
and after Sept. 16, Steamer Gordon will
leave Custom House Wharf (Sundays excepted, weather permitting) at 2 p. m., for Long
Island, Little and Great Chebeagne, Harpswell
and Orr’s Island, Return, leave Orr’s Island for
Portland at 6.45 a. m„ touching at Intermediate
landings, arrive at Portland at 9.15 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to
sepl6dtlCAPT. J. L. LONG.

ONEY $1 BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

arrangementTof
j*
^w"T,H^Porlland
1.05 p.

cost of

than any
Soap in the

production

Laundry

other

the

market. See that you get this
Soap, and not accept any of
the

numerous

imitations that

pay the grocer
to

more

recommend.

money
The word

WELCOME and the
Hands

are

on

Clasped

every bar.
eodtdec21

Clnirvoynut null Botanic Physicinn,

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by tlie allopathic and homoepathic pbysiciaus. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about tour-fifths of the oases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office Hour*—» n. m. to O. p.nt. novlOd3m

Cured without the use of the
knife.
WILLIAM HEED (M.
IX. Harvard, 1842,) and ROBERT
M. REED (M. IX, Harvard, 1876,)
Evans Holme, 17.1 Tremont
St., Boston, treat FISTULA,
PILES ami A 1,1, DISEASES
OF THE RECTUM without
detention from business. ReferSend for pamphlet.
ence given.
Office Hours—11 a. m. to 4 p. m.

(except Sundays).
*odly

febl2

thjs PHBH-ssjgaSt
Na W* AY

* fiou.

our

authorized ageatz.

7..TO

at

n».,

arriving

m., and
at Worcester

a.

2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. in. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.16
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. ni. and 6.45
p. m.
Far Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Naxhnn, Cowell, Windham and Upping
at 7.TO a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchceter, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Mpringvnle, Alfred, Waterboro and Maco River, 7.TO a. m., 1.05
in. and (mixed) at 6.TO p. m.
Returning,
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.. 11.20 a.
ra., and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Rorham, Mncrnrappn, Cumberland
Mills, W'estbrook and Woodford’* at 7.30
a. m.. 1.05, 6.20, and mfxed at *6.30 p. in.
The 1.05 p. m. from Portland connects at Ayer
Junct. with lloosac Tunnel Route for the
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New If or k via Norwich Cine and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. If. A' N. E. R. ft
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Kaltimorc, Washington, and the Mouth, and
with Koston A' Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be liad of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams. No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
octl2dtf
at

f».

Rumford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.
Winter

Arrangement,

in Effect Oct. 12,1885.

Connection, via Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls .Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buekfield at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. in., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 0.10
a. in., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Boston.
Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield for
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixiield, Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mill3.
L. L. .LINCOLN, Supt.
octOdtf

made

nearer

trains.

On and after Monday, Oct. 14,
Passenger Trains w ill leave

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

original compound,

makers and dealers

Sunday mornings.

Portland and Worcester Line.

ON

PAYS NO
FANCY PROFIT
from the PUREST
STOCK, and is sold by the

on

Experiment not successful. Steamer will make
last trip Dec. ltith.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
no30dtf
Portland, November 30.1885.

___n

FOR YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

an

beyond Bangor,

Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m.j
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.: the day trains from Banand all intermediate stations and coimectng roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m.; the afternoon trains from Waterville,
Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in.; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket*, first nnd second class, tor
nil points in the Provinces on sale at re-

Steamers sail from San F’rancisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

A STANDARD MEDICAL. WORK

But is

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION
All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
{The 11.15 p. in. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundavs included, but not through to Skowheganon
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

f;or

422 Congress St.,

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Fcd. 3, 1885.

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

Oakland and

Portland Service.

Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Kasteru Agents.

12,938^289.38.

Farmington, ITloumouth, Wiuthrop,
North Anson, 1.20 p. ill.;
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. in.
and 1.25 p. m.

m. ;

1886.

and Australia.
For Freight,

ASSETS:

$

nn«l

R. R., 7. 10 a. m., 1.25 p. m.; Auburn and
JLewistou at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.10 a. ill.. $11.15 p.

Passenger accommodatiansuncqmilled. ^^Cabin

__

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
ISAAC C.

ABRANOEMENT.

WINTER

luaiiuv ivwujuvui

DR. E. B. REED,

And all kinds of useful Household Goods suitable for this season of the year, for
cash or on our special contract system.

—

Steamers of this Line will leaveRailroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and rHUKSDAYat 5.00 p. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, w ith above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. [^Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.

January, 1884 to 31st December,
1884.....$3,958,039.44

aUgi3

DINING CHAIRS

AND ALL I*ARTS OF

Ki’urn*wick. Nova Krolin, Prince Edwni'da Inland, and Cape Breton.

New

To

Furniture.

WALNUT AND MAHOGANY.

will issue return tickets to the
above named stations, good to go

MARINE INSURANCE “ALLAN_LINE.

we

RANGES.

0.00

■

fuses water.

LAMPS.
is

—

devoted to general diseases, have it in constant
and acknowledge it to be the only Raw Condensed Food known (and much richer than it is
represented by warrant); also free of insoluble
matter, and can be retained when the stomach re-

Losses

HANGING

FOR

—

^

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

A.

The only difference we shall make fromlitlie regular instalment way is that we
shall require in every instance a quarter down and $5 per month. We shall keep
in stock a full line of goods and shall prepay freight when the goods are sent a distance from the store. Every one knows the New Home Machine, and a great
machine
many will wish they had known of this offer before they bought. Every
is warranted for live years, but no machine will be sent out on trial. Any lady
shall be welcome to come and try the machines one day or a dozen days, but makto waste much time
ing the great concession on price that we do, we can not afford
machines
over them. REMEMBER we sell you a machine$15 under the price. The
have been shipped some days ago, and will be opened Mondaj'. We shall hew to
the line no matter where the chips fall.

and Return

Grand Trunk R.R. Co.

..

use

$40.00 MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
former price
“
“
45.00
u
u
50.00
OF NEW YORK,
“
11
55.00
“
“
60.00 Insure
“
Against Marine Risks Only.
“
70.00

$25.00

Quebec

nth December
Dominion
Texas30th December

November,
12th December,,

THURSDAY,

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Rutland

|

STEAMERS.

21st

1885.

less per machine than it has ever been offered. For instance,
our contract system,

$0.00

Montreal and Return

■

LONDON,

HOSPITALS OF

LEADING

We are going to close
If you want one please call early.
from $2.25 to $7.00.
them out quick. Fancy Platform Rockers, only three dozen in stock, we shall sell
them at $6.00. Camp Rockers going this week at $2.25 and upwards.

PARLOR

S £2
OF THE

RATTAN ROCKERS

guard.

Others are concealed
in the bushes around the tomb, while the
roads on either side of the gate are well
watched. During the day the guard is less
lumerous than at night, but no precautions
ire relaxed.
During the three stormy days that folowed Mr. Vanderbilt’s burial the detectives
were obliged to depend on their rubber coats
for shelter from the driving rain.
Tuesday,
lowever, two sentry boxes were put in posi;ion near the tomb. Some of the precautions
;aken to prevent the violation of the tomb
ire such that an account of them cannot be
jublished. The niche in the vault in which
ihe coffin of the dead millionaire is placed is
lonnected with an electric alarm, and even if
i tunnel could be driven to the tomb any at■empt to remove the body or any tampering
with the wires of the alarm would he made
mown immediately at the headquarters of
;he detectives.
A registering alarm slock has been placed
lear the gate of the vault, and at short inervals the guard is required to register its
] iresence at the tomb. No attempt to remove
i he
body is expected, In view of the prccaui ions taken to prevent it, but the watch over
i he tomb will De maintained In the same
nanner until the mausoleum is finished.
It
vill be almost impossible for any number of
; pave robbers to carry away the body.
on

and

31st

;

ing.

child, several years ago. has been in insane asylum
jExamination disclosed a difficulty;
once since.
sympoperation performed, rapid convalesence; all at
the
toms of insanity gone; cheerful and happy
of
date
from
months
five
operation
present time,
THESE CASES ABE CITED TO SHOW WHAT
COMBINED
MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD.
WITH SKILLFUL SURGICAL TREATMENT,
WILL DO FOR THE MANY AILMENTS OF
WOMEN.
Patient, whose physical health will no
admit of an operation can be sufficiently

L7th December.
December,
14th January.

‘Sarnia
Toronto
"Oregon

1886.

nutrition

SAVED FROM CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. W. entered hospital July 17, suffering from
the effects of childbirth. She was weakened to
such an extent that she was unable to eat or digest her food; had severe cough, pain in the lungs
and night-sweats. Her physician feared she was
going into consumption, and informed her friends
that unless something was done immediately she
would probably live but a short time. She was
put on Liquid Food and a generous diet of other
food. In three w eeks she was well enough to bear
Convalesced
an operation, which was performed.
three
rapidly; discharged in four weeks. Now,
in
perfect
months from date of operation, is
health
A CANE OF INSAN ITU.

roST

j

steamers,

CHEAP EXCURSION

"Sarnia
|28th January.
7th Jauuary,
BRISTOL SERVICE:
For Avonuionlli Dork iPiece:

the

Common cases can, by tlieuse of the LiquidFood
built up in three-fourths tha time required by
other treatment.
Our Mr. A. L. Murdock is the first American

sions.

ifternoon have been on guard at the tomb of
William H. Vanderbilt. But the four men
who patrol the cemetery grounds are not the

the

!
26tli November.!
10th December.
24th December,

standard, a matter which other
hospitals find great annoyance in adjustto

be

CARPET AID RUG DEPARTMENT.

Guarding Vanderbilt’s Tomb.
The iron gates that swing between the
stone pillars of the western gateway to the
aid Moravian Cemetery at New Dorp, Staten Island, are closed every night at 6 o’clock,
and four of Pinkerton’s detectives, armed
with heavy navy revolvers, take the place of
three similarly armed men, who during the

keeping

in

experienced

been
up

Please remember what you

patient

each

to

ASH, CHERRY, PINE,

pleasing subjects as

are

Programme for the Week!

Chamber

I have read the

many statues of that age which arc correct

o

LIQUID

Women.

TURCOMAN CURTAINS, 25 PATTERNS.

It may not be wholly amiss to allude to
Professor Morse’s scientific methods and
work, since when a man has had part in so
many important scientific discussions and
discoveries, his career becomes pretty thoroughly public property. I am too well aware
of the danger of meddling in matters which
I do not understand to attempt a catalogue
of his acquirements, and it is only to him that
I should ever think of making the faintest

so

f An nil if n-i f li

SAIL1NC DATES :_

ttubstaiitintr their claim* by quoting a few
*urgical case* in their Free Hospital for

foot may be surely detected. The mats are
all quite new, but no finer or softer than are
found in the houses of wealthy Japanese,
the only palace mark about them being that
they are bound with purple silk woven with
In one carefully
a chrysanthemum pattern.
sanded court a cherry tree and a wild orange,
of
a flight of 18
tree stand on either side
We shall not explain the different styles but will simply say we have about 60 pairs
broad steps leading to the audience-room of
Poles, Rings,
we will sell at $4.50 a pair, and curtains up to $20 per pair.
which
the older mikados. The members of the imshades and fixtures at prices that are down.
perial family stood on either side of the Loop Chains,
throne, and on the 18 steps were ranged the
kneeling nobles and officials of the 18 ranks,
while prostrate on the sands of the court
were the lowest officials, known as jige, or
“down to the earth’’ subjects.
The throne
before
which
thev
knelt
was
not
the
and
canopy
armdais,
gilded
chair
of
western
but
sovereigns,
looked most like a
large-curtained bed.
A square frame-work 8 or 10 feet high was
hung all round with full, sweeping curtains
of heavy white silk.
Lifting the curtains
reverently aside the custodian let us look in
Splendid assortment and the lowest prices in Maine.
upon a thick straw mat or platform about
five feet square and five inches thick.
On
this was laid a silk fukusa, or the small
a
cushion
used
as
seat
on
ceremonial
square
occasions in Japanese life. The old mikados, whose faces were never seen, whose
persons were sacred, and whose lives were
wound up in the most elaborate arrangement
All Wool Carpets, 60 cents and iip-,yards. Tapestry Brussels for 67 1-2 cents and
of etiquet and red tape ever known of, sat
behind these curtains when they held audi- upwards. Body Brussels 95 cents and upwards, and Velvets for $1. Smyrna lings
all sizes, all patterns. A handsome Smyrna Boor Mat for $1.
ence on New Year’s day and other rare occa-

lowship.

gious a blunder; especially when there

an

dtf

FOOD COMPANY

-AND-

via.Moville and Halifax.

_

THE MURDOCK

at

The Mikado of Real Life.
[Correspondence of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.]
BThe mikado’s palace proper has only 26
acres of ground within its walls.
The gateways to it are magnificent pieces of such architecture, the roof timbers, gables and eaves
decorated with gold chrysanthemums, and
much carved and gilded wood.
One gate on
each side is set apart for the mikado. They
never swing open for any lesser personage,
nor are they ever desecrated for any upstart
foot. All of the buildings—and there are
about 20 of them raising their loff$ gables in
a group—are connected by walks or covered
galleries. Each has a low flight of steps
leading down to a sanded court on one side
of it, and each building is raised on stone
foundation posts and surrounded by a tiny
moat or stone ditch of pure running water.
The sanded courts are carefully scratched
over in wavy lines by a gardener’s rake,
that the marks of the intruding or hostile

ness.

of Paleosic bats, or upon
crinkle in the shell of the vcry-long-nanic,
indeed something-or-othor-unintelligible. I
only look impressed when he shows me the
long scale upon a table in his cellar whereon
he takes the average dimensions of a hundred clam shells and compares them with
the average dimensions of a great many other
hundred clam shells, thus proving something
or other about the decrease or increase or
the permanency of the dimensions of clam
shells since the dawn of time. One incident
in connection with his miscellaneous scientific knowledge, however, may be told here
since it has been in print already. Among
other things he has made a drawing of every
known way in which archers have in any
age held the bowstring in discharging the arrow.
Once when he was in Copenhagen, he
was shown a highly prized antique statue of
a Grecian bowman, which he at once pronounced modem. On being asked upon what
he based so startling an opinion, he pointed
out the fact that the hand holding the bowstring had the fingers in such a position that
it would be impossible to let the arrow fly.
“It is absurd to suppose," he continued,
“that a sculptor born and bred in a nation of
bowmen like the Greeks could make so egre-

jan24

visit

which are always preferred by connoisseurs,
the carpets of Turcoman and those of Daghestan take the second rank, and are the

decorous way to the sanctuary, to indicate
the whereabouts of a livery stable, and
when we at last produced a carriage, both it
and the horse that drew it seemed older than
the witch records preserved in the old court
house.
However, all things totique seem in keeping with so historic a town, even a horse
that has personal reminiscences of the fall,
and goes about oppressed by vain regrets for
the Garden of Eden; and since the beast
kindly refrained from fulfilling our expectations by dying upon the road to South Salem, the rest was no matter. It is true that
we were greeted with opprobrious inquiry
whether our equipage came from Marblehead, but one learns sooner or later to be
above all care for trifles of this sort, and we
saw the antediluvian turnout rattle slowly
away with no feelings at all akin to bittera

and

quan-

burn leaves no trace the carpet is good, but
if it retains any mark at all it loses threequarters of its value. They employ no machinery whatever, nor any kind of loom;
they are entirely made by the hand, and the
work requires great care and patience.
The processes of manufacture employed in
Persia have been introduced into India with
success, where the production has rapidlydeveloped, especially at Cahors and Mizapore. As to the products of Asia Minor,
known under the name of Turkish carpets,
they are much less appreciated and less expensive. The finest are made in the province of Aden and in the neighborhood of
Smyrna, from whence they are sent in considerable quantities to all the European markets. They are preferred, however, to those
of Morocco, made in the neighborhood of
Tangiers; but after the Persian carpets,

and we were fain to go out into the crooked,
memory-haunted streets, in search of a conveyance. Even then there seemed far more
of association in the streets than of enterprise, and it was with some difficulty that jve
were able to persuade one of the passers, on

light

great

original design, the
distinguished by
harmonious disposition of the colors and the
fineness of the wool employed.
The principle centres of production of
these carpets are in the province of Hermann, or of Trek-Adjemi, where numerous
workmen
are
employed in their man,
ufacture. The
choicest
are
made
in
Kermana
and
woven
Paraghault,
with
hair
or
goats’
exclusively
Kermana, Khorassan and Kaurdistan, the
fineness and brightness of which is attributed to the particular mode of raising the
flocks. The fleece of these goats are of varied tints, which permit great varieties of
designs to be made from them.
For dyeing them they employ the Indian
and Persian colors, obtained from certain
plants, roots and leaves submitted to fenuen-

orn c

complete, indeed, was the serenity of Salem
on that autumn morning, that there was no
carriage of any sort to be found at the depot,

generously gives

buy

The colors the most extensively used are
blue, orange, yellow, grenat and green.
To test the quality of a carpet the East-

dear old place alreadv. and it was therefore
happily exempt from all need to share in the
hurry and restlessness of modern life. So

so

of

they

are

Professor Edward S. Morse’s Won*
derful Collection.

phlet he

only

and most appreciated are the carpets which
the Persians use in their prayers, and which

a

pretence that

not
them

Bakou
and
Tifiis,
also
the
principle
watch
centres of production to
the
The cardivers processes of manufacture.
pets of Daghestan, which are made for the
most part at Derbent and at Schouscha, are
now much sought after, but the most rare

night

JAPANESE POTTERY,

Mr. Benson looked up from his paper as
he answered:
“God has been good to me, daughter; he
has blessed us all with excellent health and
prospered me in all my undertakings.”
‘Yes, sir; but papa,” she continued, looking him directly in the face, “do you ever
give anything to the poor?”
An expression of sudden confusion crossed
his features. He seemed to sit uncomfortably, and he shifted his position several times

tities

but

one ever

think I understand now.”
Mr. Benson entered the raom, lit a cigar,

picked up the paper and, settling himself
comfortably in his chair, gave himself over to
a perusal of the events of the day.
Presently Sadie looked up from the Bible.
“Papa,” she asked “are you rich?”

commerce

STREET.

BOYD

7

““

How and Where They Are Made and
How to Test Them.
[From the Philadelphia Carpet Trade.]
The Turkish and Persian carpets have become the especial objects of important transactions, and the representatives of foreign

comfortable suit of Frankie’s and the new
shoes put on. Sarah made a favorable report on her return, and was soon on her way
back, leading the little boy, and carrying a
basket of substantial food, “shaken together,
pressed down and running over,” and late
in the afternoon a well-dressed gentleman
was observed to leave Mr. D.’s home with a
light, elastic step, but what he said or did no

with

DOMINION LINE.
INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS1885-6-WINTER ARRAXGEMEXTS1885-6
ICAL STUDIES
the
subscriber,
Given to private pupils by
LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
J. w. COLCOBD, Sailin? Between Liverpool and Portland,

ORIENTAL CARPETS.

a

knew.
Sadie went to bed that Christmas

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

EDUCATIONAL.

cannot

soft texture which is as far
removed from the hard slipperiness of glass
as the North is from the South, and which
but to the
can be compared to nothing
.smoothness of the lovely skin of a live baby,
the matchless evenness which is entrancing
alike to eye and to finger, gives to these
vases and tea-jars a eharm which can he rivalled by no pottery in the world.
It is so entertaining, too, to hear the host
tell of the lucky accidents which occurred to
help him in his work of collecting, accidents,
it is true, although he does not say so, which
might have happened to anyone, and which
were important because he had the knowledge necessary to make them serve him.
Fortune did favor him, however, to a degree
not a little noteworthy. He has procured,
for instance, many of the identical specimens from which were made the plates in
the work which is authority on Japanese
faience, and whose author’s name I know,
hut cannot spell, Circumstances like these
eive this collection a unioue value for reference and comparison, and it is heartily to be
for Boston. It
hoped that it may be secured
will ultimately be sold, it being too valuable
a
to be owned by private individual, and it
is said that foreign Iparties are negotiating
for it. If the Art Museum could only be
dowered with a possession like this it would
become a shrine of pilgrimage for pottery
experts the world over.

Suppose we were to heartlessly turn him,
without some recognition of our sympathy,
into the street. Can you appreciate his feel-

assistance.” with

One

fectly satisfied.”
That exquisite

in this case?” and she tapped the carpet impatiently with her foot.
“Just here,” answered Mr. Benson; “this
little fellow, like you, is all expectation.

vour

poems!

know anything so iovely ? Why, a man
could live with that in the dark and be per-

pointment?”
“That I do; but where’s the comparison

cant wink at his wife! “I want you to

as

ever

“I can, most distinctly.”
“Do you also remember, Matilda, how the
tears flowed, and how full—immeasurably
full—your heart was of grief at the disap-

and I want

imaginative

speak of these gems without getting rhapsodical and conveying the idea that he is given
to florid exaggeration. Those who know
only the over-decorated wares of the shops,
made expressly for the foreign market, have
little or no idea of the exquisite simplicity
and beauty of the choicest specimens of Japanese pottery; and the visitor must be lacking indeed in artistic appreciation who does
that even Prof.
not come away feeling
Morse’s enthusiastic admiration Is less that
the beauty and completeness of the collection demands.
“Just feel of that glaze,” Professor Morse
will say, putting against your cheek one of
the brown pilgrim, bottle-shaped vases for
which he has refused $500 apiece, “did you

Now, mark my word!”
“Matilda,” answered Mr. Benson, paying
no heed to her ominous prophesy, “can you
recall to mind an incident which occurred in
your childhood days ? How, when for weeks
you anticipated the greatest of pleasures,
the superintendent of the school by an oversight left your name from the roll, and failed
to share with the rest?”

give from the hand must be prompted by
clean, generous, sympathetic heart.”
“Thank you, mamma,” said Sadie, respectfully, as her mother ceased speaking; “I

a

and

ease.

heart overflowing witli happiness.
“God lias paid me tenfold with a quiet conscience and a cheerful heart,” thought Mr.
Benson more than once during the evening,
and Aunt Matilda, in quiet conversation
with Mrs. Benson, admitted that “children
were of some use in the world after all.”

we

^

“Got who?

surprise.
“Why, don’t

.!
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Commencing Oct. 5, 1885.
A

Brent

Medical

Work

on

Mnnhaoil,

Exhausted Vitality. Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A hook for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
lor all acute and chronic diseases, each one ol
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience lor 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
300
pages, bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer
work in every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold In this
country for $2.50, or the money will bo refunded
in every instance. Price only $1.00 by mail, post6 cents. Send now.
paid. Illustrative sample
(Jold medal awarded the author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should lie read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom the Science of Life will not he useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, instructor or clergyman—Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr.
IV. H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that have baffled U"p * T the
skill of all other physicians a specious n..Uaity
Such treated successfully with rii liVUl'T L1
Al A OXiAll
out any instance of failure.
Mention this paper.
jan31eod&wly
1

JIPOBTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL

KINDS,

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
IIABBIMUN.

DEPARTURES.
Lewiston, 7.05

For Auburn and

and 5.20 p.

a.

I8S5.

m., 1.1 *»

in.

For C2 or ham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. m.,mix» <
For Urorhani, lloutreal and Chicago,1.3-

p.

m.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p.

in.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewi*ton and Auburn, 8.25 a. In..
12.05, 3.15 and 6.50 p. ni.
From m or hum, 0.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. in.
mixed.
From Chicago and ITIontreal, 12.05 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train at.»
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

35

Exchange St.,

and Depot Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, ITIilwaukct
Cincinnati, St. Louie*, Omaha, Saginaw, At. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,
and all points in the

Also Goneral Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

IKO.lI

CHANGE OF TIME.
On nuil after MONDAY, Oet. 14,
train* will run a* follow*:

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Canada,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALE

A. M.
P. M.
3.00
Leave Portland (P. & 0. E. K.).9.00
4.45
Brldgton Junctlen.10.36
5.40
Brldgton, arrive.11.35
3.20
Leave Brldgton. 7.65
6.56
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PEEK Y, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
dti
oct6

MAINE

Northwest,

West

and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
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A TIT,1 D mayb.founrt onfit.ntOea
.1 XL-L^ X /Vx XaXVP.Rowell &Co’s Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where edvertla.
bus contracts may te .made for It IN Sl£\V YORK*

